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Abstract
This thesis constitutes one of the first investigations focused on characterizing online participation in civic technologies, a type of platform
increasingly popular on the Internet that allows citizens new forms,
on a larger scale, of political participation. Given the opportunities of
civic technologies in democratic governance, it should be noted that
their design, like that of any online platform, is not neutral. The ways
in which information is presented or interaction between users is allowed can greatly alter the results of participation. For this reason,
we analyze the impact of different interventions in civic technologies
in relation to online conversation views, ordering criteria for ranking
petitions, and deliberative interfaces. Since these interventions were
carried out by the corresponding development teams, the analyses
have required to develop novel computational and statistical methods, while also extending generative models of discussion threads to
better characterise the dynamics of online conversations. Results of
the different case studies highlight the social and political impact
of these interventions, suggesting new directions for future research
and the need to develop a paradigm of citizen experimentation for
democracy.
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Resumen
Esta tesis constituye una de las primeras investigaciones en caracterizar la participación online en tecnologías cívicas, un tipo de plataforma cada vez más popular en Internet que permite a la ciudadanía
nuevas formas, a una mayor escala, de participación política. Dadas
las oportunidades de las tecnologías cívicas para la gobernanza democrática, cabe señalar que su diseño, al igual que el de cualquier
plataforma online, no es neutral. La forma en que se presenta la información o se permite la interacción entre las usuarias puede alterar
en gran medida los resultados de la participación. Por este motivo,
analizamos el impacto de diferentes intervenciones en tecnologías cívicas en relación a las vistas de las conversaciones online, los criterios
de ordenación en rankings de peticiones e interfaces deliberativas.
Dado que estas intervenciones fueron llevadas a cabo por los propios
equipos de desarrollo, los análisis han requerido desarrollar nuevos
métodos computacionales y estadísticos, a la vez que se han ampliado modelos generativos de hilos de discusión para caracterizar mejor
la dinámica de las conversaciones online. Los resultados de los diferentes estudios de caso destacan el impacto social y político de estas
intervenciones, sugiriendo nuevas líneas de investigación en el futuro y la necesidad de desarrollar un paradigma de experimentación
ciudadana para la democracia.
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Resum
Aquesta tesi és una de les primeres investigacions que té per objecte
la caracterització de la participació en línia en tecnologies cíviques,
un tipus de plataforma cada vegada més popular a Internet que permet a la ciutadania noves formes, a major escala, de participació
política. Donades les oportunitats de les tecnologies cíviques per a la
governança democràtica, cal assenyalar que el seu disseny, com el de
qualsevol plataforma en línia, no és neutral. La forma en què com es
presenta la informació o es permet la interacció entre les usuàries pot
alterar en gran mesura els resultats de la participació. Per aquest
motiu, analitzem l’impacte de diferents intervencions en tecnologies
cíviques en relació amb les vistes de conversa en línia, els criteris d’ordenació en rànquings de peticions i amb interfícies deliberatives. Atès
que aquestes intervencions van ser dutes a terme pels propis equips
de desenvolupament, les anàlisis han requerit desenvolupar nous mètodes computacionals i estadístics, alhora que s’han ampliat models
generatius de fils de discussió per caracteritzar millor la dinàmica de
les converses en línia. Els resultats dels diferents estudis de cas destaquen l’impacte social i polític d’aquestes intervencions, suggerint
noves línies d’investigació en el futur i la necessitat de desenvolupar
un paradigma d’experimentació ciutadana per a la democràcia.
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Resumé
Cette thèse constitue l’une des premières recherches sur la caractérisation de la participation en ligne à des technologies civiques, un
type de plateforme de plus en plus populaire sur Internet qui permet aux citoyens de nouvelles formes, à plus grande échelle, de participation politique. Compte tenu des opportunités offertes par les
technologies civiques dans la gouvernance démocratique, il convient
de noter que leur design, comme celui de toute plateforme en ligne,
n’est pas neutre. La façon dont l’information est présentée ou l’interaction entre les utilisateurs est permise peut grandement modifier les
résultats de la participation. Pour cette raison, nous analysons l’impact de différentes interventions dans le domaine des technologies
civiques par rapport à l’agencementaux des conversations en ligne,
aux critères d’ordre de classement des pétitions et aux interfaces délibératives. Comme ces interventions ont été réalisées par les équipes
de développement correspondantes, les analyses ont nécessité de développer nouvelles méthodes informatiques et statistiques, tout en
élargissant les modèles génératifs de fils de discussion afin de mieux
caractériser la dynamique des conversations en ligne. Les résultats des
différentes études de cas mettent en évidence l’impact social et politique de ces interventions, suggérant de nouveaux axes de recherches
futures et la nécessité de développer un paradigme d’expérimentation
citoyenne pour la démocratie.
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1
Introduction

1.1

Motivation

The beginning of the 21st century was also the starting point of the
so-called ‘Web 2.0’. This paradigm shift transformed the original idea
of the World Wide Web, based on interlinked resources distributed
all over the Internet, by the emergence of platforms designed to facilitate online participation, e.g., social media, social networking sites,
blogs and microblogging services, social news sites, wikis, etc. Tom
O’Reilly referred Web 2.0 as ‘the web as platform’ in which the network effects from user contributions become essential [O’R05]. Furthermore, scholars like Jan Van Dijk and Manuel Castells have suggested that the revolution originated by Web 2.0 has led to the rise
of the ‘network society’ [VD99, Cas04]. Innovation under this framework does not only relate to efficiency in how information flows but
also to the emergence of new organizational forms. Yochai Benkler
examined these structures of organization in his seminal work ‘The
wealth of networks’ [Ben06] and concluded that they break the classical centralized hierarchical logics by promoting new decentralized
commons-based production practices. Indeed, online platforms have
transformed the practices of our modern society and their capabilities
surpass the possibilities one could imagine just a few decades ago.
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Despite the revolutionary opportunities provided by web platforms for the rise and constitution of the network society, this phenomenon implies that platforms are central to almost every online
practice. For this reason, José van Dijck has indicated that we are
actually witnessing the era of the ‘platform society’:
“Many people think of platforms simply as technological
tools that allow them to do things online: chatting, sharing, commenting, dating, searching, buying stuff, listening
to music, watching videos, hailing a cab, and so on. But
these online activities hide a system whose logic and logistics are about more than facilitating: they actually shape
the way we live and how society is organized.” [VDPDW18]
In fact, the way platforms are designed has proven to be of great
relevance in promoting problems of modern life like the spread of
disinformation [DVBZ+ 16, KWL16], algorithmic biases and discrimination [Tuf15, OKC18], hate speech and misbehaviour [DZM+ 15,
CBDNML17, KCL17], or mass network surveillance [Fuc13, Zub19].
Therefore, to understand our modern society we need to characterize
how platforms operate and how they affect us as human beings.
The above claim takes on even greater value as we observe the
growing popularity of online platforms for political activities. The
Internet itself was heralded for empowering citizens and challenging
existing power structures by diversifying the relationship between
governments and citizens [MR00, Cas08]. However, this effect is even
more noticeable by the increasing number of platforms by civic organizations and national, regional and local governments to scale up
citizen participation and to promote new forms of governance.
The potential of Web 2.0 platforms for civic purposes has drawn
much attention from academia. Moreover, some existing platforms
are the result of scientific research with the aim of enhancing the
ability of policy-makers and citizens to make more informed decisions [SL15, GKSA19]. As noted by [Lin12], there is a plethora of
competing labels for citizen coproduction in the age of social media:
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collaborative government [McG], citizen sourcing [Tor07], wiki government [Nov09], government as a platform [O’R11], do-it-yourself
government [MD13], participatory civics [Zuc14], etc. All these notions rely on online platforms for the citizenry to participate. Platforms of this nature are often referred to as ‘civic technologies’ (‘civic
tech’), a term motivated by the expected civic outcome of such technological approaches that is gaining popularity in academic and policy communities. Although the outcome from civic-inspired purposes
is expected to be beneficial, we must bear in mind that the way in
which platforms allow users to participate may differ. Based on the
theory of affordances formulated by James J. Gibson [Gib77] which
was later extended by William W. Gaver when referring to ‘technology affordances’ [Gav91], a recent comparison of features in the social
platforms Facebook and Twitter concluded that interaction does not
necessarily take place in the same way on them, since the options
available to users are not the same:
“These are known as the platforms’ affordances. In other
words, the totality of possibilities these environments offer. Platforms are not neutral. Whether one can
respond to a particular contribution or whether one has
to address one’s remarks to the group at large; whether
the platform allows images or links to be posted; whether
all participants have the same view of a given exchange
and its dynamics – all these aspects play a part in determining the exchange and its outcome.” [Cam18]
The lack of neutrality of technological platforms gives great power
and responsibility to the agents in charge of their design. We should
be aware that the agent who controls a successful platform controls
the interface between systems and participants, and dictates the rules
of engagement [HY09]. This observation connects directly to the concept of ‘nudge’ proposed by Richard H. Thaler and Cass R. Sunstein:
“any aspect of the choice architecture that alters people’s behavior
in a predictable way without forbidding any options or significantly
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changing their incentives” [TS09]. Both Thaler and Sunstein, who
became head of President Obama’s Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs, supported the idea of ‘libertarian paternalism’ that can
be summed up as nudging people to make better choices (as judged by
themselves) without forcing certain outcomes upon anyone [BST14].
In contrast to the paternalistic principles of nudging, we consider
that democratic governance requires citizens to be able to evaluate
power structures and policy making, at present, to be able to assess the design of civic technologies as they might affect the way the
citizenry participates online. Therefore, it becomes crucial to characterize online participation in civic technologies to shed light on the
democratic potential and deficits of the platform society.

1.2

Research goals and context

The research scope of this thesis lies at the intersection of two different areas: computational social science and machine learning. The
main goal is to provide a better understanding of how interventions
in civic technologies influence user behavior. Given the many different forms of participation in platforms of this kind (citizen forums,
online petitions, voting processes, crowdfunding, collaborative mapping, etc.) and the many existing case studies all over the world, this
dissertation focuses on three specific civic technologies developed in
Spain: the social news site Menéame 1 , and the platforms for participatory democracy Decide Madrid 2 and Decidim Barcelona 3 , which
are developed by the municipalities of the two corresponding cities.
The reasons for choosing these three civic technologies are multiple. In the case of Menéame, this site is not only a very influential
forum of political discussion but also an ideal opportunity to examine the impact of an intervention of great interest: the adoption
1

https://www.meneame.net/
https://decide.madrid.es/
3
https://www.decidim.barcelona/
2
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of conversation threading for the visual representation of discussion
threads. In the case of Decide Madrid and Decidim Barcelona, this
doctoral research project has been carried out in close collaboration
with the development team of each platform. This context provides
an unusual opportunity to get informed about the interventions in
each site and the motivations for doing so. Interestingly, as suggested in a comprehensive survey on controlled experiments on the
web [KLSH09], platform features have often been determined by the
same way medicine was prescribed prior to World War II: by people who were regarded as experts, not by using scientific methods.
Therefore, a practical goal of this doctoral research project has been
to provide advice by measuring the effects of: (1) the change of the
petition ranking in the home page of Decide Madrid, and (2) the
deliberative platform design in Decidim Barcelona.
It is true that the characterization of the impact of platform interventions is often conducted through online field experiments like
A/B testing. Indeed, there is abundant literature on best practices for
these techniques [KLSH09, KDF+ 13, BEB14, CK15, MM18]. However, civic technologies like Decide Madrid and Decidim Barcelona
have been developed to foster participatory policy-making in the corresponding cities. For this reason, approaches like A/B testing would
present major ethical issues concerning the experimentation with real
citizens participating in decision-making processes that directly affect
their living conditions. As a consequence, research in this thesis relies on observational studies through mining data about participants
without participant awareness or environmental manipulation (Type
IV of Human Subjects Research [BT15]). Studying user behaviour in
non-controlled online environments presents some limitations, even
more for the case of Menéame since many details about platform interventions are unknown a priori. Nevertheless, these limitations have
encouraged us to address a methodological goal: to develop statistical methods to infer events that might have affected user behaviour
and to extend data-driven models to characterize the mechanisms
governing the dynamics of online participation.
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1.3

Outline and contributions

In this dissertation, we will characterize online participation in civic
technologies through statistical and computational techniques. As
shown in Figure 1.1, research is divided into two parts: the first one
with two chapters focused on online discussions, and the second one
with two chapters focused on online petitions4 . Research chapters
are preceded by this introductory chapter and the following chapter
which reviews the state of the art and background of the thesis. The
manuscript includes a final chapter presenting the conclusions, and
two appendices with complementary research to this project.
Chapter 2: In this chapter we review related work on civic technologies, dynamics of online discussion threads, dynamics of online
petitions, and platform interventions. The survey of generative models of online discussion threads is published in:
[AGGK17] Pablo Aragón, Vicenç Gómez, David García,
and Andreas Kaltenbrunner. Generative models of online discussion threads: state of the art and research challenges. Journal of Internet Services and Applications,
8(1):15, 2017.
and was the basis for tutorials given at:
• The 2018 IEEE/ACM International Conference on Advances
in Social Networks Analysis and Mining (ASONAM 2018)
• The 13th International AAAI Conference on Web and Social
Media (ICWSM-19)

4

The author of this dissertation is the main contributor of the publications
listed in this section
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PART I: ANALYSIS OF ONLINE DISCUSSIONS
We first analyze the structure of the discussion threads from Menéame
to propose a methodology to identify platform interventions. Then,
we model the impact of a specific intervention: the adoption of conversation threading as default criterion to represent discussions.
Chapter 3: This chapter addresses the challenge of automatically
detecting events that affect online deliberation in online discussions.
To do so, we develop a language-independent methodology based on
regression discontinuity design, structural metrics of online discussions threads and data from Menéame. The work described in this
chapter is included in:
[AGK17a] Pablo Aragón, Vicenç Gómez, and Andreas Kaltenbrunner. Detecting Platform Effects in Online Discussions.
Policy & Internet, 9(4):420–443, 2017.
Chapter 4: In this chapter we explicitly focus on the platform
intervention in Menéame which replaced the linear interface of discussions with a hierarchical interface (conversation threading). We
replicate our methodology based on regression discontinuity design
using different metrics of social reciprocity. In addition to this, we
propose a novel generative model of discussion threads which includes
reciprocity as behavioral feature to explain the structure and growth
of online discussion threads. Results of this chapter are published in:
[AGK17b] Pablo Aragón, Vicenç Gómez, and Andreas Kaltenbrunner. To Thread or Not to Thread: The Impact of Conversation Threading on Online Discussion. In Proceedings
of the International AAAI Conference on Web and Social
Media, 2017.
and were also presented at The 3rd Annual International
Conference on Computational Social Science (IC2S2 2017).
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PART II: ANALYSIS OF ONLINE PETITIONS
We first characterize petition growth in Decide Madrid and evaluate
the improvement originated by changing the algorithm for ranking
petitions in the home page. Then, we assess the effectiveness of the
deliberative platform design for petitions in Decidim Barcelona.
Chapter 5: This chapter presents a study of petition growth in the
platform Decide Madrid based on time-series analysis and clustering.
In particular, we examine the spillover effects between multiple simultaneous participatory processes in a same platform, and detect
undesired effects of the original ranking algorithm in the home page.
Furthermore, we present how our analysis has motivated a new ranking algorithm in Decide Madrid and the impact of such intervention
in signing behaviour.
The work of this chapter was presented as a non-archival poster at
The 13th International AAAI Conference on Web and Social Media
(ICWSM-19) and the resulting manuscript is under review.
Chapter 6: In this chapter we focus on the case study of Decidim
Barcelona, in which petitions can be discussed with an interface that
combines threaded discussions and comment alignment with the petition. This innovative approach allows to examine whether neutral,
positive or negative comments are more likely to generate discussion
cascades. The results of this chapter are published in:
[AKCL+ 17] Pablo Aragón, Andreas Kaltenbrunner, Antonio Calleja-López, Andrés Pereira, Arnau Monterde, Xabier E. Barandiaran, and Vicenç Gómez. Deliberative
Platform Design: The Case Study of the Online Discussions in Decidim Barcelona. In Social Informatics, pages
277–287, Cham, 2017. Springer International Publishing.
and were also presented at The European Symposium on Societal
Challenges in Computational Social Science 2019: Polarization and
Radicalization.
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Chapter 7: We finally conclude this dissertation by summarizing
and discussing the main findings and suggesting new directions for
future research.
APPENDICES
This manuscript also includes two appendices with the results of complementary research to the work.
Appendix A: This appendix presents the exploration of a dataset
we built with more than 350K petitions from Avaaz.org. In particular,
we examine how social media campaigning is related to the success
of petitions, as well as some geographic and linguistic findings about
the worldwide community of Avaaz.org. We conclude with example
research questions that could be addressed with our dataset. The
results of this appendix are published in:
[ASTR+ 18] Pablo Aragón, Diego Sáez-Trumper, Miriam
Redi, Scott Hale, Vicenç Gómez, and Andreas Kaltenbrunner. Online Petitioning Through Data Exploration and
What We Found There: A Dataset of Petitions from Avaaz.org.
In Proceedings of the International AAAI Conference on
Web and Social Media, 2018.
Appendix B: In this appendix we describe two knowledge discovery systems for Decide Madrid. These systems are the result of
a fruitful collaboration between 2016 and 2019 with the Collective
Intelligence for Participatory Democracy Lab (Participa LAB). The
details of these systems are published in:
[AGK16] Pablo Aragón, Vicenç Gómez, and Andreas Kaltenbrunner. Visualization Tool for Collective Awareness in a
Platform of Citizen Proposals. In Proceedings of the International AAAI Conference on Web and Social Media,
2016.
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[ABGK18] Pablo Aragón, Yago Bermejo, Vicenç Gómez,
and Andreas Kaltenbrunner. Interactive Discovery System for Direct Democracy. In 2018 IEEE/ACM International Conference on Advances in Social Networks Analysis and Mining (ASONAM), pages 601–604, 2018.
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Figure 1.1. Conceptual scheme of this manuscript.
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2
Background and State of the Art

2.1

Introduction

In this chapter we provide an overview of research on civic technologies, dynamics of online discussion threads, dynamics of online
petitions, and the effects of platform interventions. This review is
intended to make readers familiar with the background of this thesis.

2.2

Civic technologies

This thesis focuses on a specific type of online platforms with a
especially evident political dimension: ‘civic technologies’. Many
definitions of platforms have focused on their technical side, e.g.,
“providers of software, (sometimes) hardware, and services that help
code social activities into a computational architecture” [VD13] or
“programmable digital architectures designed to organize interactions
between users – not just end users but also corporate entities and
public bodies” [VDPDW18]. However, as introduced in Chapter 1,
platforms are more than just technological tools, the social logics
they offer turn them into socio-technical systems. For this reason,
we agree with the approach by Tarleton Gillespie who considered not
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only the computational and architectural aspects of platforms, but
also their role as intermediaries between the participants, having to
understand platforms in a political sense [Gil10].
Regarding online platforms precisely built for political processes,
one of the first studies about the emergence of civic technologies is
the report by the Knight Foundation in 2013 which defined them as
those technologies “used to inform, engage and connect residents with
government and one another to advance civic outcomes” [PSGH13].
That work divided civic technologies into two clusters:
• Open government: data access and transparency, data utility,
decision making, resident feedback, mapping and visualization,
and voting.
• Community action: tools for civic crowd funding, community
organizing, information crowdsourcing, neighborhood forums,
and peer-to-peer sharing.
Interestingly, a recent survey of civic technology for social innovation [SPA+ 19] also reported this dichotomy in academic literature:
• Government-centric definitions, e.g., “use of technology by cities
for service provision, civic engagement, and data analysis to
inform decision making” [Lin12].
• Citizen-centric definitions, e.g., “platforms and applications that
enable citizens to connect and collaborate with each other and
with government” [Cit12].
That survey then unified both approaches through their common element: “enabling participation in democratic governance (i.e., the
many activities citizens undertake to negotiate living together in society)” [SPA+ 19]. This definition better captures the context of this
thesis as it does not limit the scope to technologies requiring a government to get involved and, especially, it focuses on technologies
that foster citizen participation.
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The extent to which citizens hold power in participatory processes
has been traditionally categorized through the Arnstein’s Ladder of
Citizen Participation [Arn69] which ranges from none to real citizen
control. Because of the emergence of civic technologies, new frameworks have been proposed, e.g., the e-Participation Ladder [Kin02]
(see Figure 2.1) in which participants benefit from the bidirectional
communication of these platforms to collectively discuss and decide
online. This is the case of the three civic technologies of this thesis,
since participants have to discuss and make decisions online: news to
appear in a front page (Menéname), and public policies to be implemented by a city council (Decide Madrid and Decidim Barcelona).

Making decisions online

Online comments on chosen solutions

level of communication

one-way

Online services
Online discussion forums
Communication barrier

Increasing participation

two-way

Public participation geographic information systems

Online surveys
Basic WWW site

Figure 2.1. e-Participation Ladder. Adapted from: [Kin02]
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2.3

Dynamics of online discussion threads

Discussions in online platforms commonly occur as an exchange of
written messages among two or more participants. In this way, conversations are often represented as threads, which are initiated by a
user posting a starting message (hereafter post) followed by (possibly
other) users sending replies to either the post or the existing replies.
Therefore, given this sequential posting behavior, online discussion
threads follow a tree network structure as shown in Figure 2.2.
The properties of this network structure represent the typical features of the dynamics of online discussion threads. Popularity is a
classic feature which expresses that the more connected a node is (the
most commented messages), the more likely a node is to attract new
edges (new replies). This feature is usually introduced through the
preferential attachment process [BA99], also referred to as the Yule
process [Sim55]. This process is a common property of many social
networks and establishes that the probability that one of the links of
a new node connects to certain node depends on its degree. Thus,
node 1 in Figure 2.2 is the most popular message, followed by node 2,
then nodes 5 and 6 and, finally, the rest of the nodes. Besides the
popularity of nodes, it is usually expected that the newest comments
are the most attractive messages. Therefore, another relevant feature
is novelty, i.e., nodes 1 and 2 are the most popular ones but also the
oldest ones, which might reduce the arrival of new replies. Moreover,
notice an important difference: node 1 is the initial post while node 2
is a comment, like the rest of the nodes. Some users might be interested in replying directly to the post while some other users might be
interested in replying to comments and getting engaged in the discussion. This is the reason why certain models establish a root-bias
as a feature. In addition to this, users often engage in discussions
between pairs of users resulting into chains of messages (segments),
e.g., nodes 5 and 9 are likely to be posted by the same user. In
consequence, other informative features are segment lengths or reciprocity by also considering the authorship of messages, i.e., users
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tend to reply to comments that replied to their previous messages.
Furthermore, the consideration of authorship allows the definition of
features related to social influence and user roles, i.e., certain users
might follow a specific behavior. Apart from all these structural features of online discussion threads, features can also consider linguistic
patterns from the messages like the occurrence of certain text expressions.

Figure 2.2. Example of a discussion thread represented as a tree:
at time-step t = 9, node (comment) number 10 is added to the
thread. The parent of each node is sequentially stored in vector π.
Source: [GKLK13].

2.3.1

Generative models of online discussion threads

The features described above are essential to model the dynamics
of online discussion threads. We refer to modeling as defining a
mathematical description of a process that generates online discussion threads, as illustrated in Figure 2.3.
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Real online
discussion threads

Synthetic
discussion threads

Model
parameters θ

Figure 2.3. Modeling approach for discussion threads considered
in this work: the model (box in the middle) represents a mechanism
or procedure that describes how discussion threads are formed. It is
usually governed by a set of parameters θ which are typically learned
from real data composed of real discussion threads. This learning
step involves some type of optimization. For given parameters θ, the
model can be used to generate synthetic threads that reproduce the
properties of the real discussion threads.
We consider data-driven models, that is, models that try to capture some phenomena of interest of a given dataset [SS98, Mur12].
Such models are constrained by the nature of the data and the type
of phenomena that they try to explain. For example, a model can be
defined at the fine-grained level of the individual text of a comment
or it may abstract an entire conversation from the content of the messages. Also, it can describe the precise timing when comments are
sent/received or it can completely disregard any temporal aspect. In
particular, we will focus on models that incorporate a fundamental
ingredient of online discussion threads: their reply structure.
Contrary to purely discriminative approaches, generative models
are also able to produce instances of the objects of interest, in our
case, synthetic instances of discussion threads. Generative models
provide more insights and explain better the formation process of
online discussion threads than purely descriptive approaches [Mit04].
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The behavior of a model depends on its parameters θ, that are
adjusted to fit the data. It is important to differentiate between
fully data-driven models and those that are largely constrained using prior knowledge. Fully data-driven models usually depend on a
large number of parameters and are used as a black-box. They are
typically trained end-to-end to optimize some measure of predictive
performance. Conversely, parsimonious models try to explain phenomena with as few parameters as possible. An example would be a
model with a single parameter that is able to generate conversation
threads with the same degree distribution than the real ones. Although the latter type of models may perform worse than fully datadriven models in terms of predicting power, they tend to be more
interpretable [BC+ 92] and can thus provide a better understanding
of the governing mechanisms of online discussions.
To estimate the model parameters, the most common approach is
to optimize a likelihood function, which quantifies how well the model
explains the data as a function of its parameters [Mur12]. While this
optimization has an analytical solution for very simple models, it can
be in general computationally challenging. The complexity of such
an optimization depends on the model complexity. Models with a
large number of parameters compared to the size of the data may fail
to generalize and their predictions may be not valid for new data.
In these cases, adding some form of regularization and partitioning
the dataset into different subsets for training, validation and testing
(cross-validation) helps. In any case, it is necessary to take into
account the statistical assumptions in the data generating process.
For example, whether data points are independently distributed and
under stationary conditions between training and testing conditions,
which is often not the case.
A model is expected to be identifiable, i.e., as the number of data
increases, the true parameter values must converge. For a learned
identifiable model, distinct parameter values θ should correspond to
distinct models. In contrast, a model is said to be non-identifiable
when different parameter values result in the model. This can occur,
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for example, when flat directions exist in the likelihood landscape.
As a sanity check, a good strategy to evaluate identifiability is to:
1. generate synthetic data with some parameter values θ∗ from
the estimation,
2. train the model with those data,
3. evaluate whether the model estimates consistently the same
parameter values θ∗ .
This could be done for different choices of θ∗ . The validation of
generative models, in particular, network formation models, typically examines whether the structural properties of generated data
are comparable to the original properties of the empirical data.
Typical structural properties of discussion threads are:
• size: the number of messages,
• width: the maximum number of messages at any reply level,
• depth: the length of the largest exchange of messages,
• users: if the message authorship is known, number of users who
authored at least one message.
Usually, statistical tests are used for validation, e.g. the Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test [Kol33, Smi48, AE11], which measures
the maximum punctual distance between the empirical cumulative
distribution function (CDF) Fe (x) and the CDF of the generated
synthetic data Fg (x), defined both on observations x of the structural property of interest:
KS-stat = sup |Fe (x) − Fg (x)|.
x
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The use of such tests provides strong statistical evidence favoring
a model. Very often, however, these tests can be too strict due to
finite-size effects or other artifacts present in the data. In these cases,
an alternative qualitative validation, for example, using visualization
techniques, can be also satisfactory.
Before presenting each generative model, we should introduce the
Galton-Watson branching process for its history and relevance in
modeling random trees [WG75]. Indeed, this model is often used
as a baseline to compare against other models, e.g. [KMM10]. It
starts with a single root node, i.e., the post, and evolves at discrete
time-steps. To generate the nodes at time-step t + 1, each node
originated at time-step t generates independently a certain number
of children deg according to a fixed probability distribution p(deg).
This process is repeated until no new children are generated, i.e., the
discussion is over. This is a very simple model that can be estimated
very efficiently from the data, since it just requires fitting the empirical distribution p(deg). Although the classical branching process is
able to reproduce certain features of online discussion threads such
as the degree distribution, it is not a generative model that can explain the mechanisms underlying the dynamics of online discussions.
Because, it uses a fixed probability distribution p at each node, it
may fail to capture other relevant structural properties such as the
depth distribution, and it disregards the authorship and the arrival
timestamp of the messages.
Kumar et al. (2010) The limitations of the classical branching
process are addressed in Kumar et al. (2010) [KMM10] by incorporating the novelty upon the preferential attachment model. That
is to say, messages not only attract replies according to the number of previous replies, i.e., degree, but also to their time-stamp. At
time-step t, either the thread terminates with some fixed probability
pf ∈ (0, 1) or a new comment is attached to an existing comment
k. At time t, the probability of attachment depends on two features:
the popularity or degree degk , and the novelty, or elapsed time since
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k was written, rk . These features are parametrized by α and τ , respectively. Formally, let the random discrete variable Xt denote the
label of the parent node at time t. If a new node is attached, an
existing node k ∈ [0, . . . , t], is chosen with probability proportional
to a linear combination of the two previous features
αdegk + τ rk
,
r 0
k0 (αdegk0 + τ k ) + pf

p(Xt = k|α, τ, pf ) = P

(2.1)

where α ≥ 0, τ ∈ (0, 1) and pf ∈ (0, 1) are ∈ R and the model
parameters to be optimized for a given dataset.
Kumar et al. also propose an authorship model to determine the
author of a comment based on the observation that users tend to reply users who had previous replied to their messages. In this model,
the author of a new message is selected from the path between this
new message and the root node with some probability, and otherwise randomly. However, this model is limited in the sense that the
structure and growth of the discussion thread do not depend on the
authorship of the messages.
Wang et al. (2012) An alternative framework for modeling
the dynamics of online discussions is to consider a continuous-time
model. This approach is more convenient when one is interested,
for example, in understanding phenomena related to reaction times
or lifespan of online conversations. Continuous-time models typically use counting processes as generative models [DVJ03]. Here, we
focus on Wang et al. (2012) [WYH12], in which commenting behavior is analyzed together with the topic (post) exposure duration
to understand user attention to news items. Their generative model
is motivated by conflicting observations of previous studies that report significant differences in the probability distribution of thread
sizes (the total number of comments of a conversation). While the
threads sizes analyzed in some studies followed heavy-tailed distributions [KMM10, GKK11a], other previous studies reported distributions with a light tail [Ogi08, TWdR09]. Wang et al. (2012) first
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observes that the waiting time between two consecutive comments
from a user follows a upper truncated Pareto distribution. Based on
this observation, they proposed a model that explains the discrepancies of previous studies by means of the topic exposure duration distribution. The growth of attention eventually saturates because the
old topics are replaced with newly generated contents. One important assumption is that users share the same microscopic behaviors,
i.e., the waiting time for different users comes from the same distribution. In doing so, they are able to model the process of M users as M
independent concurrent counting processes. For sites like Digg and
Reddit with a short exposure distribution, the predicted distributions
of sizes are also light-tailed, whereas in other sites, like Epinions, with
longer exposure durations, the obtained sizes are heavy tailed. Wang
et al. (2012) focuses on reproducing the in-degree distribution of
the comments. This is achieved by considering a preferential attachment process. In this model, t denotes the exact time passed since
the creation of a topic. Let degk (t) denote the in-degree at time t
for a comment k and let p0 be the fixed probability to comment a
post/comment with no replies. The probability of a new comment
attaching to comment k is given by
degk (t) + p0
(1 + p0 )γM tc0 −c

(2.2)

for constants γ and c and a positive exponent c0 that measures the
combined impacts of factors such as resonance and social influence.
Gómez et al. (2013) This discrete-time model extends previous generative models for discussion threads [KMM10, GKK11a].
Besides popularity and novelty features (parameterized with α and
τ respectively), it considers an additional feature (a root bias) that
makes explicit the difference between the process of writing to the
post (with id 0) node and to a descendant (user comment). This
feature is parametrized with β, a positive real number. Instead of
having a parameter pf to terminate the generation of a thread, as in
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Kumar et al. (2010), this model generates threads of a given size,
drawn from the empirical distribution of a dataset of conversation
threads. Formally, the next parent node Xt is chosen according to
the following probability:
αdegk + τ rk + βδ0,k
r 0
k0 αdegk0 + τ k + βδ0,k0

p(Xt = k|α, τ, β) = P

(2.3)

where δ0,k is the Kronecker delta function, i.e., β is a free parameter
for the root node, and zero otherwise. The relation between the
model of Kumar et al. and this one is made clear by looking at both
numerators of equations (2.1) and (2.3).
In Gómez et al. (2013), a model comparison was also done to show
the relevance of each feature in every dataset. This statistical test was
performed by considering the likelihoods of different reduced models
that neglect each of the features separately. To clearly illustrate the
differences among model features, we present in Figure 2.4 synthetic
threads generated by:
(a) Null model (α = 0, β = 0, τ = 1)
New messages reply to any message in the thread.
(b) Popularity-based model (α = 2, β = 0, τ = 1)
New messages tend to reply to messages with many replies.
(c) Root-bias-based model (α = 0, β = 2, τ = 1)
New messages tend to reply to the initial post.
(d) Novelty-based model (α = 0, β = 0, τ = 0.1)
New messages tend to reply to recent messages.
Backstrom et al. (2013) The next model under consideration,
Backstrom et al. (2013), is not strictly speaking a generative model of
discussion threads, but proposes how to predict structural properties
of a thread (e.g. size) by combining features of different nature.
In this model, the representation of discussion threads differs from
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(a) α = 0, β = 0, τ = 1

(b) α = 2, β = 0, τ = 1

(c) α = 0, β = 2, τ = 1

(d) α = 0, β = 0, τ = 0.1

Figure 2.4. Synthetic threads generated with Gómez et al. (2013)
using different values for the model parameters. Values different from
ones of the null model are bold and underlined.
the previous models. Here threads are represented as sequences of
arrivals of comments regardless of the reply relationship among them.
This decision might be explained by the linear conversation view of
the platforms used for the evaluation of the model, e.g. Facebook.
The model focuses on the authorship of the first comments of the
sequence in order to predict, among other purposes, the final size of
the thread. Each thread is represented with ρ, a sequence of nonnegative integers in which the ρt is equal to the number of distinct
users arriving to the discussion thread before the author of comment
at time-step t (ρt = 0 if the author wrote the initial post). The data
structure λ is then used to assess whether the five possible lengthtwo patterns (0,0),(0,1),(1,0),(1,1),(1,2) have predictive value of the
(macro-averaged) thread size.
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The predictive model of the thread size is then built using these
arrival patterns along with some additional features:
• Social influence: Number of links between the user and users
who previously commented, and number of links between the
user and the user who published the post.
• Novelty: Elapsed (continuous) time for the first comments to
be published.
• Text-based: The occurrence of terms like ‘comment’, ‘agree’,
etc.
• Miscellany: Number of words, characters, and question/exclamation
marks in the comment, and number of links in the post before
and after the comment is posted.
Nishi et al. (2016) This model was proposed for reply trees on
Twitter. The model is motivated by observing that the structure of
discussion threads is characterized by some long path-like reply trees,
large star-like trees, and long irregular trees. Actually, some of the
previous models already denoted long path-like reply trees as ‘skinny’
in Kumar et al. (2010) or ‘focused’ in Backstrom et al. (2013), and
large star-like trees as ‘bushy’ in Kumar et al. (2010) or ‘expansionary’ Backstrom et al. (2013). Because many of the previous models
are based on the branching process model which does not capture appropriately long chains of messages in discussion threads, the depth
distribution is often underestimated, as noted in Kumar et al. (2010)
and Gómez et al. (2013). This last model proves that the branching
process model produces unrealistic fractions of long path-like trees
or large irregular trees (combination of star-like and path-like structures). Therefore, the authors introduce the concept of segments:
maximal chains without branching in a discussion thread. Formally,
a segment of length λ is defined by λ + 1 connected nodes (replies)
such that the λ − 1 inner nodes have in-degree equals to 1. For example, the discussion thread in Figure 2.2 is composed by 5 segments
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of λ = 1 (1 − 2, 1 − 3, 1 − 8, 2 − 4, 2 − 7) and a segment of λ = 3
(1 − 5 − 6 − 9). Thus, the model adds to the branching process model:
(1) the distribution of segment length l, (2) the correlation between
λ and the degree of the root, and (3) the correlation between the
degree of root and the the degree of the end node of segments. The
assessment of this extension shows the ability to capture the fraction of long path-like trees but not large irregular trees. According
to the authors, results are explained because a large λ value in one
branch implies a relatively high probability of large λ values in other
branches. This effect is solved by a final extension which allows λ to
be correlated among segments starting from the same node.

Lumbreras (2016) This generative model is part of a doctoral
thesis about automatic role detection in online forums [Lum16]. It
is motivated by observing that the growth of discussion threads in
previous generative models, in particular Kumar et al. (2010) and
Gómez et al. (2013), is irrespective of the user who is writing a
new message. This new model proposes that there might exist different roles which categorize users who participate in the discussion
threads. To this end, the model builds upon Gómez et al. (2013)
and introduces latent types of users or roles. In this model, a role u,
u = 1, . . . , U , corresponds to specific values θu = (αu , βu , τu ) associated to the popularity, root-bias and novelty influence, respectively,
of a type of user. Let zk denote a binary vector of U entries indicating the role membership of the author of the k-th comment, i.e.,
zku = 1 if author of comment k belongs to role u, and zero otherwise. This is the latent variable not present in the data. Let qu
denote its marginal distribution, i.e., p(zku = 1) = qu with qu ≥ 0
P
and Uu=1 qu = 1. In this model, the next parent node Xt is chosen
according to the following joint probability:
p(Xt = k, zk |θ) =

U
Y

quzku p(Xt = k|θu )zku ,

u=1
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(2.4)

where p(Xt = k|θu ) is the same as equation (2.3). The existence
of the latent variables z prevents to optimize a complete likelihood
function defined using equation (2.4). Therefore, the expectationmaximization algorithm is used as an optimization procedure. The
number of roles U (model selection) is computed using Bayesian Information Criteria. Roles are finally used to analyze their predictive
power, i.e., the capability of this model to predict the parent message
of arriving messages in comparison to Gómez et al. (2013), and two
minimal models: one based on popularity [BA99] and the other on
novelty.
To sum up, we present their main characteristics in Table 2.1. We
observe the heterogeneity of these approaches in relation to features
(popularity, novelty, reciprocity, root-bias, arrival patterns, text expressions, social influence, segment lengths, user roles), structure of
threads (tree, array), temporal dimension (discrete, continuous), and
the structural properties for validation (size, depth, degree, shapes).
Also, the evaluation of the models is done with real data from online
discussion platforms of very diverse nature: online forums (Y! Groups,
Usenet), social news (Slashdot, Barrapunto, Digg, Reddit, Menéame),
peer production (Wikipedia), social networks (Facebook, Google Plus),
and microblogging services (Twitter).

2.4

Dynamics of online petition signing

The right of petition is a citizen right with several centuries of history [Bro99, Fox12]. However, online platforms have led to a strengthening of this political practice since they substantially reduce the
effort required to propose and sign petitions, as well as to disseminate them through social media channels. In addition to this, the
digitization of petitioning also provides the possibility to analyze digital traces generated by proposers and signatories and, therefore, to
characterize the explaining factors for the success of online petition
signing.
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Table 2.1. Main characteristics of the generative models of online
discussion threads: the features, whether the predicted thread is a
tree-like structure, whether threads grow in discrete or continuous
time, and the datasets and structural properties used for the parameter estimation and the validation of the model.
Model

Ref.

Features
Popularity,
Novelty,
Reciprocity

Structure

Kumar et al. (2010)

[KMM10]

Wang et al. (2012)

Gómez et al. (2013)

[WYH12]

Popularity

Tree

[GKLK13]

Popularity,
Novelty,
Root-bias

Tree

Backstrom et al. (2013) [BKLDNM13]

Nishi et al. (2016)

[NTO+ 16]

Lumbreras et al. (2016) [Lum16]

Datasets
Y! Groups,
Usenet,
Discrete
Twitter
Digg,
Continuous Reddit,
Epinions
Slashdot,
Barrapunto,
Discrete
Wikipedia,
Menéame

Size

Novelty,
Arrival patterns,
Array
Text expressions,
Social influence

Facebook,
Continuous Google+,
Wikipedia

Size

Popularity,
Segment lengths

Tree

Discrete

Twitter

Size,
Depth,
Shapes

Popularity,
Novelty,
Root-bias,
User Role

Tree

Discrete

Reddit

Size,
Depth,
Degree

Tree
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Time

Str. properties
Size,
Depth,
Degree

Size,
Depth,
Degree

One of the first studies examining the dynamics of petitions focused on the online platform of the German Parliament and found
that signing activity was concentrated in a small group of petitions [JJ10].
Interestingly, some other petitions benefited from coinciding in time
with these popular ones. A later analysis of petitions from the same
platform also analyzed this spill-over effect and confirmed that petitions coinciding with a successful petition were able to obtain almost
twice as many signatures per day than the others [SJ14]. The temporal growth of petition signing was examined for the first time in a
study of the UK Government platform [HMY13]. That work considered diverse factors to affect growth (e.g. the topical category of the
petition, the day of the week in which it was published, the number
of petitions started on the publication day) and revealed that the
number of signatures a petition gathers on its first day was the most
significant. The temporal dynamics of online petitions have been also
characterized by focusing on the elapsed time between successive signatures to a same petition [BWMB17]. Results of that study, based
on data from openPetition, found that petitions with many signatures
are less bursty than ones with few signatures.
Some other approaches to predict petition growth and success
have considered linguistic features. A study applied named entity
recognition and topic modeling to the message of petitions from the
White House’s We the People platform [HHU+ 15]. Their findings
were that informativeness, named location, and several topics significantly correlated with the final number of signatures. That work
was then extended to discover that petition popularity is negatively
associated with language extremity and with the occurrence of many
names, while popular petitions usually contain topics familiar to the
public or about important social events [HHU+ 16]. In contrast to
these observations, a recent work analyzed petitions from the Russian Public Initiative project (including pro and against voting data)
and found that informativeness was a significant predictor only for
votes “against” [Por18]. Topic modeling has also been applied on a
dataset of petitions from Change.org to find topical niches and to sug30

gest that, although petitions have to compete over limited resources
of signatories, specialized or focused petitions do not perform better
in concentrated topics [TSH17]. This finding is consistent with other
study of the Finnish platform Adressit.com that concluded that the
more specific a petition is, the fewer signatures it receives [Ber17].
Other works have applied sentiment analysis techniques to validate
that Change.org petitions with positive emotional tone tend to be
more successful than others with heavy cognitive reasoning emphasizing moral judgment [EDK16, CDK+ 19].
The role of social media in disseminating online petitions has been
the focus of increasing interest from academia. A first work that included interviews with creators of successful petitions showed that
many petitioners used social networking and discussion forums [Wri12].
Another study examined discussions on Twitter about online petitions from We the People [DLH+ 15]. Authors of that study then
extended their methodology to focus on the campaign on Twitter
for a petition from Change.org and concluded that tweeting and certain forms of online media are associated with the willingness to sign
online petitions [HDD+ 17]. In a similar way, a study of petitions
from Care2 confirmed that the number of users posting about the
petition and the number of retweets correlated positively with petition success [PACM16]. Nevertheless, high activity on social media
is not always an indicator of gathering many signatures as shown in
a recent analysis of online petitions from the UK Parliament platform [ABS17]. The ease of signing petitions in non-governmental
platforms (e.g., Change.org, Care2 ) versus the greater difficulty on
government platforms which often require a verified citizen account
might explain these differences.

2.4.1

Models of online petition signing

Just as there are models to simulate the growth of online discussion
threads, some models have also proposed in recent years to provide
a better understanding of the governing mechanisms of online peti31

tion signing. We review below three models whose main features are
summarized in the Table 2.2.

Chan et al. (2017) This model was designed to infer virality and diffusion structure from online petition signing in the White
House’s We the People platform [CLHD17]. The notion of virality is
inspired by a previous approach that analyzed how items propagate
on Twitter [GAHW15]. Because the diffusion network of a petition
from We the People is not available, this work first detects peaks
of activity to infer events and to then measure virality (similar to
the notion of popularity in online discussion threads) as the excess
of signatures on the second day with respect to the first day. This
allows them to discover that (1) petitions with later global peak days
obtain on average more signatures than petitions with earlier peaks,
and (2) successful petitions were more likely to obtain more signatures on their second day than on their first day. The model is based
upon these observations. At each time step, a petition has a small
probability of attracting a number of users drawn from a log-normal
distribution. In parallel, to incorporate virality, each new signer has
a small probability of spreading the petition to other new users which
is parametrized by the basic reproduction number (R0 ).

Yasseri et al. (2017) This model is motivated by a previous
analysis of the daily growth of petitions from the UK Government
online platform [HMY13]. Because that study found the number of
signatures on the first day of a petition as the most significant factor,
the model is an adaptation of a very well-known model of novelty and
collective attention that was originally proposed for the popularity of
Digg stories [WH07]. The idea behind this approach is to consider the
rapid rise and decay in petition signing by combining a multiplicative
process and an outreach factor that decays very fast. The number
of signatures of a petition p after t hours since it was published is
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expressed as:
sp (t) = sp (t − 1)(1 + µi r(t − 1)) = sp (0) + eµi

Pt0 =t−1)r(t0 )
t0 =0

(2.5)

where µi is the multiplication factor specific of each petition and r(t)
the decay factor that is fixed for all petitions:
r(t) =

E[log(sp (t))] − E[log(sp (t − 1))]
E[log(sp (t))]

(2.6)

Therefore, the multiplication and decay factors in this model correspond to the parametrization of popularity and novelty features
respectively.
Proskurnia et al. (2017)
The analysis of Care2 petitions
on Twitter reviewed above [PACM16] was immediately extended to
build a predictive model of the success of online petitions leveraging multidimensional time-series [PGK+ 17]. This model takes into
account different temporal factors. First, it considers the rise and
decay of petitions but also includes circadian rhythms. In particular,
the number of signatures of a petition p after t hours is expressed as:
2π
sp (t) = ap + bp sin( (t + φp )) tkp e−t/τp
T




(2.7)

where ap is the intensity, bp is the amplitude of the oscillation, φp its
phase (cycle of T = 24h), τp is the novelty decay parameter, and kp
is the initial rise in the signing activity.
More advanced features are then added to the model: popularity
(denoted as self-excitation), and external influence which considers
the diffusion of the petition in social media and the exposure of the
petition in the rank of top 10 petitions in the homepage of the platform. To do this, Equation 2.7 is extended as follows:
s0p (t) = sp (t) +

TX
mem

(cself (i)sp (t − i) + csm (i)nsm (t − i) +

i=0
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cf ront (i)
)
nsrank (t − i)
(2.8)

where nsm (t) is the number of tweets multiplied by the average number of the authors’ followers, nsrank (t) is the position at the rank in
the homepage (if not featured, the value is 1000), Tmem is the size of
a memory window of 10 hours, and cself , csm , cf ront express importance of self-excitation, social media influence, and ranking influence,
respectively.
The main difference between this model and the two previous ones
is its deterministic nature. However, the authors suggest as future
work to check its predictive power if a stochastic Hawkes process were
incorporated.
Table 2.2. Main characteristics of the models of online petition
signing: the features, the temporal unit, and the datasets used for
the parameter estimation and the validation of the model.
Model
Chan et al. (2017)

Ref.
Features
[CLHD17] Popularity
Popularity
Yasseri et al. (2017)
[YHM17]
Novelty
Novelty
Seasonality
+
Proskurnia et al. (2017) [PGK 17]
Popularity
External effects

2.5

T. unit
Datasets
Signature We the People
UK Government
Hour
We the People
Hour

Care2

Platform interventions

The dynamics of participation in any online platform are affected
by many and diverse factors. An essential element is platform design
since it defines and shapes the forms of participation that technologies
provide. In fact, the design of interfaces between users and technologies is the basis of human-computer interaction, a research discipline
at the intersection of design, computer science, behavioral sciences,
media studies and other research fields, that has received widespread
attention in the last decades [CNM83, Jac12].
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It is nearly impossible to find online platforms today that have not
undergone significant changes since their first release. Algorithms and
interfaces are frequently modified in order to improve the affordances
of online participation platforms. To evaluate performance and to
guide the development process, much research has been carried out
revealing relevant findings about the effects of platform interventions
of very different kind. For example, interventions in field experiments
could consist of actions carried out by volunteers who set social norms
in online discussions [Mat19a] or who moderate comments [Mat19b].
However, the focus of this thesis are interventions related to the deployment, modification or removal of a platform technical feature. We
present below a review of illustrative works by distinguishing between
(1) experimental approaches based on controlled environments, and
(2) observational approaches based on uncontrolled environments, as
the ones of this dissertation.

2.5.1

Experimental studies

The design of experiments is a systematic and rigorous approach to
validate an hypothesis, in this context, to validate and measure the
expected effects of an intervention in an online platform. Among
the different works about how to design controlled experiments on
the web [Eis05, McF12, KDLX14, XCF+ 15, CK15], a prominent reference is the survey and practical guide elaborated by the Analysis
and Experimentation team at Microsoft [KLSH09]. This resource
describes techniques like A/B testing (see Figure 2.5), best practices
and practical lessons and it is the basis of successive research works
with relevant findings on how to increase the trustworthiness and
the scale of online experiments [KDF+ 12, KDF+ 13], and the discussion of rules of thumb and pitfalls for experimentation in web environments [KDLX14, DFG+ 16]. Another relevant example of designing and deploying online experiments is the work done at the social
media platform Facebook, which released an open source framework
for online field experiments [BEB14]. This research project has also
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contributed with findings of relevance on diverse topics: the role of
social networks in information diffusion [BRMA12], the importance
of social influence for advertising [BEYR12] and political mobilization [JBB+ 17], or the estimation of peer effects, i.e., how individual
behaviour is affected by the behavior of others [EKB16]. In relation
to this, it is worth mentioning that research done by Facebook has
been heavily criticized by many sectors of academia and society when
they carried out a massive experiment manipulating the emotional
expressions that users received in their news feed [KGH14].
Population
Sample of users

Sample of users

CONTROL
Existing system

TREATMENT
Existing system with feature X

Users interactions instrumented, analyzed & compared

Analyze at the end of the experiment

Figure 2.5. High-level flow for A/B test. Adapted from: [KDF+ 12]

Experimentation with online discussion platforms Several
experiments with participants that evaluate platform features are reviewed in a survey of research and empirical exploration of student
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contribution in asynchronous online discussion [HCN10]. These experiments were proven effective in detecting missing features like the
inability to flip back and read through discussion postings while composing a message or to edit and delete messages [MC04], as well as
technical problems related to the login [HTB+ 05]. Indeed, there is
much interest in experimenting with online discussion platforms in
the context of e-learning, e.g., to empirically validate that forum experience improves by introducing a reputation system within the platform [CFHH14]. In an experiment about argumentation in threaded
discussions, participants were split into three groups: the first one
posted their messages using response categories and labels, the second one only response categories, and the third one was not provided
with these features while posting messages [JJ04]. The study found
that message labeling reduced the proportion of arguments, i.e., the
proportion of arguments elaborated with explanations. Some other
experiments have focused on the way discussions are presented to participants. The adoption of the typical threaded interface of online forums was examined in an experimental chat to reveal that users’ patterns of interaction are equally effective, but different (and possibly
more efficient) than interactions in standard chat programs [SCB00].
Experimentation with online petition platforms First works
based on field experiments relied on simulated environments. An
early experiment with participants recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk examined whether signing an online petition increased or
decreased subsequent contribution to a charity [LH13]. Results revealed that participants who signed the online petition were significantly more eager to to make a donation to a related charity,
while participants who did not sign the petition usually donated
more money to a charity not related to the petition. Another example is the a controlled experimental setup to analyze whether the
personality of petition starters and followers might predict signing
activity [MJHR15]. The experiment, inspired by models of collective behaviour [Sch78, Gra78, GS83] and the Big Five personality
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traits [Wig96], served to find a significant association between willingness to start with both extraversion and internal locus of control,
while the tendency to follow was associated with agreeableness. To
the best of our knowledge, the only three works reporting experiments
in a real online petition platform were carried out in collaboration
with Change.org. Two of these experiments were setup to confirm
that early growth of online petitions increases the attractiveness of
new signatories [vdRKRP14, vdRAWF16]. The third experiment was
designed to examine the relevance of emergent processes to identify
the mechanisms involved [VTA+ 15]. Results indicated that petition
growth was highly erratic since many revivals were impossible to be
predicted and the authors of the study concluded that the dynamics
of online petitioning were affected by processes of “accidental activation”.

2.5.2

Observational studies

Although controlled experimentation is the most suitable methodology to measure the impact of a platforms intervention, this setup
is impracticable in many cases. First, most of the experiments presented above relied on laboratory environments recruiting small groups
of participants. Therefore, user behavior may be conditioned since
they do not correspond to a real online participation scenario. Largescale experiments with users in real-time, as the ones carried out by
Microsoft [KDF+ 13] or Facebook [BEB14], require a privilege out of
reach to most researchers: to have control of the platform to be intervened. Furthermore, interventions of platform features, like the
manipulation of the news feed on Facebook to study emotional contagion [KGH14], might violates ethical research standards. These standards are particularly important for civic technologies since platforms
are intended to facilitate political participation. Therefore, studies
based on observational data collected from online platforms are becoming increasingly popular in computational social science [OKC18,
KS19].
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While causality in experimental approaches relies on the random
assignment of participants to a control group and a treatment group,
this cannot be done within observational approaches. Nevertheless,
some empirical studies consist on scenarios in which individuals are
exposed to the experimental and control conditions by nature, i.e.,
without the control of researchers. These approaches, denoted as
quasi-experiments or natural experiments, become a suitable methodology for assessing interventions when the platform is not controlled
or they violate research ethics. For instance, external researchers were
able to run a natural experiment on Facebook to observe how the introduction of the “People You May Know” recommendation feature
drastically affected the number of links and triangles of the friendship network [ZGR+ 14]. This example inspired a later work which
proposed the notion of platform effects as the way “the design and
technical features of a given platform constrain, distort, and shape
user behavior on that platform” [MP16] and served to raise critical
questions when conducting observational studies with social media
data [MMLMB19]. To mitigate the typical problems of observational
studies like confounding factors or selection bias, that study of platform effects relied on applying regression discontinuity design [LL10].
As shown in Figure 2.6, this technique consists of measuring the local
average treatment effect on an outcome variable by assigning a cutoff
above or below which the intervention is assigned. Other popular approach in observational studies is propensity score matching [RR83].
This technique predicts the probability that an item will belongs to
the control or treatment group using logistic regression on confounding covariates and then uses each probability as a score to create a
counterfactual group by matching similar pairs of control/treatment
items (see Figure 2.7).
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Outcome variable (Y)

CONTROL

TREATMENT

cutoff
Assignment variable (X)

Figure 2.6. Regression Discontinuity Design. Adapted from: [LL10]

Observing online discussion platforms Some observational studies have focused on how conversations are affected by the length
allowed by specific online discussion platforms. For instance, discussions in Facebook were affected when the size of the reply window decreased resulting in users posting shorter replies, faster, and
more frequently [Sel11]. A similar example is the change done in
2017 on Twitter when extending the 140 character limit 280 characters [Ros17]. An observational study of this intervention focused
on tweets with nearly or exactly 140 characters before and after the
change [GAW18]. It was found that tweets before the change tend
to be more successful than similar-length tweets after the constraint,
which suggests that the length constraint improved quality of mes40

Population
with varying
characteristics

Study group with matching

Treatment

Control

Figure 2.7. Propensity Score Matching. Adapted from: [Sum]
sages on Twitter. Another platform feature in online forums which
has been observed is anonymity, with the aim of assessing whether
it affects the quality of discussions. Different natural experiments
carried out in the Huffington Post forums [FMN15], a South Korean
forum [Cho13], and a platform of the US Army [KH05] indicated that
removing anonymity produced more civil discussions and reduced
anti-social behavior. However, as reported by [SDCC19], there is no
consensus on whether anonymity favors or harm participation, given
other research works that found anonymity promoting participation
in online communities, e.g., [SK86, BMHH+ 11, Pap04, KBK13].
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Observing online petition platforms To the best of our knowledge, the only observational study about online petitions is the natural experiment carried out with data from the UK government platform before and after the introduction of a list of trending petitions
in the homepage [HJMY18]. This intervention was expected to affect the dynamics of petition signing. Results showed that, although
the daily activity does not increase, the distribution of signatures
across petitions became significantly more unequal. This effect varied across petitions trending at different ranks on the homepage and
among different profiles of users.
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Part I
Analysis of
Online Discussions
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3
Detection of Platform Effects

3.1

Introduction

Nowadays, millions of citizens interchange messages in online discussion platforms. A large part of these discussions are related to
political talk which is attracting an increasing number of citizens to
go online to engage in political processes [Bim03, Cha06]. This might
be explained by the potential of the Internet to create a new public
space for political discussion [Pap]. Thus, information and communication technologies have been noted to facilitate the participation
of citizens in democratic communication [HVD00] and, ultimately,
the construction of an online deliberative public sphere [Dah]. Public
sphere, seen as “a society engaged in critical public debate” [HHM91],
is the essence of deliberative processes. Although the definition and
implications of deliberation are far from conclusive [CCJ04], the many
approaches to deliberation [Bar84, Hab96, Els98, Fis97, Cha03], have
all a common denominator: the relevance of communication in detriment of direct voting. In this regard, public sphere and deliberation
are influential concepts in the relationship of democracy and information communication technologies [Cha09].
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Despite an important fraction of research indicating the benefits
of online public spheres, some other studies have adopted a more
critical position regarding the potential of the Internet in facilitating deliberative processes. Early work on comparing face-to-face and
online deliberation reported considerable resemblance between both
types [LFI04, Min, GSaH]. However, some recent analyses have found
that discussions on the Internet generate more negative emotions and,
therefore, consensus is less likely to be obtained [BWDC12]. The lack
of consensus is commonly associated with scenarios of group polarization, which commonly occur in online discussion platforms [ABA+ 96,
Sun01, Sun02]. In this regard, uncivil attitudes in online discussions,
which are contrary to deliberation by rational-critical discourse [Hab84],
have been proven to play a major role in promoting polarized scenarios [ABS+ 14]. Given that interactions between individuals are not
always civil and rational [Wil00], some researchers have concluded
that discussions on the Internet do not necessarily lead to online deliberation [Dah05].
The contradictions between findings from online deliberation analyses have motivated the examination of which features in online
platforms might affect their deliberative potential. A feature that
has received large attention is the moderation of messages. Although online moderation can be seen as a form of censorship and a
threat to freedom of speech, some studies have defended that moderation by skilled users is a relevant feature to promote deliberation [CG01, Edw02, WS07, Wri09]. Another feature of interest is
the anonymity of users. On the one hand, this feature is likely to
improve online discussions because users feel no pressure of conventional cultural cues [Kim06, BT03]. On the other hand, another
study indicated that this lack of pressure is precisely the reason behind the emergence of uncivil and non rational attitudes[FKH00].
The type of discussion, i.e., synchronous (e.g., chats) versus asynchronous (e.g., online forums), has also been examined and results
often indicate that asynchronous discussions better promote deliberation [JK05, SJSN09]. Finally, online deliberation might be also
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conditioned by the topics under discussion. Political discussions in
Slashdot, an online discussion platform which has been defined as “a
form of online public sphere” [Poo05], were found much more deliberative than discussions of other topics, e.g., online gaming [GBKB10].
In general, most studies of online deliberation have examined one
or a few features in one single online platform and, therefore, results
are limited to individual characteristics of the online community and
the platform itself. This research gap has been recently addressed by
comparing different technical features (e.g., moderation, synchrony
of discussions) in a news forum, three news websites, and Facebook
news pages [EFE17]. Their results show that while moderation has
a positive effect on online deliberation, this was not found for asynchronous discussions. That study, as many others, is focused on a
subset of potentially relevant features while others are not considered,
e.g., anonymity. More importantly, there could be events at a specific moment in time which produce durable effects on deliberation,
e.g., the deployment/change of technical features or the emergence
of new topics. Given that, to our best knowledge, previous research
on online deliberation has not considered the effect of events of this
nature, we aim to answer the following research question:
• Is it possible to automatically detect events which affect online
deliberation in online discussions?
To answer this question, we have chosen an online discussion platform that we suspect to have been affected by specific events. In particular, we have collected the discussion threads over five years from
Menéame, the most popular Spanish social news site. Two candidate
events to have affected online deliberation are:
• E1: The 15M movement.
In May 2011, the 15M grassroots movement (also known as the
Indignados movement) occupied the main squares of the largest
cities of Spain in order to advocate for a real democracy. This
movement has made a significant impact on Spanish politics.
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For instance, grassroots parties which emerged from the 15M
movement [AVLK16], like Barcelona en Comú, Ahora Madrid
and Zaragoza en Común, are currently ruling the city councils
of many of these cities. The origin of the 15M movement is
explained in [TCLM+ 15] by the emergence of technopolitical
practices, many of which occurred in Menéame. Some other
studies stated that Menéame played an essential role in the
difussion of the call for the initial demonstration [OS12] and,
furthermore, the construction of an online space that generated many of the claims and messages adopted by the 15M
movement [Men11]. These effects were confirmed in [Pos14]
which proved that aggregators and link recommendation sites,
especially Menéame, experienced unprecedented traffic growth
during the 15M movement. Therefore, although many links in
early years were related to science and technology, the eruption
of the 15M movement turned Menéame into one of the most
relevant online discussion platforms in Spain about social and
political issues.

• E2: Change of the conversation view.
Since the first version of Menéame, directly inspired by Digg,
many changes have taken place. Regarding features of online
discussion, we highlight the change of the conversation view,
i.e., the way in which the discussion threads are presented. The
original conversation view of Menéame displayed the comments
of a thread linearly in a chronological order, regardless of reply
relationships. In January 2015, this design changed and, by default, messages are now displayed hierarchically following the
tree structure of the discussion thread. Figure 3.1 shows both
interfaces: a thread from 2011 about the rise of the 15M movement1 presented in a linear conversation view (Figure 3.1a),
1

https://www.meneame.net/story/junta-electoral-madrid-prohibeconcentracion-convocada-acampada
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and a thread from 2015 about the victory of the grassroots
party Barcelona en Comú in the local elections2 presented in a
hierarchical conversation view (Figure 3.1b). Comments posted
by the story’s author are blue, comments scored negatively are
white (text is hidden unless clicked upon), and the rest of the
comments are orange using intensity to indicate the voting score
(i.e., the better, the darker).
These two candidate events are motivated by different reasons.
For E1, different studies confirmed that Menéame played a key role
in the communication dynamics of the 15M movement [TCLM+ 15,
OS12, Men11, Pos14]. This resulted in a great increase of political
talk within the platform. Given that discussion threads about politics
in a similar platform exhibited higher level of deliberation [GBKB10],
the increase of political talk might have affected deliberation in Menéame.
For E2, hierarchical conversation views are the typical interfaces of
asynchronous discussions, which better promote deliberation [JK05,
SJSN09]. Furthermore, this type of view has been proven useful to
improve different components of communication, e.g., construction
of knowledge [McV07], context of the discussion [FPDL06, VN03],
and coherence [SCB00]. Given that communication is the essence of
deliberative processes, the change of conversation view from linear to
hierarchical might have also affected deliberation in the platform.
As we detail in the next section, most studies on online deliberation have examined the principles of rational-critical discourse [Hab84,
HHM91] with a specific coding scheme, e.g. [Tré04, SG07, CHH02,
FE15]. Such approaches have always relied on the human examination of linguistic features. On the one hand, these classical approaches benefited from the reliability of using human coders. On
the other hand, their cost is unaffordable for large datasets as the
one of Menéame. For this reason, we will measure online deliberation
using the computational model in [GBKB10], which is based on the
structural complexity of discussion threads.
2

https://www.meneame.net/story/ada-colau-gana-barcelona
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We should remark that the main objective of this study is to automatically detect events that significantly produced durable effects
on online deliberation. Although we suggest two candidate events,
the statistical methods of this study will examine every other possible
moment in time as a possible event. Therefore, our methodology is
not limited to these two events.

(a) Linear.

(b) Hierarchical.

Figure 3.1. Comparison between (a) the linear conversation view of
a discussion thread from 2011 about the 15M grassroots movement
occupation of Puerta del Sol Square in Madrid, and (b) the hierarchical conversation view of a discussion thread from 2015 about
the victory of the grassroots party Barcelona en Comú in the local
elections.
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3.2

Related work

We now present previous research that motivates our methodology
based on platform effects [MP16] and structural indicators of online
deliberation [GBKB10].

3.2.1

Impact of events in online platforms

Previous work has examined how the activity of online platforms is
affected by the arrival of different types of events. We will distinguish
between events originated by (a) the emergence of new topics under
discussion, and (b) the deployment of new features in the platform.
The impact of the first type of events has been analyzed in different social media platforms. An epidemic model was defined in [CS08]
to prove that viewing activity on YouTube can be explained by different factors, e.g., new popular topics. A later study also found that
the popularity of videos can be predicted by, among other factors, the
occurrence of external events; e.g., the video being massively posted
in other online social networks and blogs [FBA11]. The impact of
similar events, defined with data from Google Trends, was also analyzed in Wikipedia, concluding that trending topics notably affect
the popularity of articles [RFM10]. Moreover, the impact of trending
topics has also received much attention in the context of microblogging services, in particular, Twitter. The factors defined in [CS08]
were proven effective to characterize trending topics [RFM10]. The
impact of this type of events was also found to influence the usage of
mechanisms on Twitter; i.e., the average number of URLs and hashtags within the tweets [NBG11]. Moreover, as shown in [LGRC12],
peaks of activity originated by trending topics can also provide a
semantic characterization of the discussions.
While the above type of events mostly corresponded to new topics under discussion, activity in online platforms can be also affected
by technical changes the platform itself. Indeed, the measurement of
interventions in online platforms is a well-studied issue in software
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development through A/B testing [KL17], which requires to control
the change and deployment of technical features, a condition that
cannot be assumed by external researchers. This is the motivation
of a recent approach for causal inference using Bayesian structural
time-series models [bro]. However, this approach requires, at least,
two time series: one affected by the platform intervention, and another in which the intervention made no effect in order to construct
a counterfactual. If there is no access to counterfactual information,
an alternative approach is the use of experimental pretest-posttest
design, which expects to infer the treatment effect of an intervention through regression discontinuity design on a time series. This
has been proposed recently to measure platform effects, i.e., “the
design and technical features of a given platform which constrain,
distort, and shape user behavior on that platform” [MP16]. Thus,
this methodology can be used used to detect events (the deployment
of new features in the platform and also the emergence of new topics
under discussion) that might affect indicators of online deliberation.

3.2.2

Measurement of online deliberation

The extent to which online tools enhance the quality of discussion and
decision-making has attracted increasing interest from researchers
and practitioners [DG09]. Different studies have analyzed how online deliberation occurs in online discussion platforms of diverse nature, e.g., Usenet newsgroups [Wil98], online forums [CHH02], media
sites [ZCP08, EFE17], and online social networks [HG13].
To measure deliberation in online discussion platforms many different approaches have been proposed. The ideal requirements summarized in [Dah01b] to facilitate online deliberation are exchange
and critique of reasoned moral-practical, validity claims, reflexivity,
ideal role taking, sincerity, discursive inclusion and equality, and autonomy from state and economic power. The coding scheme defined
in [Tré04] to measure the deliberativeness of online discussions using
eight dimensions: equality, rationality, respect, constructiveness, in52

teractivity, personal experience, emotional balance, and reflexiveness.
These dimensions are similar to the ones from the coding scheme
in [SG07]: reasoned opinion expression, disagreement, equality, topic,
and engagement. As one could observe, many dimensions of these
methodologies are essentially features of rational-critical discourse
in consistency with the conceptualization of “public sphere” defined
in [HHM91]. This observation is even explicit in other schemes, e.g.,
the model in [GW03], and was already observed in [CHH02]: “most
researchers of online deliberation have opted to use content analysis
as a means of measuring the quality of discussion, operationalizing
their own conceptions of what good communication looks like”. However, we should note that measuring online deliberation with content
analysis has always relied on the examination of online discussions
by trained human coders. Therefore, these approaches are unfeasible
in large datasets. Some recent methodologies to measure online deliberation are including features that can be automatically extracted
or inferred from datasets. A deliberative analysis of Wikipedia concluded that the network structures of different groups could be useful in quantifying features like equality, influence, and group member
roles [BWCD11]. The empirical model proposed in [FE15] for the
analysis of online deliberation uses three levels: input, throughput,
and outcomes. Some of the dimensions of these levels can be automatically inferred from the texts (e.g., emotional talk with computational sentiment analysis) while some other dimensions still require
the intervention of human coders (e.g., civility and constructiveness).
To the best of our knowledge, the only model to automatically
measure online deliberation is the one presented by [GBKB10]. This
approach is based on a previous Madisonian model by [AF04] in
which deliberative processes are categorized in two dimensions: representation and argumentation. The model quantifies online deliberation without examining content features. In particular, the model
in [GBKB10] uses network indicators based on the network topology
of online discussions, i.e., the more complex the discussion threads,
the greater the level of deliberation.
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3.3

Dataset from Menéame

The analysis of this chapter uses data from online discussions in
Menéame, the most popular Spanish social news website (130th most
visited domain in Spain according to Alexa 3 ). This platform, developed in 2005, includes typical features of social news sites (e.g., Digg,
Slashdot, Reddit) such as social bookmarking, blogging, and web syndication. Indeed, the developers of Menéame acknowledge Digg as an
inspiration of the first version of the platform4 , and aimed to provide
a similar service for the Spanish blogosphere.
The functioning of Menéame is broadly as follows. Users are able
to submit links to blog posts / news (hereafter stories) that will appear in a queue of pending stories. Then users vote and discuss each
story in a discussion thread in order to promote the most interesting
stories to the front page of the platform. The selection of stories for
the front page is done by an open source collaborative filtering algorithm based on multiple criteria, e.g., the voting score of the story,
and the reputation index of the users who have voted the story.
The collaborative nature of this platform has several social and
political implications, as observed in previous studies. As shown
in [Tri10], many media outlets in Spain includes a Menéame sharing
widget which illustrates the relevance of this platform in Spanish online media. Another study found that, although El País (the most
visited media outlet in Spain) was the media source with most submitted stories to Menéame, other media outlets exhibited a greater
impact within the platform [MO+ 09]. Thus, the social design of
Menéame allows users to build a social and collaborative agendasetting opposed to the notion of agenda-setting of traditional media [Men11]. The true value of discussion and collaborative filtering in Menéame has been suggested to be the possibility to build a
space of debate [FR09]. Indeed, it was that 67.6 percent of users
said that they use Menéame not only to read stories but also to par3
4

http://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/meneame.net (accessed Feb 6, 2017)
https://www.meneame.net/faq-es
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ticipate in the discussion threads, while 31.5 percent of users were
only interested in reading stories [FR11]. The implicit social network of user interactions through comments has been investigated
in [KGRDQV11] and the heterogeneity of user behavior in Menéame
was also analyzed in [Mar15] from an ethnographic perspective. In
particular, Menéame has been described as a virtual community that
has developed a particular cyber-culture based on social structures
and their own code of practices [Mar15]. Therefore, the development
of this inner culture might be the result of the response of the online
community to different events.
To generate the dataset of this study, we run a crawling process
that collects all the stories in the front page of Menéame from 2011
to 2015 (both years included). We then perform a second crawling
process to collect every comment from the discussion thread of each
story. From both crawling processes we obtain 72,005 stories and
5,385,324 comments. For each of them, we keep associated metadata
such as the id, url, user name, time-stamp, text message and received
votes.
Finally, we should remark that messages in discussion threads of
Menéame have to be posted as replies to either the story or another
reply. For each message, the two conversation views of Menéame always indicate the id of the message being replied to (see Figure 3.2).
Therefore, to automatically generate the tree structure of each discussion thread, we also collect the parent id of every comment to
comment.

3.4

Analysis of platform effects

To better understand the activity in Menéame between 2011 and
2015, we first make a preliminary exploration of our dataset. Then,
we present our statistical approach to detect events that have affected
online deliberation in Menéame. Finally, we describe the results of
the analysis.
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Figure 3.2. Example of how a comment (#62) replies a previous
comment (#53). Comments to another comment are identical in both
linear and hierarchical views. Thus, every comment starts with the
symbol # followed by the id. If the comment is replying to another
comment, not to the story, it automatically shows the symbol #
followed by the id of the comment being replied to.

3.4.1

Preliminary exploration

We first analyze the posting and voting activity. Figure 3.3 presents a
scatter plot of the number of stories and the number of votes to stories
for every day in the dataset. As one could expect, the plot shows a
strong correlation between both variables (R = 0.821). Nevertheless,
we detect that some days (red markers) exhibit an abnormally higher
level of activity than the rest of the days, especially in the sum of
votes to the stories posted on these days. The inspection of the
corresponding stories reveals that these were prominent days of the
15M movement:
• 17-19/05/2011 The rise of the 15M movement
On May 15, 2011, the first demonstration took place in the
largest cities of Spain. At the end of the demonstration in
Madrid, a group of 40 protesters decided to camp in Puerta
del Sol Square (Acampada Sol). The next day, although police forces attempted to evict the camp, more protesters joined
Acampada Sol and around 200 people also decided to camp in
Catalunya Square in Barcelona (Acampada BCN ). This trend
continued in the following days and the main squares of cities
in Spain were occupied for weeks under the motto ‘15M movement’.
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• 27/05/2011 Violent police eviction of Acampada BCN
The City Council of Barcelona sent 350 police officers to dismantle the protesters in Acampada BCN early in the morning.
This action resulted in a violent clash between police and citizens. New calls to protest emerged in all the squares yet occupied in Spain and, in the evening, protesters rebuilt Acampada
BCN.
• 21/02/2012 15M Outbreak in Valencia (Primavera Valenciana)
Inspired by the actions of the 15M movement, schoolchildren
and university students in Valencia started a rally of daily
protests against the Spanish Government because of corruption
scandals and the austerity measures proposed for debt control.
• 11/07/2012 Asturian miners’ march
Coal miners from Asturias organized a march in Madrid in order to protest against the plans of the Government to reduce
subsidies for 40 mines. Asturian miners arrived to Puerta del
Sol Square and received the support of thousands of citizens.
• 25-27/09/2012 Encirclement of the Parliament (25S Rodea el
Congreso)
On September 25, 2012, protesters from the 15M movement
decided to surround the Spanish Parliament to claim against
austerity measures, the tax system and the overall Spanish political system. Protests resulted into riots between police forces
and citizens and, two days later, new surrounding actions were
made by protesters.
• 31/01/2013 Podemos’ anti-austerity march (Marcha del Cambio)
Podemos, emerging political party founded in the aftermath
of the 15M movement, organized an anti-austerity march in
Madrid. Tens of thousands of citizens attended the event,
hosted in Puerta del Sol Square.
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Figure 3.3. Scatter plot of days in the dataset of Menéame (20112015). Each day is represented by a dot with coordinates consisting
of the number of stories in the front page (X-axis) and the sum of
the votes to these stories (Y-axis). Although both dimensions are
highly correlated, prominent days in the Spanish 15M movement (red
markers) exhibit an abnormally high level of activity.
We then explore discussion threads to better understand the typical tree structures in Menéame. We adapt an existing thread visualization tool [AGK16] to examine differences in the structural properties between threads from 2011-2014 (i.e., when the conversation
view was linear) and threads from 2015 (i.e., when the conversation
view was hierarchical). We summarize our findings by illustrating
two paradigmatic examples in Figure 3.4 (the two threads from Figure 3.1). In these visualizations, a discussion thread is represented as
a radial tree in which nodes are messages and edges are the reply rela58

tionship between messages. The root node is the initial message (the
story) and comments are expanded radially to indicate their depth in
the discussion thread. The size of each node is related to the number
of replies and the color of the node is:
• Black: Root of the thread, i.e., the story.
• Grey: First level comments.
• Random: Comments to another comment. To identify authorship, we set the same random color to comments published by
the same user.
Although both examples of discussions show some similar features, such as chains of two users that alternate messages (i.e., chains
of nodes of two alternating colors), there are clear differences. The
thread from 2011 (about the emergence of the 15M movement) contains much more direct comments to the original post than the thread
from 2015 (about the victory of Barcelona en Comú). Furthermore,
the thread from 2015 shows that comments attract often many replies
and originate new sub-discussions, an effect that rarely occurs in the
thread from 2011. In particular, the left thread has a star-like structure (width=256, depth=5, h-index=4) while the right thread has
a much more complex structure (width=110, depth=37, h-index=8).
Summing up, we observe that complex discussion structures are more
likely when users discuss with the hierarchical conversation view.

3.4.2

Statistical methods

The previous preliminary exploration showed evidence of the relevance of both events, the 15M movement (E1), and the change of the
conversation view from linear to hierarchical (E2). To statistically
detect events that affected online deliberation and to quantify their
effect, we propose a technique inspired by the methodology suggested
in [MP16], based on regression discontinuity design (RDD). RDD is
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(b) Thread from 2015 discussed
(a) Thread from 2011 discussed
with the hierarchical conversation
with the linear conversation view.
view.

Figure 3.4. Visualization of a discussion thread from 2011 about
the 15M grassroots movement occupation of Puerta del Sol Square in
Madrid (left), and a discussion thread from 2015 about the victory of
the grassroots party Barcelona en Comú in the local elections (right).
Nodes (i.e., comments) are sized based on the number of replies. To
identify authorship, we set the same color to comments published by
the same user except for the root node (black) and the comments at
the first level (gray).
a statistical quasi-experimental technique commonly applied in economics to evaluate the causal effects of interventions. In [MP16], an
intervention is defined as a time-stamp in a time series (i.e., when an
event occurred, hereafter the cutoff ) and to observe the local average
treatment effect on an outcome variable. Given a cutoff c, a (linear)
regression is defined as:

Yi = ω0 + ω1 · xi + ω2 · 1(xi > c) + ω3 · xi · 1(xi > c) + i ,
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(3.1)

where xi is the time-stamp (bin size = seven days), Yi the average
value of the outcome variable, ω0...3 the coefficients of the regression,
and i a random error term. Thus, RDD fits data in two different
linear regression functions, before and after the intervention, in order to measure the difference between both functions at the cutoff.
The null hypothesis is that ω2 ≈ 0 and ω3 ≈ 0, i.e., the intervention
generated no effect.
The purpose of our study is not to measure the effect of a given
intervention but to detect from data when an intervention occurred,
i.e., an event which significantly affected online deliberation. Therefore, instead of setting an arbitrary cutoff (e.g., the rise of the 15M
movement, the change of the conversation view), we apply an F-test,
as suggested in [LL10], in every time-stamp of the time series. This
approach allows us to find the most significant time-stamp based on
the average values of the outcome variable before and after that cutoff.
To detect and measure events that affect online deliberation in discussion threads, our outcome variable is a metric suggested in [GBKB10],
which conjugates the two following tree network metrics:
• width: maximum number of comments at any reply level,
• depth: number of reply levels.
To illustrate these two metrics, we present in Figure 3.5 an example thread using a radial tree. For this example, width = 14 (number
of comments at the first level) and depth = 3. Width and depth
of discussion threads act as good proxies for representation and argumentation, respectively [GBKB10]. This statement is based on
the implicit assumption that users tend to follow a sequential posting behavior in discussion threads, i.e., replies explicitly indicate the
message being replied to. Therefore, width approximates the number of different users involved in the discussion (to what extent the
community is represented in the discussion), and depth indicates the
number of messages of the longest chain of messages exchanged between users (how long argumentation lasts in the discussion).
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level=1

level=2

level=3

Figure 3.5. Example of a discussion thread presented as a radial
tree. Width=14, because is the maximum number of comments at
any reply level. Depth=3 because is the number of levels. h-index=2
because is the maximum h level in which there are, at least, h comments; i.e., there are more than two comments at the second level
but less than three comments at the third level.
To illustrate this approach, we present in Figure 3.6 the four
types of discussions defined in [GBKB10], using real threads from
our Menéame dataset:
• Type I. Wide and deep discussion: high levels of argumentation and representation and, therefore, deliberation.
• Type II. Deep but not wide discussion: high levels of argumentation but low levels of representation.
• Type III. Neither wide nor deep discussion: low levels of argumentation and representation.
• Type IV. Wide but not deep discussion: low levels of representation but high levels of argumentation.
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Figure 3.6. The four types of discussions defined in [GBKB10]
using real threads from our Menéame dataset. Type I presents the
best conditions for online deliberation: representation (width of the
thread) and argumentation (depth of the thread).
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The combination of the width and depth of a thread is then measured through the h-index of the discussion thread. This metric,
defined in [GKL08], is inspired by the one proposed in [Hir05] which
assigns an h index to a researcher who has authored at least h papers
with at least h citations each. In a discussion thread, the h-index
corresponds to the maximum h level in which there are, at least, h
comments, i.e., h + 1 is the first level in which there are less than
h comments. In our illustrative radial tree from Figure 3.5, there
are more than two comments at the second level but less than three
comments at the third level, therefore, its h-index=2.

3.4.3

Results

We first analyze whether the h-index, our measure for online deliberation, is affected by any event detected by our proposed method.
Figure 3.7 (left) shows the longitudinal F-test statistic as a function
of time. The best cutoff appears on 10/01/2015 and corresponds to
the exact moment when the original linear conversation view was replaced with a hierarchical one5 (E2). The regression discontinuity
analysis corresponding to that cutoff is shown in Figure 3.7 (right).
The discontinuity shows a notable increase in both the h-index itself and in the slope of the regression, indicating an acceleration after the intervention. In particular, the break at the cutoff is 0.28
(ω2 = −2.550; ω3 = 0.0134).
Since the h-index is a non-trivial combination of the width and
depth of a discussion thread, we also examine these two metrics separately. The width as a function of time is shown in Figure 3.8. In
this case, we observe a strong coupling of the width with a seasonal
pattern, possibly reflecting the drop of activity during winter holidays. This prevents direct application of RDD using a linear model.
Alternatively, we present a symmetric moving average of 24 weeks, to
indicate cyclic activity, and 52 weeks, to completely detrend the time
5

https://www.meneame.net/notame/2002188
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Figure 3.7. Regression discontinuity design applied to the h-index
(bin size = seven days). The vertical line denotes the optimal cutoff
obtained through an F-test. Red circles and blue triangles correspond
to discussion threads before and after the optimal cutoff, respectively.
The solid line is the result of the discontinuous linear regression and
the dashed line corresponds to the linear regression of the null model.
series. This reveals a progressive decay trend in 2013, not related to
a sudden change.
Figure 3.9 shows the results corresponding to our analysis of the
discussion depth. Unlike the width, this metric does not exhibit a
seasonal pattern and it is amenable for RDD using a linear model.
As before, in Figure 3.9 (left) we show the F-test value as a function of time. In this case, the global maximum coincides with a local
maximum of the h-index, four months after the hierarchical view was
introduced. Interestingly, by looking for possible explanations of such
a change, we found that the hierarchical conversation view was modi65

fied at that time. In particular, the maximum depth of the visualized
discussion was increased from four to size levels6 . The RDD results
for the thread depth are presented in Figure 3.9 (right). The break
at the cutoff is 1.614 (ω2 = −0.488; ω3 = 0.009) and confirms the
discontinuity, while the null hypothesis does not capture such effect.
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Figure 3.8. The width of discussion threads as a function of time
(bin size = seven days). Results show that the width is affected by
a seasonal pattern. The dashed lines are symmetric moving average
using 24 weeks (red) and 52 weeks (black). A decrease is observed
during 2013.
Finally, we look at the relation between depth and width, also
over time. In Figure 3.10 we show scatter plots, with horizontal and
vertical axes corresponding to the width and depth, respectively (bin
size = seven days). The color gradient in Figure 3.10 (left) goes
from the oldest threads (blue) to the most recent ones (red). We
observe that the first discussion threads are characterized by wide
but not deep structures, as in our example thread of 2011 presented
in Figure 3.4 (left). Threads progressively acquire more depth and
reduce width. This trend changes abruptly in January 2015, when
6

https://github.com/gallir/Meneame/commit/b35a6b2
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Figure 3.9. Regression discontinuity (RD) design applied to the
thread depth (bin size = seven days). The vertical line denotes the
optimal cutoff obtained through an F-test. Red circles and blue triangles correspond to discussion threads before and after the optimal
cutoff, respectively. The solid line is the result of the discontinuous linear regression and the dashed line corresponds to the linear
regression of the null model.
the hierarchical view replaced the original linear view. Subsequently,
the width remains stable while the depth grows much faster, especially with the second version of the hierarchical view in which the
maximum visual depth is increased. This may explain why the slope
of the h-index increased in Figure 3.7 (right): the second version
of the hierarchical conversation view induced much deeper conversations. Figure 3.10 (right) makes explicit this segmentation using
different colors for each period: blue for the linear conversation view,
yellow for the first version of the hierarchical view, and red for the
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second version hierarchical conversation view (increased maximum
visual depth).
From these results we can conclude that our methodology detects
the change of the conversation view (E2) as the most significant event
in Menéame in terms of promoting deliberation, since the intensity of
argumentation in the discussion threads is increased, an effect which
is accentuated with the second version of the hierarchical view.
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Figure 3.10. Scatter plot of width versus depth of the discussion
threads (bin size = seven days). Left: dots are colored in a scale
which indicates time. Right: blue dots are threads presented in a linear conversation view, yellow dots are threads presented with the first
version of the hiearchical view, and red dots are threads presented
in the second version hierarchical conversation view (increased maximum depth). From Jan 2011 to Jan 2015, depth increases while
width decreases. Then, the linear conversation view is replaced by
the a hierarchical one and the depth grows much faster while the
width remains stable.
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3.5

Discussion

This analysis of Menéame aimed at automatically detect events that
affect online deliberation.
Our first candidate event was the rise of the 15M movement
(E1). This was motivated by two observations: (a) the relevance of
Menéame in the communication of this social movement [TCLM+ 15,
OS12, Men11, Pos14] which led to an increase of political talk in the
platform, and (b) political subforums in similar social news sites have
exhibited greater levels of deliberation than other subforums [GBKB10].
The preliminary exploration of the dataset revealed outstanding levels of activity when actions from the 15M movement occurred. However, our statistical analysis of online deliberation did not find any
significant effect induced by E1. Although politics might get relevance by the emergence of this movement, this did not affect the
deliberative structure of online discussions.
Our second candidate event was the change of the conversation
view from linear to hierarchical (E2). Previous studies indicated
that hierarchical views helped to improve communication [SCB00,
VN03, FPDL06, McV07]. Indeed, this is the typical interface of
asynchronous and deliberative discussions [JK05, SJSN09]. Our statistical methodology allowed us to detect the change from linear to
hierarchical in January 2015. When discussion threads started to be
displayed hierarchically, the indicator of deliberation (h-index) suddenly increased, i.e., discussion structures became much more complex. Therefore, E2 was a significant event. Given that this change
occurred in isolation, i.e., no other features took place at that specific
time-stamp, this confirms that the adoption of hierarchical conversation views has a positive effect in online public spheres.
As we have indicated in the introduction of the chapter, our
methodology was not limited to these two events, any time-stamp
was susceptible to be the most significant cutoff in the regression
discontinuity design. In particular, we found an additional significant event when the visual depth of online discussions was increased.
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Given that we were unaware of this event in the design of the experiment, this finding illustrates the flexibility of our statistical approach.
In general, the increase of the depth of discussion threads (associated with higher argumentation) is induced by the long chains of
reciprocal interaction between users, as shown in Figure 3.4. Since
reciprocity, sometimes referred to as interactivity or mutuality, is
one of the most common features when measuring online deliberation [Dah, Tré04, BWCD11, FE15], future work will focus on whether
reciprocity is also affected by these technical changes of the conversation view. In this context our results may prove useful to understand how design of online platforms — in terms of what social
information they present — may shape our decision-making environment [Mar17]. Despite the significance of the results, we should reflect on both the benefits and limitations of detecting events through
the structural indicators of online deliberation defined in [GBKB10].
The decision of measuring online deliberation using the complexity of discussion threads, while disregarding content, will allow academics to easily replicate this methodology on large datasets from
online discussions platforms of very diverse nature. In addition,
our characterization of the structure of reply structures is aligned,
in part, with [Dah01a] which suggested to focus on the contestation rather than emphasizing communicative rationality. Nevertheless, we are aware that our approach represents a confrontation with
the Habermasian conceptualization of public spheres [HHM91] and
the existing language-based coding schemes for online deliberation,
e.g. [Tré04, SG07, CHH02, FE15]. Language-independent approaches
to online deliberation, as applied here, examine the strength of exchanges rather than content. Therefore, these cannot characterize whether users back their comments in a respectful manner or
simply fight with a flaming or trolling behavior. Given that these
coding schemes are too expensive for large datasets and inspired
by [BWCD11], which showed that some features can be automatically
inferred, future work might address these limitation with natural language processing techniques to also compute linguistic features.
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4
The Impact of Conversation Threading

4.1

Introduction

The interaction between users in social media platforms has enabled
the emergence of online communities. In these communities, online discussion is essential for the communication and collaboration.
Since they are commonly built by strangers, trust between users is
only possible when reciprocity occurs [Sea10], for example in the
form of a strong exchange of messages between users. Such reciprocity has been traditionally seen as a sign of an inward focus and
vigorous debate [FSW06] and some theories have also suggested a
relationship between reciprocity and captivating/engaging communication [RS97]. Furthermore, reciprocity is a necessary condition for
deliberative purposes because it allows to gain knowledge of the perspectives of others [Hab84]. Thus, many approaches to measure deliberation include reciprocity [Sch97, Jen03, GW03] in order to quantify
the degree to which a conversation is a real discussion [JK05].
Although online discussions are simply characterized by an exchange of messages, there are many ways in which a discussion can
be presented to a user. Discussion threads are collections of messages posted as replies to previous messages. Therefore, many plat71

forms like email clients and online forums have adopted a hierarchical view, also known as conversation threading, i.e., messages are
arranged close to their replies in a tree-like structure. With this type
of view, reciprocal interactions between users are explicitly shown.
In contrast, some other platforms show messages regardless of reply
relationships with a linear view. The sorting criteria of messages
with this view is typically chronological to indicate how a discussion
thread evolves over time.
Previous work has examined the performance of experimental
tools with a specific form of view, either linear or hierarchical. Results usually indicate some benefits of using the hierarchical view,
favoring knowledge construction [McV07] or providing better local
context [VN03]. Conversation threading mitigates the so-called cotext loss problem [FPDL06], i.e., the inability of readers to “identify which of the previous messages provides the elements that are
necessary to understand the message that is being read” [PFdL03].
Co-text loss occurs when interactions are presented separately (e.g.,
with a linear view) and users are not able to distinguish the earlier
message to which a particular message is replying to. A comparative
study of both views in an experimental chat found that coherence
was also improved thanks to the hierarchical view but, in contrast,
participants reported better user experience when interacting with
the linear view [SCB00].
These previous studies are based on small groups of recruited
participants instead of an existing community, and they do not address how reciprocity is affected. Furthermore, they do not include a
modeling approach, thus their theoretical insights about the observed
behavioral differences are limited. Generative models of discussion
threads have been proposed to explain the structure and growth of
online discussion by means of behavioral features, such as popularity or novelty of messages [KMM10, WYH12, GKLK13]. They are
language-independent approaches and can thus successfully reproduce many of the structural patterns observed in online discussions of
very diverse nature. However, despite reciprocity patterns commonly
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(a) Linear

(b) Hierarchical

Figure 4.1. The two types of conversation views in Menéame for
an example thread: (a) linear view, before the platform change in
January 2015, (b) hierarchical view, after the change. Note that, in
both views, every reply to a comment contains the symbol # followed
by the id of the comment it replies to. Blue comments are written
by the post’s author, orange comments by other users. Color intensity is associated with a comment’s voting score. Comments scored
negatively are shown in white without text unless clicked upon.
emerge in online discussion networks, the state-of-the-art models do
not incorporate this as a feature. Therefore, it is unclear whether
reciprocity is either a behavioral feature or a resulting effect of discussion dynamics.
In this work we want to increase our understanding of the impact of conversation threading on online discussion. For that, we
first measure how the specific type of conversation view affects reciprocity, and then how a modeling approach can capture the interplay between conversation view, structure of discussions, and reciprocity. The reciprocation of interactions plays a primary role since
users are motivated to contribute to the community expecting useful
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help and information in return [KS02, PCW07, GWN14]. Existing theories have established that reciprocity is a defining attribute
of online communities [WG99] and a behavioral indicator for their
emergence [HBKG04]. Its absence leads communities to fail [Har93].
Given that reciprocity is essential in online communities and conversation threading makes explicit reciprocal interactions between users,
as opposed to a linear view, our research questions are:
• RQ1: How does conversation threading affect the reciprocity
within the discussion of an online community?
• RQ2: Is reciprocity a key behavioral feature when modeling the
structure and growth of discussion threads?
• RQ3: How does conversation threading affect the behavioral
features when modeling the structure and growth of discussion
threads?
Answering these questions represents a methodological challenge,
mainly because of the difficulties and limitations of performing a
controlled experiment. We overcome this challenge using data from
Menéame 1 , the most popular Spanish social news networking service
(the 2nd most visited site of this type in Spain after Reddit 2 ). The
website interface changed in January 2015. The original conversation
view presented the comments of a thread linearly in a chronological
order (see Figure 4.1a). Since that change, the comments are displayed by default hierarchically following a tree-structure (see Figure 4.1b). This platform intervention occurred in isolation, which
allows us to analyze the impact of such a change with a reduced influence of possible confounders that may also affect the community
and the originated discussions. For this reason, Menéame becomes
an ideal opportunity to measure the impact of the two types of conversation view on a real and large online community.
1
2

https://www.meneame.net/
http://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/meneame.net
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4.2

Dataset from Menéame

Menéame is the most popular Spanish social news networking service. Social news websites, like Reddit, Slashdot or Digg, feature
user-posted stories which are discussed in threads, and voted to be
ranked based on their popularity within the community. The selection process of featured stories is made by an open source collaborative filtering algorithm similar to the one in Reddit. Besides the
change of the conversation view (from linear to hierarchical), some
other reasons make Menéame a platform of interest in our study:
• The community of Menéame consists of thousands of users who
daily debate hundreds of stories (links to news and blog posts).
• The platform was released in 2005 and therefore Menéame is
a large and mature community of users which have developed
their own culture of practices.
We collected all the stories which were promoted to the front
page between 2011 to 2015 (both years included) and every comment
from the discussion thread of each story. The reasons for focusing on
the promoted stories is because they are more appealing to the community of Menéame and to guarantee a sufficiently large volume of
comments per story. In total, we obtained 72,005 posts and 5,385,324
comments.
For each comment, we kept the associated meta-data such as the
id, the id of the post/comment it is being replied to, the url, the
user name, and the time-stamp. We should remark that, as shown in
Figure 4.1, both the linear and the hierarchical interface display at the
beginning of every reply to a comment contains the symbol # followed
by the id of the comment it replies to. Therefore, discussions threads
in Menéame can always be mapped into a tree, which is implicit in
the linear view and becomes explicit when the view is hierarchical.
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4.3

Measurement of conversation
threading effects

In this section we present our statistical analysis and results on the
dataset of Menéame. We first describe a preliminary analysis and
then introduce our methodology based on regression discontinuity
design (RDD). We then define how to characterize mathematically
reciprocity and describe our results.

4.3.1

Preliminary analysis

To better understand the evolution of discussions in Menéame, we
first examined the temporal profile of some global activity indicators
of the platform. Results are shown in Figure 4.2 with a vertical line
indicating the change to conversation threading (January 2015).
We observe that, although the number of stories in the front page
(Figure 4.2a) decreases over time, the total number of comments
(Figure 4.2b) first decreases from 2011 to 2014 but then increases
from 2014 to 2016. The number of unique users (Figure 4.2c) also
decreases from 2011 to 2014 but then remains stable. These trends
are coupled with a seasonal pattern with activity drops during summer and winter holidays. These cyclic patterns are corrected when
one normalizes the binned data by the number of threads. Interestingly, the average number of comments per thread (Figure 4.2d) and
unique users per thread (Figure 4.2e) show a sustained increase with
an apparent abrupt change in the beginning of 2015, i.e., when the
conversation view was modified from linear to hierarchical.
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Figure 4.2. Number of stories (a), comments (b), unique users (c),
average number of comments per story (d), and unique users per
story (e). The vertical line indicates the change of the conversation
view (from linear to hierarchical).

4.3.2

Impact of conversation threading on
reciprocity

To quantify the impact of the change of the conversation view, we
apply regression discontinuity design (RDD). RDD is a statistical
test used in econometrics to estimate treatment effects in a quasiexperimental setting, where treatment is determined by whether an
observed assignment variable exceeds a known cutoff point [TC60,
LL10]. This technique has been applied recently in previous studies
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to measure how the design and technical features of a given platform
constrain, distort, and shape user behavior on that platform [MP16,
HJMY18].
In this work, we use RDD to assess statistically the impact of
conversation threading, since we only have observational data in a
non-experimental setting. We start from temporal measurements of
our variable of interest, in our case, the reciprocity, which we define mathematically in the next paragraph. RDD fits two different
functions to this temporal data, before and after the cutoff point
(when conversation threading was adopted in Menéame) and allows
to quantify the break between both fitted lines at the cutoff. The
null hypothesis is that the reciprocity is not affected by the release
of the new conversation view. . In the linear case the regression is:
Yi = ω0 + ω1 · xi + ω2 · 1(xi > c) + ω3 · xi · 1(xi > c) + i ,

(4.1)

where xi is the time-stamp of a bin, Yi is the average value of bin i
(bin size = one month), ωi are the coefficients of the regression, i is
a random error term, and c is the cutoff.
Linear RDD fits two different linear functions, before and after
the cutoff, and allows to quantify the break between both fitted lines
at the cutoff. The null hypothesis is that there is no discontinuity
(the metric is not affected by the release of the new conversation
view), i.e., ω2 ≈ 0 and ω3 ≈ 0.
The cutoff in classical RDD is the intervention given in the experiment. In the context of platform effects for our study, the cutoff is
expected to be the time when the conversation view was modified in
Menéame. However, we should note that, by definition, a discontinuous regression with a cutoff at midpoint of the time series is likely to
better fit data than a continuous regression. Therefore, to enhance
the robustness of our analysis and to prove the statistical significance
of the change of the conversation view, we use an F-test, as suggested
in [LL10], to set the cutoff as the most significant point in the time
series.
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In all RDD reported results, we will prevent biased estimates of
the treatment effect by checking that the linear model represented a
good model using a statistical analysis of the residuals.
To formally characterize reciprocity, we consider the directed network of replies between users in each discussion thread. In this network, each node correspond to a user and a directed edge between
user u and v exists if user u replied to user v in the discussion. The
weight of that edge is the number of times u replied to v in that
thread. Given a directed network of N nodes, reciprocity is traditionally defined as follows:
r=

E↔
,
E

(4.2)

where E ↔ corresponds to the number of bidirectional edges and E
corresponds the total number of edges. This approach is limited in the
sense that it does not consider the relative difference of reciprocity in
comparison to a random network with the same number of nodes and
edges. The definition in [GL04] overcomes this problem and defines
the corrected reciprocity as
ρ=

r − ā
,
1 − ā

(4.3)

where ā is the network density, i. e. the ratio between the number of
existing edges and the total number of possible edges ā = E/(N (N −
1)). The previous definitions of reciprocity do not take into account
the weighted nature of edges in the reply network, i.e., the number
of times that two users interchange messages within a thread. The
proposed definition in [SPRG13] for reciprocity of weighted networks
w↔
W↔
rw =
= Pu Pv6=u uv ,
W
u
v6=u wuv
P P

(4.4)

where u, v are nodes indexes, wuv is the weight of the edge from u to
↔
v, and wuv
is the minimum weight between the edge from u to v and
the edge from v to u.
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We construct one network of replies between users for each conversation and compute the three previous reciprocity indicators in each
of these networks. In the following, we omit results using r because
they are indistinguishable from the results using ρ. This is explained
because the constructed reply networks are very sparse and the density ā is low. We then average these indicators at a time resolution of
one month, which defines the bin-size in our analysis. The bin size is
an arbitrary choice, we experimented with several sizes but observed
no significant differences.
We show in Figure 4.3 how both corrected reciprocity ρ and
weighted reciprocity rw change over time, together with the results of
the RDD test. We first note that both reciprocity measures show a
sustained increasing trend, which suggests that captivating/engaging
communication increases over time. Furthermore, if reciprocity is a
defining attribute of an online community, as proposed in [WG99],
the increasing trend can be interpreted as a positive indicator of the
performance of Menéame. The weighted measure is slightly higher
than the non-weighted metric, which suggests that the frequency of
replies between the same users is important. However, both profiles
are very similar, so this frequency is not qualitatively determinant.
We should remark that we use an F-test in every point in the
time series to establish the most significant cutoff. Our analysis
identifies January 2015 as the optimal cutoff, which corresponds exactly with the transition of the interface. This is indicated in Figure 4.3 by a black dashed line that separates the data before (in
red) and after (in blue) the cutoff. The results show a notable
impact for the both corrected reciprocity and weighted reciprocity.
The obtained values in the RDD for the corrected reciprocity ρ are
break = 0.019, ω2 = −0.171 and ω3 = 0.004. The corresponding values for the weighted reciprocity rw are break = 0.021, ω2 = −0.192
and ω3 = 0.004. This means that the null hypothesis can be rejected and, therefore, there is a significant effect in reciprocity when
Menéame transitioned from a linear to a hierarchical conversation
view. It is also important to mention that the slope increased after
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Figure 4.3. Regression discontinuity design for the metrics of reciprocity in the discussions (bin size = one month). Red circles and
triangles data are points before and after the cutoff (vertical line).
Solid line is the discontinuous linear regression, the dashed line is the
continuous linear regression of the null model.
the change, indicating that reciprocity, not only changes abruptly
after the adoption of conversation threading, but also increases at a
higher speed during the period of available data considered. We will
further discuss the impact of these findings in the discussion section.

4.4

Modeling reciprocal online discussions

We now take a modeling approach to gain understanding of the interplay between the structure and the evolution of the discussions, the
reciprocity as an abstract feature, and the type of representation. In
the next subsection, we characterize informally the network structure
of discussion threads. We then describe an existing generative model
of online discussions and present our extension which incorporates
an authorship model and reciprocity. We show that our proposed extension better explains the observed data. Finally, we perform RDD
within the model features.
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4.4.1

Structure and growth of discussion threads

To illustrate the typical structure of discussion threads in Menéame,
we use a thread visualization tool [AGK16]. Note that these networks
differ from the reply networks analyzed in the previous section, since
nodes here corresponds to comments, instead of users.
In Figure 4.4, we present two popular discussion threads that took
place before and after the platform change. The first one is from 2013
(left) and the second one is from 2015 (right). Node color follows the
criteria: black (root of the thread, i.e the story), gray (first level
comments) and random color (replies to comments). We observe
that every reply written by the same user gets an identical random
color. These criteria allow us to observe that both threads share some
similarities, such as long chains of two users that alternate reciprocal
interactions (i.e., chains of nodes of two alternating colors). This finding is consistent with previous work on modeling the structure and
evolution of discussion cascades using data from Menéame [GKK11b].
Node size corresponds to the number of received comments (except
for the root) and shows that replies (colored nodes) in the thread of
2015 often attract themselves many replies and originate new subdiscussions within the thread. This effect is not that pronounced in
the 2013 thread, in which comments usually belong to chains of two
users and rarely trigger a discussion cascade. In summary, we observe that the thread from 2013 is closer to a star-like structure (i.e.,
contains many more direct comments to the original post) while the
thread from 2015 is more complex with higher branching probability
at deep levels of the discussion.

4.4.2

A generative model of discussion threads

To measure the impact of using a hierarchical view in the evolution of the discussion threads, we build on the model introduced
in [GKLK13], which has proven to be successful in capturing the
structural properties and the temporal evolution of discussion threads
present in very diverse platforms, e.g., Slashdot, Barrapunto, Wikipedia
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(a) Thread in 2013. https://www. (b) Thread in 2015. https://www.
meneame.net/story/2484585
meneame.net/story/1860558

Figure 4.4. Visualization of two example threads before (a) and
after (b) the conversation view was modified. Black node is the root
of the thread (the post). Gray nodes are first level comments. The
other nodes are replies to comments where comments written by the
same user get the same color. Node size corresponds to the number
of received comments, except for the root.
and the same Menéame (before conversation threading was adopted).
It is a parametrized mathematical model that generates growing trees
in discrete time. At each time-step, a new comment (node) arrives to
the thread and each of the following structural features is considered
for each node in the discussion:
• The popularity or number of replies. A node will attract replies
proportionally with factor α to the number of replies received
so far.
• The novelty or the elapsed time since it was written. Recent
comments will tend to be more replied than old comments.
Novelty decays exponentially with parameter τ .
• The root-bias or tendency to write more comments to the root
node. This differentiates between the original post (root node),
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which attracts replies with factor β, and ordinary comments
(non-root nodes).
Formally, the discussion thread at time-step t is represented as a
vector of parent nodes π1:t = (π1 , π2 . . . , πt ), where πt indicates the
parent of the node written at time t. When a new comment arrives
to the discussion, it is attached to an existing node j ∈ 1, . . . , t with
probability proportional to its attractiveness function φj (·), defined
as a combination of the features θ = (α, τ, β)
φj (π1:t ; θ) := αdegj (π1:t ) + τ t+1−j + βδj,1
p(πt+1 = j|π1:t ; θ) ∝ φj (π1:t ; θ),

(4.5)

where degj (π1:t ) is the degree of node j in the tree π1:t and δ is the
Kronecker delta function, i.e., β is only relevant for the root node.
The model parameters are estimated through maximum likelihood given a dataset composed of M threads D = {π (1) , . . . , π (M ) }
corresponding to a particular period of time.
The previous generative model may fail in describing some structural properties, such as the average depth of a comment, which tends
to be underestimated, as noted in [GKLK13]. This is actually the
case in Menéame, which is characterized by very deep threads with
long chains of messages between two alternating users, as shown in
Figure 4.4. We postulate that the original model fails to capture
precisely that commenting behavior tends to be reciprocal, i.e., users
tend to reply comments that are replies to their previous comments.
In the next section, we extend the original model with an authorship
model and introduce a new feature: the reciprocity.

4.4.3

Extending the model

We now represent a conversation thread with the parent vector π1:t
together with a vector of respective authors a1:t = (a1 , a2 , . . . , at ).
The authorship vector will grow depending on the structure of the
discussion, which in turn will depend on the authorship of the messages.
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Our author model does not allow two consecutive comments to
be written by the same user. Furthermore, a user cannot self-reply
a comment made by herself. Let U denote the number of different
users that participated in the conversation so far. At time t+1, a new
comment is originated from a new user with id U +1 with probability
pnew , or otherwise from an existing user v chosen according to how
many times user v has been replied in the thread, rv . Our author
model is described as
p(at+1 = v|a1:t , π1:t ) =


pnew ,
rv
 (1−p
PUnew )2
ri
2
i=1

,

for v = U + 1
for v ∈ 1, . . . , U

(4.6)

We set pnew empirically to pnew = t−1/k and estimate k from the
data (k ≈ 7). Notice that the preferential attachment process that
selects authors is multiplicative. This is required to capture well the
probability distribution of the number of comments per unique author
in a thread. Once the author at+1 is decided, the new comment is
attached to an existing comment j proportionally to the extended
attractiveness function φ0j (·), which now depends on the vector of
authors a1:t and the parameters θ0 = (α, τ, β, κ)
φ0j (π1:t , a1:t ; θ0 ) := φj (π1:t ; θ) + κδaπj ,at+1
p0 (πt+1 = j|π1:t , a1:t ; θ0 ) ∝ φ0j (π1:t , a1:t ; θ0 ),

(4.7)

where the additional term κδaπj ,at+1 is non-zero for reciprocal comments only and φj (·) is the original (author-independent) attractiveness function given in Equation (4.5).
The new parameter κ determines how strong reciprocal comments
are weighted. Only those replies to comments authored by the selected author, i.e., aπj = at+1 , will contribute to the κ-term. Thus, for
κ = 0 the new feature will play no role in the evolution of the thread
whereas very large values of κ will make all comments of corresponding users reciprocal. The additional parameter κ can be optimized
using maximum likelihood together with α, β and τ .
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Figure 4.5. Comparison between the original model (in red) and the
extended model with authorship and reciprocity (in blue) in terms
of how well they reproduce the real discussion threads (gray circles).
The plots show the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the degrees (left), subtree sizes (center) and the correlation between depth
and number of comments (right). The curves where obtained from
2 · 103 threads generated from both models after optimization of their
respective parameters. Dashed lines in the right subplot correspond
to linear fits in the logarithmic domain. KS indicates KolmogorovSmirnov test value (the lower the better).
We first compare the original model and the proposed extension
and then we analyze how the change in the interface affects the model
parameters. To show that the extended model not only reproduces
better the depths, we also compare the two models using the same
indicators as in [GKLK13]. Figure 4.5 shows that the distribution of
the number of replies, subthreads sizes and the relation between the
thread sizes and depths are reproduced significantly better thanks to
the authorship model and the reciprocity feature.
Figure 4.6 shows the empirical probability distributions (pdf) of
the depth of a comment calculated from the real threads and from
synthetic ones generated from both models after optimizing their respective parameters. Whereas the resulting depths using the original
model are underestimated (red curve), the extended model is able to
generate deeper threads and to reproduce better the depth distribu86
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Figure 4.6. Probability distribution of the comment’s depths. The
original model fails to capture the long tail created by reciprocal
message chains whereas the proposed model is able to reproduce the
data accurately. The curves where obtained from 2 · 103 threads
generated from both models after optimization of their respective
parameters. KS indicates Kolmogorov-Smirnov test value (the lower
the better).
tion. In particular, it captures the tail behavior accurately and the
observed discrepancies are only minor. The KS test accepts the model
hypothesis at the 5% confidence level (p-value = 0.0041). The synthetic threads also contain chains of messages with alternating users,
as in the original data. We thus conclude that by increasing minimally the complexity of the model with the authorship model and
the reciprocity, the overall descriptive power of the model is greatly
improved.

4.4.4

Impact of conversation threading on
behavioral features

We now analyze how the platform change affected the evolution of the
threads by fitting the extended model to data from different periods
of time. In Figure 4.7 we present the results of the RDD on the
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four estimated parameters, each of them corresponding to one of the
features. We obtained the following RDD values for the reciprocity
feature κ (break = 51.28; ω2 = − 287.78; ω3 =7.06), the popularity α
(break = 0.12; ω2 = − 0.35 ; ω3 =0.01), the novelty τ (break = 0.08;
ω2 =−0.15 ; ω3 =0.004), and the root-bias β (break = 3.72; ω2 =−1.90;
ω3 =0.12).
Globally, we observe notable increases in all the parameters after
the platform change. The most noticeable change corresponds to the
reciprocity feature, parameterized by κ (see the change of order of
magnitude in Figure 4.7). Once the hierarchical view is active, users
behave significantly more reciprocally and tend to engage more in
dialogues. These findings are consistent with the above one for the
corrected and the weighted reciprocity metrics.
The other features also show an abrupt increase after the platform
change, but to a lesser extent. We emphasize that the interplay
between the features may be nontrivial, even mediated by a hidden,
not modeled feature, since the relative weights differ between the
two conditions. Nevertheless, since reciprocity is only relevant at
the later stages of the discussions, where comments are written from
existing authors that have already been replied, their relevance is
also increased after the platform change. Finally, it is interesting to
mention that the same analysis performed in the original model was
unable to detect a significant change in parameters β and α at the
time of the platform intervention.

4.5

Discussion

We have presented a study about the impact of conversation threading in online discussions. While previous studies in this field [McV07,
FPDL06, VN03, SCB00] had relied on experiments recruiting small
groups of participants, our findings are observed in an existing, large
and mature community with over five years of online discussion data.
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Figure 4.7. Regression discontinuity design for the behavioral features of the model (bin size = one month). Red circles and triangles
data are points before and after the cutoff (vertical line). The solid
line is the discontinuous linear regression, the dashed line is the continuous linear regression of the null model.
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We first analyze how the implementation of conversation threading affects the reciprocity in the discussion of an online community (RQ1 ). One would expect reciprocity to increase since a hierarchical conversation view emphasizes the exchange of messages
between users. Indeed, although we already observe a natural increase of reciprocity over time, as suggested in [FSW06], the adoption of this type of interface triggers an additional boost leading to
even higher levels of reciprocity. This is a positive behavioral indicator for online communities [WG99, HBKG04, PCW07], and it
is aligned with previous work on the benefits of hierarchical views
for constructing knowledge [McV07], providing better context of the
discussion [FPDL06, VN03] and improving coherence [SCB00]. Our
results have implications for the characterization of user roles in online discussion. Reciprocity has been used to distinguish different
types of users in online forums; e.g taciturns with low tendency to
reciprocate interactions and grunts with relatively higher levels of
reciprocity [CCC06]. Given that users in social media change their
role over time [GGKST+ 14], this opens interesting research directions like assessing whether the distribution of user roles is affected
by changing the conversation view.
The relevance of reciprocity in online discussion leads us to reflect
on the role of this behavioral pattern in the formation of discussion
threads. The existing generative models of discussion threads [KMM10,
WYH12, GKLK13] include features from messages like the popularity
(number of incoming replies) or the novelty (timestamp). However,
the tendency of users to reply to the replies to their messages has only
been considered indirectly, a posteriori. For example, although the
authorship model in [KMM10] establishes authors of messages to promote the reciprocity of replies, it does it after the discussion thread
is generated and, therefore, reciprocity is ignored during the growth
of the discussion. Furthermore, all of these models fail in modeling
accurately the depth of discussion threads which can be explained by
the occurrence of long chains of reciprocal interactions between two
users, as postulated in [PB12] and empirically shown in Figure 4.4.
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This leads to our second research question (RQ2 ) about whether
reciprocity can improve the descriptive power of models of discussion
threads. To answer this question we extend the model in [GKLK13]
by incorporating authorship and establishing reciprocity as a behavioral feature. This is an important difference from previous models
such as [KMM10], in which the structure of a thread does not depend explicitly on the authorship. To the best of our knowledge, the
presented model is the first in which the structure and authorship
co-evolve jointly. The results on discussion threads from Menéame
show that our approach not only captures better the distribution of
the number of replies and sizes of subthreads, it also reproduces more
accurately the temporal evolution of the discussion threads in view
of the distribution of the depth of discussion threads.
The model extension includes reciprocity together with the existing behavioral features of popularity, novelty, and root-bias. This
allows us to answer our third research question (RQ3 ) which analyzes whether modeling discussion threads can quantify the impact
of the conversation view on behavioral features. On the one hand,
our results show that the hierarchical view induced more reciprocal
behavior, which is consistent with the findings from the regression
discontinuity design. On the other hand, we also observe that the
transition to threaded discussion makes popular comments to attract
more replies and slows down the decay of novelty, i.e., comments take
longer to be ignored. This second effect can be explained by the fact
that the hierarchical view on Menéame does not apply comment folding and, therefore, branches of comments are always fully expanded.
With this type of interface, conversation threading gives preference to
the first comments and their replies, i.e., branches (and sub-branches)
are ordered chronologically. Although it is true that reciprocity increases and online deliberation requires reciprocity [Sch97, Jen03],
new contributions with no connection with previous arguments will
be less visible to the community. Given that deliberation also requires users gaining knowledge of the perspectives of others [Hab84],
additional mechanisms (e.g., comment folding, branch sorting) must
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receive special attention in the design of online discussion platforms.
Our methodology is based on the structural properties of the discussions and is language-independent. Therefore, it can be easily
applied to other platforms. For this reason, modeling approaches like
the ones applied here can also be used to assess the impact of other
features in online discussion platforms and to compare the model
parameters in different environments and communities. Moreover,
it might be of interest to extend these models to further explore
content-based features from the messages of the discussions. Recent
studies have suggested that linguistic indications of reciprocity can
measure the chance of success of individual requests in online communities [ADNMJ14]. Also, hierarchical comment threads have been
noted to represent a topical hierarchy in online discussions [WZH13].
Therefore, future work might explore whether the transition from a
linear to a hierarchical conversation view can also affect the narrative
structure and the distribution of topics in online discussion.
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Online Petitions
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5
The impact of petition ranking

5.1

Introduction

The invention of the Internet has revolutionized our society and, as
a result, our forms of governance. Many different approaches have
been suggested to leverage information and communication technologies to empower citizens and, therefore, to improve the democratic
strength of governments [Nov09]. A clear indicator of this global
trend is the increasing popularity of online petition platforms. The
reported benefits of these innovative and collaborative practices of
policy making are very diverse. For instance, research on the first
experiences from local institutions in the UK found out the important role of e-petitioning in providing very valuable feedback [PE12],
increasing political engagement [AMJ05], and reinforcing ‘civic mindedness’ [WRM05].
In spite of the popularity of online petition platforms, critical
voices have also been raised. Many of them have accused e-petitioning
of promoting the so-called ‘slacktivism’: a feel-good online activism
with no political or social impact [Mor09]. Indeed, these criticisms
have become even more thorough by suggesting the term ‘technological solutionism’ [Mor13]. However, despite these critical consid95

erations of online petitioning, experimental research from humancomputer interaction has proven the ability of online activism to influence civic actions [LH13].
Research on data from online petition platforms has covered institutions from many different countries, e.g., the United Kingdom [Wri12,
HMY13], Germany [JJ10, LR11], or the United States [DLH+ 15,
MJHY15, YHM17]. In Spain, from 2015 onwards, there has been
a trend towards the implementation of civic technologies by local
city councils. The platform that has gathered the largest number of
participants (hundred of thousands) is Decide Madrid 1 which, among
other features, allows participants to publish, to discuss, and to sign
online petitions. Despite its high level of activity, very few petitions
have managed to reach the minimum number of signatures required
to be considered by the City Council.
Previous work on e-petitioning concluded that it is essential to
understand how these platforms work and hence avoid unrealistic expectations which lead petitioners to be upset at the results [Wri12].
However, as we detail next in the Background section, almost every study about growth and success of online petitions has focused
on features extracted from petitions [HMY13, DLH+ 15, HHU+ 15,
EDK16, CLM17, MGSP17, CLHD17]. In this way, our study has
been designed in collaboration with the City Council to characterize
the dynamics of petition signing in Decide Madrid with the aim of
detecting platform features that may be hindering citizen participation.
The analysis of data from petitions and signatures presented in
this chapter suggests problems originated by the original design of
the home page, which was based on a ranking inspired by Reddit,
and by having deployed multiple participatory processes on the same
platform. Furthermore, our results have motivated a new sorting
criterion for that ranking, and we analyze the effect of using one or
another strategy to rank online petitions. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first that analyzes the effect of an intervention
1

https://decide.madrid.es
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in the ranking algorithm of an online petition platform. Such intervention has positively affected petition growth in Decide Madrid. As
a consequence, given that most petition platforms include rankings
in their home page, our findings have relevant implications for the
design of civic technologies.

5.2

Background

This section presents the background of this study including related
work and a detailed description of Decide Madrid.

5.2.1

Related work

The increasing popularity of online petition platforms has attracted
attention from scholars for many different research purposes, e.g.,
to characterize sociodemographic characteristics and behavioral patterns of petitioners [LR11, LH13, HSHH15, DLH+ 15, PBS17, ASTR+ 18],
to detect relevant topics in petitions [HHU+ 15, CLM17, MGSP17], or
to identify the factors which lead online petitions to succeed [Ber17,
EDK16, AM17].
Substantial efforts have been devoted in recent years to characterize the growth of online petitions in different platforms. An early
study in this field focused on the petition growth and success rates on
the UK government website [HMY13]. The analysis indicated that
petitions grew quickly and revealed that the number of signatures
on the first day was the most significant factor in explaining their
final number of signatures. Following studies to that work explicitly
examined the temporal aspects of petition growth by analyzing the
time-series of signatures. The analytical approach in [HMY13] was
extended with a formal multiplicative process model framework to
explain the rapid rise and decay in petition signing [YHM17]. The
model, based on a previous model of novelty and collective attention
in Digg news stories [WH07], was validated with petitions from the
UK government and the US White House websites: petitions grew
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very rapid in their first two days but the outreach factor decayed
very quickly on average. Another analysis of the US White House
petition website showed that petitions are more likely to fail when
the number of signatures is lower on the second day than on the first
day [CLHD17]. Finally, a recent study focused on the inter-signature
time distributions of petitions from the openPetition platform taking
into consideration the final number of signatures [BWMB17]. That
analysis concluded that petitions with many signatures are less likely
to exhibit bursty signing dynamics.
All of the above works focused on analyzing petition growth based
on attributes from petitions. To the best of our knowledge, the only
observational study of the impact of a petition platform intervention
investigated the introduction of a ranking of trending petitions on the
home page of the UK platform [HJMY18]. Results showed that the
effect was weak for the complete population of users but strong for
a specific group of users, so-called aimless petitioners [BC11]. These
users usually accessed the platform through the home page rather
than starting with a specific petition because they might have a political interest but not a specific purpose. Aimless petitioners were
numerous enough and affected strongly enough that the social information on trending petitions significantly affected petition signing
on the site as a whole. Nevertheless, we must recall that [HJMY18]
analyzed the effect of introducing a ranking in the home page, rather
than comparing the effect produced by different ranking strategies,
as presented later in this chapter.

5.2.2

Decide Madrid

The case study of this work is Decide Madrid, a platform launched by
the City Council of Madrid to host different participatory processes of
direct democracy. The most representative process, named ‘Citizen
Proposals’, consists of online petitions and is active since September 15, 2015. The procedure is as follows: any user can publish a
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petition and any petition which obtains at least 27,064 signatures2
in one year will go to a direct voting second phase. Otherwise, the
petition is withdrawn. In the second phase, users are able to vote
in favor or against the petition. If the majority of votes are positive
and the petition fulfills some technical/ethical requirements, the City
Council must implement it. So far, only two petitions have reached
this threshold.
We should remark that, in order to sign petitions, users must
verify their accounts using their personal data from the local city
census. This feature is relevant because it restricts participation, but
also mitigates the problem of duplicate signatures or false identities,
as noted by [Wri12].
Home page design
We show the home page of online petitions in Decide Madrid in Figure 5.1. Petitions are presented in a paginated sorted list of 25 petitions per page. Until this study was carried out, the original sorting
criterion had been an adapted version of the Hot score of Reddit to
boost trending petitions on the home page and thereby make it easier
for newer petitions with fewer total signatures to receive attention3 .
Although users have always been able to change the sorting criterion to display the rankings of Most Popular Petitions (sorted by the
number of signatures) and Most Recent Petitions (sorted by date),
the default option for any new user session was the Hot score. In
addition to this, a yellow banner featuring the three most popular
petitions was added in October 2015 for every page of the website4 .
Then, the banner was limited to two petitions in January 20165 and
removed in September 20166 .
2

1% of the population of Madrid over 16 years old
Commit at http://bit.ly/commitHot
4
Commit at http://bit.ly/commitAddBanner
5
Commit at http://bit.ly/commitChangeBanner
6
Commit at http://bit.ly/commitRemoveBanner

3
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Figure 5.1. Screenshot, taken in 2016, of the home page of online
petitions in Decide Madrid. Petitions are presented in a paginated
list of 25 petitions per page, sorted by an adapted version of Hot score
from Reddit, i.e., recent petitions which are rapidly gathering signatures. However, users are able to explore two alternative rankings:
Most Popular Petitions and Most Recent Petitions. The screenshot
also shows the yellow banner featuring the two most popular petitions
at that time.
Multiple participatory processes
A very relevant aspect of Decide Madrid is that the platform is not
only designed for online petitions but also for other massive participatory processes in parallel to the ‘Citizen Proposals’ process. This
is a very particular characteristic with respect to the other platforms
analyzed in previous studies, which were exclusively designed for online petitions. The relevance of this difference lies in the fact that
these other processes can attract new users to the platform in very
specific moments. That is to say, these other participatory processes
might drive the arrival of the aimless petitioners.
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Table 5.1. Participatory budgeting (PB), voting processes and campaigns held at Decide Madrid since the platform was launched until
January 1, 2018.
Type of process
PB (1st edition)
PB (1st edition)
PB (1st edition)
PB (2nd edition)
PB (2nd edition)
PB (2nd edition)
Voting
Voting
Campaign
Campaign
Campaign

Description
Submission of proposals
Prioritization of proposals
Final voting for proposals
Submission of proposals
Prioritization of proposals
Final voting for proposals
La Gran Votación
Once Plazas
First advertising
Second advertising
Mailing

Start date
2016/02/22
2016/04/01
2016/05/15
2017/01/18
2017/03/11
2017/05/15
2017/02/13
2017/10/08
2015/09/15
2015/11/03
2016/06/13

End date
2016/03/31
2016/05/14
2016/06/30
2017/03/08
2017/03/25
2017/06/30
2017/02/19
2017/10/22
2015/09/24
2015/11/06
2016/06/15

Dataset
To analyze petition signing in Decide Madrid, we have collected a
dataset from the open data portal of the City Council of Madrid7,8 .
In total, we have obtained 20,131 petitions and 2,564,497 signatures
between September 15, 2015 (first day of Decide Madrid) and January
1, 2018. We have reviewed the existing participatory processes in the
platform during the period of the dataset, i.e., participatory budgeting and voting processes. Also, decision-makers of the City Council
informed us that calls for participation were carried out through advertising campaigns. Start and end dates of all the processes and
campaigns are presented in Table 5.1.

7

https://datos.madrid.es
We should note that the names of signatories are not public nor included in
the dataset.
8
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5.3

Petitions and signatures over time

We first explore the dataset of Decide Madrid by examining the distribution of petitions and signatures over time, presented in top and
middle graphs in Figure 5.2, respectively. In both graphs, we observe
spikes of activity emerging on specific dates. Note that most activity peaks coincide with other processes in Decide Madrid, indicated
through color bars. The number of signatures on dates when no other
process is held is relatively low (avg=1, 511; SD=2, 101). In contrast,
the number of signatures notably increased during the three advertising campaigns (green color bars): first campaign (avg=19, 718;
SD=10, 089), second campaign (avg=19, 608; SD=2, 347), mailing
campaign(avg=22, 022; SD=10, 099). As observed a the purple color
bars, the increase is also relevant for ‘La Gran Votación’ voting
process (avg=23, 564; SD=5, 572) and, to a lesser extent, ‘Once
Plazas’ voting process (avg=4, 020; SD=2, 254). Regarding participatory budgeting, the increase is also evident for both the first edition (avg=5, 833; SD=5, 461) and the second edition (avg=5, 375;
SD=6, 574). However, we find of interest that peaks during participatory budgeting phases often emerge on the first and/or last date
of the corresponding phase, which might also be related to calls for
participation.
Despite these patterns, note that some activity peaks do not coincide with these processes, e.g., the peak of 21,179 signatures on
October 26, 2016. We inspected the petitions signed on that date
and found that most signatures targeted a specific subset of petitions
published by a human rights organization9 . Therefore, this should
be the result of a campaign orchestrated by such organization.
To better understand how signatures distributed among petitions,
the bottom graph in Figure 5.2 shows a scatter plot of the number of
signatures on a specific date (horizontal axis) to petitions of a specific
age (vertical axis). We observe that much activity is concentrated on
the base, that is to say, many signatures are made on the same day
9

https://decide.madrid.es/users/180346
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Figure 5.2. Distribution of petitions and signatures by date (top
and middle graphs). Color bars indicate when other processes were
held: advertising campaigns in green, voting processes in purple, and
participatory budgeting phases in a progressive orange scale. Distribution of signatures by signing date and petition age (bottom graph).

the petitions were published. This pattern indicates a strong attractiveness of recent petitions, in agreement with the purpose of the
home page ranking petitions based on the Hot score. Interestingly,
we should notice the existence of diagonal stripes of activity starting
on dates with much activity. They correspond to petitions that were
created on a day with high activity and kept attracting many signatures over time. They may appeared in the home page due to a large
initial number of signatures, and then became highly ranked in the
global raking of Most Popular Petitions.
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The scatter plot also reveals that the peak of signatures to petitions of the human rights organization (October 26, 2016) did not
trigger any diagonal stripe. That is to say, despite the notable increase of signatures to petitions from the Human Rights civic organization, none of these petitions gathered the necessary number of
signatures to rank high among the Most Popular Petitions. Compared to the advantage of being published during a peak of activity,
this finding illustrates the little effect of orchestrating a call for signing petitions that are no longer recent or popular.

5.4

Growth patterns of petition signing

We now compare the growth patterns of individual petitions. To do
this, we need to define groups of petitions that have similar profiles.
We relate petitions by means of the similarity between their associated time-series of signatures according to the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) metric [BC94]10 . The idea behind Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is to find the minimal amount of stretching or ‘warping’
necessary to turn one time-series into another, even if they happen
at different time steps. To calculate the DTW distance between two
time-series X=(x1 , x2 , ..., xn ) and Y =(y1 , y2 , ..., ym ), it is needed an
n-by-m cost matrix where the (i, j) element is the difference between
xi and yj . A warping path W =(w1 , ..., wl ) is defined as wk =(i, j) with
k ∈ [1 : l], max (m, n) ≤ l < m + n − 1 satisfying three conditions:
• Boundary: w1 = (1, 1) ∧ wl = (n, m).
• Monotonicity: ∀k ∈ [1 : l−1], wk =(i, j), wk+1 =(i0 , j 0 ), i ≤ i0 ∧ j ≤ j 0 .
• One step size: ∀k ∈ [1 : l − 1], wk+1 − wk ∈ {(1, 0), (0, 1),
(1, 1)}.
10

Code at https://github.com/shunsukeaihara/pydtw
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While there are exponentially many warping paths over the cost matrix, the DTW distance corresponds to the one minimizing the warpP
ing cost: DTW(X, Y ) = min{ Ll=1 wl }.
DTW allows to define groups of petitions that have similar profiles. In particular, we identify similar petitions using hierarchical agglomerative clustering [Mül11] on the matrix of DTW distances between every pair of petitions11 . To define the resulting clusters, we establish the maximum distance between clusters which cuts
the dendrogram by applying the so-called ‘elbow’ method [Tho53].
To ensure a meaningful separation between clusters, we also validate that the distance between clusters is consistently larger than
the avg ± the standard deviation of the distance between time-series
within the same cluster.

5.4.1

Comparing the raw profiles

The results of the DTW-based clustering are presented in Figure 5.3.
For clarity, we show the top 100 petitions only. However, we also
examined results for petition pools of different size. Interestingly,
the lower the pool size, the greater the concentration of popular petitions published on dates coinciding with other processes. As shown
in Figure 5.3, we obtain different clusters. The two first ones (m1
and m2) correspond to the only two petitions that reached the signing threshold (dotted horizontal line)12 . These two petitions exhibit
clear abrupt increases when other processes occur in the platform.
Note that they were featured in the yellow banner (between October 2015 and September 2016) and benefited from having preferential
visibility when many new users, influenced by the other processes in
Decide Madrid, visited the platform. Therefore, hosting these other
processes had a spillover effect on petition signing. Indeed, the third
most popular petition followed a similar growth until the banner dis11

Code at https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference
Proposals
at
https://decide.madrid.es/proposals/9
https://decide.madrid.es/proposals/199.
12
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and

played two petitions instead of three in January 2016. This third petition is part of the cyan cluster (m3) formed by petitions among the
first positions of the global Most Popular Petitions ranking. Petitions
in the other remaining clusters are far from the signing threshold.
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Figure 5.3. Clusters of time-series of signatures for the 100 most
signed petitions from Decide Madrid with a linear scale (top) and
log scale (bottom). Cluster sizes are in parentheses. For clarity, color
bars (other processes) are gray-colored. The dotted horizontal line is
the 27,064 signatures threshold.

5.4.2

Comparing the normalized profiles

An alternative comparison between the signature profiles can be made
after correcting for the effect of the events and normalizing both on
the temporal dimension and the number of signatures. This normalization allows to compare the petition profiles in terms of their shape.
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For that, we consider as a unit of time any arrival of a signature, instead of a day, and subsequently normalize the temporal axes to one.
This effectively stretches the busy peaks and shrinks the periods of
low activity, and allows to compare directly the petition profiles. In
addition, we also normalize the petitions by the individual signatures,
i.e, the total number of signatures each of them gathered individually.
We then apply the clustering method on the two normalized (from 0
to 1) dimensions of growth and time.
The left graph in Figure 5.4 shows the major clusters of the petitions started on the first day of Decide Madrid that eventually
reached 100 or more signatures13 . Remarkably, we find a clear distinction between two major clusters (dark and light blue), indicating
two differentiated dynamic processes for petition growth. The first
cluster of 103 petitions corresponds to a rapid growth (dark blue),
i.e., from the first signature given to a petition, more than 50% of the
signatures mostly occur on the following signatures to any petition.
In contrast, the second cluster of 129 petitions (light blue) shows a
more constant growth corresponding to a linear trend.
How do petitions from the ‘rapid’ and the ‘constant’ clusters differ? To answer this, the right graph in Figure 5.4 shows the complementary cumulative distribution function of petitions from the two
clusters by the number of signatures. Petitions from the ‘constant’
cluster (solid light blue line) are more effective in gathering signatures than petitions from the ‘rapid’ one (dashed dotted dark blue
line). Therefore, this observation suggests an interplay between having many signatures (i.e., petitions easily found in the global Most
Popular Petitions ranking) and exhibiting high attractiveness over
time (constant growth).

13

We also assessed that results are stable considering different thresholds.
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Figure 5.4. Major clusters of growth patterns of petitions published
on the first day of Decide Madrid (left graph). Cluster sizes are in
parentheses. The growth patterns are defined using the arrival of
a new signature to any petition as time unit and normalizing both
dimensions from 0 to 1. Lines indicate the avg. value while areas the
avg. value ± the standard deviation. Complementary cumulative
distribution function of petitions by number of signatures for the two
major clusters (right graph).

5.4.3

Comparing topical clusters

So far, we have analyzed the growth of petitions regardless of their
content. However, previous studies found that some topics are more
effective in gaining attention from signatories [HHU+ 15, EDK16,
CLM17, MGSP17]. For this reason, we finally group petitions based
on their topic. To do this, we apply a topic-based clustering process
which was proposed in a recent study aiming at grouping petitions
precisely from Decide Madrid [LP19]. The process is as follows. First,
we generate a corpus of documents, one document per petition, with
the adjectives, nouns and verbs from the title and body text based
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on the results of a Spanish POS tagger14 (we also filter Spanish stop
words and lemmatize the remaining ones with a Spanish Wordnet
stemmer15 ). Second, we build a topic model based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [BNJ03]. We examine different number of topics
and observe than the coherence metric is maximized at 50, which is
the value chosen by [LP19]. Third, for each document, we generate
a d-dimensional vector φ (d = 50) with the corresponding document
topic probabilities: φ = (φ1 , φ2 , ..., φd ). This allows us to compare
petitions through their topical similarity. For each pair of petitions
p and p0 , we compute the Jensen-Shannon divergence between their
topic vectors φ0 and φ00 as:
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Fourth, we build an undirected weighted full graph comprising a
set of nodes (petitions) and a set of edges (similarity between any pair
of petitions). To reduce the large number of edges and to only consider edges between very similar petitions, we remove every edge with
weight less than 0.01. The resulting network comprises 26,383 nodes
and 96,814 edges. Finally, we apply the Louvain method [BGLL08]
to detect communities, i.e., topical clusters of petitions (modularity Q = 0.877).
Figure 5.5 shows the 10 largest clusters of the network of petitions.
To understand the topics of each cluster, we also show tagclouds with
the words from petitions of each cluster using the same colors (see
Figure 5.6). We examine the words of these clouds and propose
the following cluster labels: ‘parks and sports facilities’ (gold), ‘cultural and social facilities’ (blue), ‘urban mobility’ (orange), ‘parkings’
(green), ‘street cleaning/naming’ (red), ‘public works’ (cyan), ‘buses
& pools’ (black), ‘bike lanes’ (gray), ‘subway’ (brown), ‘public transport & dog poop’ (purple).
14
15

Code at https://polyglot.readthedocs.io/en/latest/POS.html
Code at https://www.nltk.org/_modules/nltk/stem/wordnet.html
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Figure 5.5. 10 largest clusters of the network of petitions linked
by edges weighted by their topical similarity. Node color indicates
the cluster obtained through the Louvain method. The network is
displayed using the Force Atlas2 layout [JVHB14].

The comparison of petition growth across topical clusters is presented in Figure 5.7. For each cluster, we show the distribution of
the final number of signatures of petitions using boxplots (top graph).
We observe that petitions from clusters like ‘public transport & dog
poop’ or ‘bike lanes’ usually gather more signatures than petitions
from clusters like ‘urban mobility’. However, the 75th percentile of
daily growth of petitions from each cluster (bottom graph) shows no
increase after the first days. Therefore, although some topics might
be more appealing to signatories, these differences of attractiveness
are present in the first days of petitions, i.e., when petitions are recent and hence easy to find since they are located in the first page of
the home page of Decide Madrid, based on the Hot score ranking.
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Figure 5.7. Distribution of the final number of signatures of petitions of each cluster with boxplots (top). 75th percentile of daily
growth of petitions from each cluster (bottom).

5.5

A new ranking algorithm for online
petitions

Our data-driven analysis of Decide Madrid has indicated that signing
activity largely focuses on recent petitions and few petitions were able
to receive signatures over time. These were the two petitions featured
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in a yellow banner and, to a lesser extent, some petitions that received
many signatures on their first days, usually coinciding with another
process bringing many aimless petitioners to the platform at that
time, and hence easily reaching a high position at the global ranking
of Most Popular Petitions.
We reviewed the open source code of Decide Madrid and found
that the Hot score Hp of a petition p is a trade-off between its activity
in terms of comments cp and signatures sp , and the recency of that
petition tp , or elapsed days between the petition was originated and
the first day of the platform. In particular, it is computed as:
Hp ∝

log10 (max(1, sp + w · cp )) · sp
+ tp
max(1, sp + w · cp )

(5.1)

where w is a constant equal to 0.2. When the number of comments
is low, which is the case, hcp i = 3.70, the previous score can be
approximated roughly by Ĥp ≈ log10 (sp ) + tp . This means that once
a petition was published, it must keep an exponential growth over
time. Otherwise, the petition will be replaced in the home page by
petitions from subsequent days. We have examined this empirically
by inspecting the 6 existing captures of the home page of petitions
in Decide Madrid at the Internet Archive16 between 2016 and 2017:
135 of the 150 petitions (25 petitions per home page capture) were
at most 3 days old (avg=1.54, SD=1.251).
According to decision-makers in Decide Madrid, the reason for
adapting the Hot score was a past successful experience when deciding to use Reddit as the online forum for a Spanish grassroots
party 17 . While this score might be valid for sorting news posts under discussion, our results suggested that it is definitely not adequate
in this context: petitions have a lifespan of a year in this case, in
contrast, the dynamics of reactions to news posts are characterized
by fast and short lifespans [LBK09, KGL07]. In the end, the only two
petitions reaching the threshold of signatures were promoted during
16
17

https://web.archive.org/web/*/http://decide.madrid.es/proposals
https://www.reddit.com/r/podemos/
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months in a banner and received preferential visibility during peaks
of attention.
To overcome these drawbacks, our results motivated two changes
in the platform that were released on December 11, 201818 . First,
the yellow banner has been reintroduced to guarantee that users will
easily find the three most popular petitions. Second, the new default
score for sorting petitions in the home page is computed as:
Hp0 =

s0p
,
min(30, tnow − tp )

(5.2)

where s0p is the number of signatures to petition p in the last 30 days.
The new ranking was aimed at reinforcing petitions receiving much
signing in the last month with less relevance of their publication date.

5.5.1

Characterizing the impact of the new ranking

To assess the impact of the new home page design of Decide Madrid,
we have extended the dataset with the existing petitions and signatures from the open data portal of the City Council of Madrid until
July 1, 2019. Also, we have compiled the dates of all the campaigns
and participatory processes in the platform during this extended period, e.g., new editions of participatory budgeting.
We first explore the signing activity once the new ranking was
released. Figure 5.8a shows a scatter plot analogous to the graph in
Figure 5.2. Once again, peaks in this period largely coincide with
other participatory processes in Decide Madrid, in particular, phases
of the last edition of participatory budgeting. Nevertheless, we observe that the activity is no longer concentrated on the base (i.e.,
recent petitions) but distributed across different petition age values.
On the one hand, the intervention was aimed at better promoting
petition growth by ranking in the first positions not recent petitions,
18

Pull Request at http://bit.ly/PRHotv2
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but those that generate interest recently. On the other hand, the
global ranking of Most Popular Petitions persists as an alternative
sorting criterion. Periods coinciding with other participatory processes are characterized by the arrival of aimless petitioners. Since
these participants do not access Decide Madrid to sign a specific petition, they are expected to be particularly susceptible to petitions
displayed at the home page at that time.
Does the attractiveness of petitions differ after changing the ranking of the home page? The first phase of the last edition of participatory budgeting started on November 12, 2018, that is to say 29 days
before the intervention was performed. This allows us to compare
the most signed petitions from that starting date to the intervention,
with the most signed petitions from the subsequent period of equal
duration. In this way, we are able to compare two equally long intervals characterized by aimless petitioners generating much activity.
In particular, for each day of each interval we identify the 100 most
signed petitions and categorized them as:
• popular: petitions in the first page of the ranking of Most Popular petitions at that time,
• recent: petitions which are at most 3 days old at that time,
• other: none of the above.
Results are presented with bloxplots in Figure 5.8b. We clearly observe that, while the attractiveness of popular petitions remains stable, there is a decrease in attractiveness of the recent ones favoring
other petitions.
To understand the implications of this shift of attention, we compare petition growth before and after the intervention. Note that,
with the original ranking based on the Hot score (Hp ), for petitions
to grow over time, they had to obtain many signatures when they
were recent and easy to find, which allowed them to reach a high
position at the Most Popular Petitions ranking. As a consequence,
after releasing the home page with the new score (Hp0 ), it is expected
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that petitions that have gathered many signatures in the first day
without reaching a high position in the global ranking of Most Popular Petitions have grown more constantly and have therefore receive
more signatures.
To reduce selection bias while comparing petitions before and
after the intervention, we apply propensity score matching [RR83]
using a continuous covariate: the number of signatures on the first
day; and a categorical covariate: the resulting cluster applying the
topic-based clustering process in the extended dataset. The dependent variable of the logistic regression equals 1 if the petition was
published after the intervention, otherwise 0. We exclude petitions
published in the 365 days prior to the intervention to avoid those
that were affected during their lifespan. Also, we should note that
the age of petitions published after the intervention is less than a
year. As a consequence, for petitions before the change, we consider
the number of signatures at the age of the corresponding matched
petition on July 1, 2019. In addition, we validate that matched petitions are significantly balanced across the two covariates. For the
categorical one, we use a χ2 test for independence before and after matching, resulting in p=0.99. For the numerical one, we use a
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test on 1,000 permuted samples of petitions obtaining, after matching, p=0.945. Therefore, we verify the
failure to reject the null hypothesis in both cases (i.e., p > 0.05). As
suggested by [BPW+ 15], we also validate that the standardized mean
difference of the numerical covariate decreases after matching (from
0.33 to 0.03).
We present in Figure 5.8c bloxplots comparing the number of
signatures to the 849 resulting petition matches stratified into 3 strata
according to the number of signatures in the first day: [0, 24], [25, 49],
and ≥ 50. We observe that, although petitions with less than 25
signatures on their first day now receive slightly fewer signatures,
petitions that collect many signatures on the first day are able to
obtain more signatures once the intervention was performed.
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Figure 5.8. a) Distribution of signatures after the intervention
by date (top graph), and by signing date and petition age (bottom
graph). b) 100 daily most signed petitions before and after the intervention. c) Signatures of petitions, before and after the intervention,
matched with the propensity score based on two covariates: the number of signatures in its first day and the topical cluster. Results are
stratified into 3 strata according to the number of signatures in the
first day: [0, 24], [25, 49], and ≥ 50.
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Finally, we compare the growth of petitions from our matching.
In particular, we assign each matched petition that gathered at least
10 signatures on their first day to either the ‘constant’ or the ‘rapid’
cluster. The assignment is based on the lowest DTW distance from
the petition normalized profile to the average growth of each cluster from Figure 5.4. For petitions before the intervention, 41 (33%)
correspond to the ‘rapid’ cluster while 83 (67%) to the ‘constant’
one. In contrast, every petition after the intervention corresponds
to the ‘constant’ cluster of petition growth. In conclusion, for petitions exhibiting attractiveness among signatories, the new ranking at
the home page of Decide Madrid favors petitions growing in a more
constant way so that more new signatures can be gathered.

5.6

Discussion

The analysis of petition signing in Decide Madrid presented in this
chapter has revealed important findings with relevant implications
for the design of civic technologies.
Previous studies have typically relied on features from petitions
[HMY13, DLH+ 15, HHU+ 15, EDK16, CLM17, MGSP17]. In contrast, this study has also consider platform features for a more comprehensive characterization. We have observed that both petition
creation and petition signing exhibited peaks of activity that were
often coupled with other co-existing processes in the platform: advertising campaigns, annual participatory budgeting, and voting processes. Moreover, the most popular petitions in Decide Madrid were
usually published in these specific peaks. This finding directly relates to previous studies that characterize spillover effects on existing
petition platforms. For example, the analysis of the platform of the
German Parliament [JJ10, SJ14] found that the attention to popular
benefited the less popular ones. In particular, petitions coinciding in
time with a successful petition were able to obtain almost twice as
many signatures per day. Our findings suggest a similar interpreta117

tion which should raise awareness on spillover effects when designing
‘multi-process’ participatory platforms for direct democracy.
The home page of Decide Madrid originally presented petitions
in a paginated ranking based on an adapted version of the Hot score
from Reddit. Our results have shown that, while this was the platform
design, signing focused to a great extent on recent petitions. Furthermore, the clustering of growth patterns has revealed that some
petitions in Decide Madrid follow the so-called ‘rapid rise and decay’ pattern [YHM17], but that others grew in a ‘constant’ manner.
Interestingly, the latter were more effective in gathering many signatures. In addition to this, the topic-based clustering of petitions
showed that petitions about some topics tend to receive more signatures, which is consistent with previous studies [HHU+ 15, EDK16,
CLM17, MGSP17]. However, since our analysis not only examines
the final number of signatures but also petition growth, results show
that these differences mostly occur when petitions were recent.
The rapid rise and decay of petition signing has been defined
[MJHY15] as a challenge for the understanding of modern forms
of collective action since it does not follow the S-curve classically
found from economics and political science [Sch78, Gra78]. This
phenomenon, validated with petitions from UK and US government
platforms [YHM17], has been attributed to the accelerated nature of
online environments. Nevertheless, our study shows that the design
of the home page plays a crucial role. The intervention performed
in Decide Madrid in December 2018 significantly reduced the overexposure of recent petitions by favoring the growth of petitions that
are capable of drawing the interest of new signatories.

5.7

Conclusion

The rise of civic technologies to scale up citizen participation comes
with great potential for democracy. So far, these systems have been
designed favoring transparency and open data standards. However,
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our analysis has shown how the platform design can originate very
different participation dynamics, and suggests some negative consequences of re-using inadequate algorithms. Therefore, our results
should motivate more critical studies on the role that civic technologies plays in fairness, accountability, and transparency. We advocate
for a more principled approach, for example, by means of causal models or randomized trials to analyze and design current systems. This
is a major challenge, mainly because of ethical considerations and the
introduction of additional experimental biases. In conclusion, we believe that our work contributes to develop a framework that addresses
critical aspects of platform-based democracies.
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6
Deliberative Platform Design
for Online Petitions

6.1

Introduction

The crisis of representative democracy in the last three decades [RG08,
Tor15] has been identified with the crisis of democracy itself [DP13,
Kea09]. Some authors have criticized the technocratic tendencies operating in this period as signs of the rise of post-democracy [Cro04] or
post-politics [RPB01, Žiž00], while others, more precisely, have used
the term “post-representation”, to refer to the emptying out (of power
and meaning) of representative institutions by dynamics ranging from
globalization to growing citizen mistrust [BVR08, Kea09]. Specially
in the last years, this political crisis has led to a period of fertile democratic innovation supported by an intensive and creative use of information and communication technologies [Cas09, TCLM+ 15]. Thus,
we are witnessing new forms of participatory and deliberative democracy based on computer mediated communication [Fuc07, HL99].
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One of the recent institutional instantiations of this wider democratizing process is Decidim Barcelona 1 , an online platform developed
by the Barcelona City Council for supporting its participatory processes, e.g., the development of the Barcelona’s strategic city plan.
The strategic city plan defines objectives and actions to be carried out
by the local government during the present legislature. The goal of
this participatory process was to enroll the citizenry in a two month
process of co-production, where citizens could discuss and support
the petitions made by the government; and also make, discuss and
support their own petitions. In total, more than 40 000 citizens participated in this process.
According to the functional specification of Decidim Barcelona
[MCLPdL15], different pre-existing tools for participatory democracy
were assessed, in particular, e-Petitions Gov UK (United Kingdom)2 ,
Your Priorities (Iceland)3 , Cónsul (Madrid)4 , and Open Irekia (Basque
Country)5 . On the one hand, these four tools share certain commonalities. First, they are web applications based on Free/Libre and
Open Source Software (FLOSS). Second, they have been deployed in
real environments by city, regional, or national governments. Third,
they allow users to make online petitions. On the other hand, there
are many differences among these four platforms. An important one is
the way petitions are discussed by users. In e-Petitions Gov UK, petitions cannot be discussed and, therefore, this tool might be considered as enabling participatory but not deliberative democracy. Your
Priorities allows users to publish comments either supporting the
petition (hereafter positive comments) or against it (hereafter negative comments). Positive and negative comments are displayed in
two columns and sorted by the number of votes they receive to show
the best arguments and, ultimately, to facilitate decision making.
1

https://www.decidim.barcelona/
https://www.gov.uk/petition-government
3
https://www.yrpri.org
4
https://decide.madrid.es/
5
http://www.irekia.euskadi.eus/
2
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Although this strategy relies on comments, users do not engage in
discussions, which might reduce the deliberative capabilities of the
platform. In contrast, Cónsul corresponds to an opposite scenario
given that users are able to discuss any petition with a threaded interface without any visual indication of whether comments are positive or negative. Finally, the approach in Open Irekia allows users
to indicate whether a comment is positive, negative or neutral. However, neutral, positive and negative comments are presented separately without applying a threaded discussion interface, as done in
Cónsul. This heterogeneity received special attention in the design
specification process of Decidim Barcelona [MCLPdL15] resulting in
an interface which hybridizes the previous approaches. On the one
hand, petitions are discussed in a threaded interface to promote online discussions and, consequently, online deliberation. On the other
hand, users are able to establish when posting a first level comment
(i.e., a direct comment to a petition) whether is positive, negative or
neutral in relation to the petition. In addition, authors of petitions
and comments are notified when receiving replies.
Figure 6.1 shows a real petition for the strategic city plan which
requested a municipal ice skating rink in Barcelona. The hybrid interface combines both conversation threading and coloring, i.e., positive
and negative first level comments include green and red labels, respectively (the interface at that time colored the full text of positive
and negative comments). In this way, the discussion page shows two
first positive (green) comments with no replies and a third negative
(red) comment calling into doubt the adequacy of expending public
funding on a winter sport facility in a Mediterranean city. As shown
in Figure 6.1, the negative comment triggered a discussion cascade
among users.
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Figure 6.1. Discussion page of a petition in Decidim Barcelona for
building a municipal ice skating rink.
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This petition is an illustrative example of the aim of this hybrid
interface: users can engage in online discussion to promote deliberative processes while positive and negative comments are easily distinguishable to facilitate decision making. The combination of both
approaches makes Decidim Barcelona an interesting case study for
multiple reasons. First, we have shown that conversation threading
in online discussion platforms promotes the emergence of discussion
cascades with higher levels of online deliberation and reciprocity (see
Chapters 3 and 4). Second, given that users are able to mark the
alignment of comments with the petition (positive, negative and neutral), we can compare the typical network structures originated by the
different types of comment alignment. As shown in [GBKB10], these
structures can be used as proxies of very basic forms of deliberation.
Given this particular scenario of Decidim Barcelona, the research
question of this study is as follows:
• Which are the structural differences of discussion cascades triggered by neutral, positive or negative comments on online petitions?
As presented in the following section, despite the increasing research work on online petition platforms, how to effectively introduce discussions is an open practical and research challenge [LR09].
We postulate that the combination in Decidim Barcelona of both
conversation threading and comment alignment (in particular, explicitly negative comments to the petition) should favor cognitive
dissonance [Fes62] in users, which would lead to a higher willingness
to discuss the petitions, and, therefore, to deliberative practices of
decision making.
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6.2

Related work

The interest in online petition platforms is reflected by the increasing
attention from academia [PE12]. Some of the first studies analysed
the platform developed by the German Parliament either to identify different types of users according to the frequency of participation [JJ10] or to characterize the relationship between online participation and offline socio-demographic factors [LR11]. Indeed, much
effort has been made to detect which factors affect the signing of
online petitions [AGCSM08, HMY13, HSHH15, MJHR15, YHM17].
Previous work has also examined the impact of platform design
on the dynamics of online petitioning. A study of the UK government
petitions platform showed that introducing trending information on
the homepage increased the inequality in the number of signatures
across petitions [HJMY18]. In relation to our research question, some
papers have precisely assessed the role of the availability and design of
discussion features. A study of online petition platforms launched by
UK local authorities (Kingston and Bristol) [WRM05] examined the
performance of the online forums incorporated in these tools. Results
indicated that most users did not visually identify the possibility to
discuss petitions and just a few users published comments. Therefore,
the study concluded that the discussion section for online petitions
needed to be more appealing. A comparative analysis of four online
petition systems (the aforementioned platform of the German Parliament and the platforms of the Scottish Parliament, the Parliament
of Queensland, and Norwegian municipalities) also examined whether
they integrate an online discussion forum [LR09]. Online discussions
were available in every platform except for the case of Queensland.
The study found little usage of these forums and concluded with the
open research question about the function of these discussions and
how to channel them into the political decision-making processes.
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6.3

Dataset from Decidim Barcelona

Our dataset contains the discussion threads from the petitions in
Decidim Barcelona for the development of the strategic city plan.
To better understand the discussions that originated more activity
we present in Table 6.1 the most commented petitions, which are
related to controversial topics in Barcelona like housing affordability
and mobility.
Data were extracted through the Decidim API6 to obtain a total
of 10,860 petitions and 18,192 comments. 16,217 comments were first
level comments (i.e., direct replies to the petition) while 1,975 comments were replies to comments. As mentioned in the introduction,
users were able to establish the alignment of first level comments
with the petition. Thus, 10,221 comments were marked as neutral
(63.03%), 5,198 comments were marked as positive (32.05%), and
only 798 comments were marked as negative (4.92%).

6.4

Structural metrics of discussion cascades

Discussion threads are collections of messages posted as replies to
either an initial message (the petition) or another message (a comment). For this reason, discussion threads can be represented as a
directed rooted tree. We present in Figure 6.2 the petition for a
municipal ice skating rink (shown in Figure 6.1) using a radial tree
visualization tool (see Appendix B). The black node is the petition
(root) and the nodes directly connected to the root are the first level
comments (green colored if positive and red colored if negative). This
tree structure allows to identify whether a first level comment triggers a discussion cascade, e.g., the red node on the right, which is
the negative comment against expending public funding on a winter
sport facility in a Mediterranean city, triggers several comments.
6

https://www.decidim.barcelona/api/docs
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Figure 6.2. Radial tree visualization of the petition presented in
Figure 6.1. Black node (root) represents the petition, green nodes are
positive and red nodes negative first level comments. Comment nodes
are sized by the indegree (number of replies to the comment). The
visualization shows a cascade of comments triggered by a negative
comment to the petition (red node on the right).
The structure of the discussion cascade of each first level comment
can be characterized with typical metrics of tree graphs:
• size: number of nodes,
• width: maximum number of nodes at any level,
• depth: number of levels,
• h-index: maximum level h in which there are, at least, h comments [GKL08].
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In the discussion cascade originated by the aforementioned negative
comment about public funding (red node on the right in Figure 6.2),
size is 9, width is 4, depth is 3, and h-index is 3.
With the exception of the size, which just quantifies the volume of the cascade, these metrics serve to inform about the network
topology of a cascade. Morever, the last three metrics have been
suggested to quantify the level of deliberation in online discussion
threads [GBKB10]. This approach is based on the Madisonian conceptualization of deliberation as the conjugation of two dimensions:
representation and argumentation [AF04]. Given that messages at
any level often represent users within the discussion, width has been
proposed to quantify the extent of representation of the online community in a discussion cascade. Because the exchange of arguments
between users commonly occur as exchange of comments, the depth
of the discussion cascade (i.e., the largest exchange of comments)
has been proposed to capture argumentation. The last structural
metric (h-index) both considers width and depth and, therefore, has
been proposed to measure online deliberation in a discussion cascade [GBKB10].

6.5

Analysis of discussion cascades

The description of the dataset indicated that most of the first level
comments were marked as neutral, an important fraction were marked
as positive and just around 5% were marked as negative. To understand the structure of cascades triggered by comments from different
alignments, we first examine the distribution of the cascade size depicted in Figure 6.3. We observe a notably lower probability of not
triggering a cascade for negative comments. We also observe that, in
every alignment, few cascades contain more than five comments.
Figure 6.3 reveals a larger preference for larger cascades triggered
by negative comments. However, the size of the cascade is not an
informative metric of the structure of the cascade. For this reason,
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we examine the probability of the alignment of the root (comment) of
the cascade with different sizes and different values of the structural
metrics (width, depth and h-index). Results are presented in Figure 6.4 using heatmaps, i.e., the darker the more likely. We observe
that, if a comment did not trigger any discussion cascade, that comment is probably neutral or positive. In contrast, when comments
originated discussion, there is a higher probability that they are negative. Furthermore, the likelihood of negative comments increases
when the value of the size and the structural metrics also increase.
These results suggest that discussion cascades occur more frequently due to negative messages and less frequently due to neutral
messages. However, to perform a rigorous analysis we need to consider the following observations. First, we found by manual inspection that many neutral comments, despite being clearly positively
or negatively aligned with the petition, were not explicitly marked
accordingly for some reason, e.g., problems of usability or perhaps a
deliberate choice of the user. Second, we have to take into account the
class imbalance (5,198 positive vs. 798 negative comments). Because
10 0
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Figure 6.3. Distribution of the cascade size triggered by the first
level comments of each alignment (neutral, positive and negative).
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Figure 6.4. Heatmaps of the probability of alignment (gray for neutral, green for positive and red for negative) of a first level comment
given size and width, depth, or h-index of the cascade. Large values
are aggregated in the top rows and rightmost columns.

of these two reasons, we will restrict our analysis to aligned comments, either positive or negative, which triggered at least one reply.
We apply bootstrapping, with 10K evaluations and randomly chosen
(with replacement) 10K positive and 10K negative comments. Comments can be chosen more than once. The number of evaluations and
threads have been selected, after multiple assessments, to guarantee
the significance of the statistical test (p < 0.05). Results are presented as heatmaps in Figure 6.5 and confirm that, regarding positive
and negative first level comments, when deep and complex cascades
are observed, there is a much stronger likelihood to be originated by
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a negative comment. In conclusion, although we find that positive
comments sometimes triggered complex discussion cascades, in general, the deepest and most complex conversations between users in
Decidim Barcelona were caused by negative comments, i.e., counterargumentation.

Figure 6.5. Heatmaps of the probability of polar alignment (green
for positive and red for negative) of a first level comment given the
value of size and structural feature (width, depth, and h-index) of the
cascade. Values are obtained with a statistical test of 10K evaluations
with 10K random cascades each and shown if significant (p < 0.05).

6.6

Discussion

This study has been designed to answer our research question about
the structural differences of discussion cascades triggered by neutral, positive and negative comments on online petitions in Decidim
Barcelona. Our question was motivated by the open research challenge of effectively deploying online discussions in online petition platforms [LR09, WRM05]. The interface in Decidim Barcelona, which
combines conversation threading and comment alignment, became an
innovative case study and an ideal scenario to answer this question.
Results are clear: although a low proportion of comments were negative (about 5%), negative comments were more likely to trigger more
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complex discussion cascades than neutral and positive comments. We
should note that users in Decidim Barcelona were notified when they
received a reply. Therefore, authors of petitions were always aware of
negative comments which might also increase their interest in engaging in discussion to advocate for their petitions. This is consistent
with the basis of cognitive dissonance [Fes62], i.e., negative comments
usually contain new information which contradicts the idea of a given
petition and the author and supporters of the petition will be likely to
reply to it. We can conclude, thus, when trying to address the open
challenge of effectively combining online petitioning and online discussion [LR09, WRM05], the deliberative platform design of Decidim
Barcelona introduces an innovative solution.
We should remark that our methodology was language-independent.
This was a deliberated decision because of the complexity of the bilingual context of Decidim Barcelona (Spanish and Catalan), e.g., many
natural language processing resources were not available for Catalan.
Although this decision allows to easily apply our methodology on any
other platform, future work should also focus on the content of messages to compare how linguistic features might also differ in relation
to the alignment of comments.
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Table 6.1. Top 10 petitions in Decidim Barcelona by the number of
comments. An English translation is indicated in parentheses.
Title
N. comments
Noves llicències per a pisos turístics
337
(New licenses for tourist apartments)
Implantar el tramvia a la Diagonal
111
(To build a tramway in Diagonal Avenue)
Cubriment de la Ronda de Dalt al
seu pas per la Vall d’Hebrón
108
(Roof for Dalt Road in Vall d’Hebrón)
Promoció de l’ús de la bicicleta, i millora
i ampliació dels carrils bici (Promotion
80
of cycling and improvement and expansion
of bike lanes)
Regulació del mercat de lloguer
77
(Regulation of the housing rental market)
Pla de salut mental (Mental Health Plan)
75
Expropiació i demolició de la parròquia
de Santa Maria de Gràcia (Expropriation
74
and demolition of the parish of Santa
Maria de Gràcia)
Acotar la invasió de gossos en espais públics
68
(To limit the invasion of dogs in public spaces)
Pla estratègic de turisme 2016-2020
66
(Strategic tourism plan 2016-2020)
Estratègia per garantir una sanitat pública,
universal i de qualitat (Strategy to guarantee
63
public, universal and quality health)
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7
Conclusions

7.1

Summary of findings

In this dissertation we have characterized online participation in civic
technologies, in particular, we have provided readers with practical
examples of how technical interventions in real-world platforms were
able to influence the behaviour of thousands of participants. These
findings have important implications for the design and study of civic
technologies.

7.1.1

Detection of platform effects

We examined in Chapter 3 whether it was possible to automatically
detect events which affect deliberation in online discussions. We proposed a language-independent methodology based on regression discontinuity design and metrics from network science. Results on the
discussions from the social news site Menéame showed the influence of
online discussion interfaces on the emergence of deliberative network
structures. In particular, the change of the conversation view from
linear to hierarchical induced deeper discussion threads which are
associated with higher argumentation. This was accentuated when
the maximal visual depth was increased. Such event was not known
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while designing the analysis and, therefore, illustrates the flexibility
of our methodology for observational studies.
Note that we were able to identify an unknown event because
the development process of the open source code of Menéame is
available at the collaborative platform GitHub. In contrast, this
was not possible when we detected certain anomalies in a dataset
of online petitions from Avaaz.org because the source code of that
platform is proprietary (see the analysis in Appendix A). Openness,
often expressed as the right of citizens to access to relevant files and
information, has gradually become a fundamental right in modern
democracies [Ale14]. Therefore, given the increasingly prominent
role played by civic technologies, the right to study how the program
works and understand it (Freedom 1 of the Free Software’s Four Freedoms [Sta02]) is essential to guarantee the democratic nature of any
political system supported by digital platforms.

7.1.2

The impact of conversation threading

Given the results of Chapter 3, we then quantified the impact of
the change of the conversation view from linear to hierarchical in
Menéame. In particular, we presented in Chapter 4 an analysis of
how the reciprocal behaviour of online discussions was affected by
this technical intervention. Using interrupted time series analysis and
regression discontinuity design, an abrupt and significant increase
in social reciprocity was observed after the adoption of a threaded
interface.
We furthermore extended the state of the art of generative models
of discussion threads [GKLK13] by including reciprocity as a model
feature to explain better the typical deep structures of online discussions. Results also confirmed that the adoption of conversation
threading induced more reciprocal activity, made popular comments
to attract more replies and slowed down the decay of novelty. This
finding shows the huge potential of generative modeling approaches
to help to assess the inter-dependency between users interaction pat136

terns and platform design elements. In conclusion, such approaches
can be exploited to help site owners and community managers to
create a positive and constructive environment for large scale online
discussions.

7.1.3

The impact of petition ranking

We examined in Chapter 5 data from petitions and signatures detecting platform features that may be hindering citizen participation.
First results suggested that the original design of the home page,
which was based on a ranking inspired by Reddit, was inadequate
in this context since petitions are aimed at growing over year, while
the dynamics of social news sites are characterized by fast and short
lifespans [LBK09, KGL07]. These findings motivated a new sorting
criterion for the ranking of the home page which positively affected
petition growth in Decide Madrid.
Given that most petition platforms include rankings in their home
page, our findings have relevant implications for the design of civic
technologies. We should note however that the design of some popular non-governmental petition platforms differs from these approaches.
On the one hand, petitions in Change.org are classified by categories
to then show the most popular petition from each category in the
home page. On the other hand, the home page of Avaaz.org does
not present a list of petitions but a list of most recent signatures,
regardless of when petitions were published. Given this heterogeneity of home pages, this work should inspire future work involving
researchers and civic technologists to reflect on the consequences of
the design of home pages for online petition platforms.

7.1.4

Deliberative platform design

In Chapter 6 we focused on the discussion threads of online petitions in Decidim Barcelona. Previous works on online petitions found
that platforms had little success in engaging participants into discus137

sions [WRM05, LR09]. Petition discussions have traditionally been
designed either as comments using an online forum threaded interface, as the one of Menéame analyzed in Chapters 3 and 4, or as
arguments presented separately according to their alignment for or
against the petition. The deliberative platform design of Decidim
Barcelona combined both strategies and allowed us to characterize
the structural differences of discussion cascades triggered by neutral, positive and negative comments. The analysis revealed that few
comments were negative but, in comparison to neutral and positive
comments, they were more likely to trigger complex discussion cascades. Given that deliberative structures of threads are characterized
by complex network structures, the design of petition discussions in
Decidim Barcelona becomes an interesting approach to favor deliberative practices of decision-making in civic technologies.

7.2

Open research challenges

Based on the findings of this thesis, we propose open research challenges that we have identified and that should be addressed in the
future.

7.2.1

Adding content-based features

Most models reviewed in Chapter 2 and the model proposed in Chapter 4 do not include features related to the content of messages
within the discussion. The only exception is Backstrom et al. (2013)
[BKLDNM13] which considers some text-based features like the occurrence of certain terms (e.g. ‘comment’, ‘agree’) or the number
of question/exclamation marks in a comment. However, this model
is rather predictive than generative, i.e., its purpose is not to understand behaviour in discussions but to predict their length. We should
note that language-independent approaches for generative models are
easily replicable in online discussions of very diverse nature. However,
we also believe that only focusing on structural aspects of threads
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might be limiting when characterizing online discussions, e.g, to fully
understand the emergence of online deliberation.
Content-based approaches are mandatory for relevant research
topics like modeling antisocial behavior of discussions [CDNML15,
CBDNML17, KCL17]. Because modeling online discussion relies
on representing discussion threads as information cascades, generative models could be enriched with existing methodologies of emotional cascades of online activity [AGMS15]. In fact, there is evidence supporting that emotional expressions prolong online discussions [CSS+ 11]. Therefore, understanding collective emotions in online discussion is still a challenging task, requiring generative mechanisms that can bridge individual and collective levels of behavior [SG10]. Besides emotions, the content of messages can also reveal
the emergence and evolution of topics in online discussions. For instance, some studies have found strong evidence that hierarchical
comment threads represent a topical hierarchy in discussion platforms [WZH13]. Thus, this observation explicitly motivates the inclusion of text-based features (e.g. text similarity between replies)
to better characterize the arrival of new comments in a discussion
thread. To the best of our knowledge, this approach has never been
considered in any generative model of discussion threads and, therefore, adding content-based features is still an open research challenge.

7.2.2

Modeling group behaviour

Homophily and social influence are paradigmatic behavioral phenomena in online interaction and help to explain the emergence of clustered community structures [AMS09]. However, although some generative models of online discussion threads take users into account,
none of them considers the existence of groups of users, with common
interests or similar opinion about certain topics.
This phenomenon is relevant because many empirical works have
found evidence that user groups evolve into echo chambers [Sun09,
GBK09, FGR16]. This leads us to reflect on how generative models
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would better explain online discussion if groups of users were taken
into account. In relation to this issue, according to [MSLC01], two
of the main research challenges in the topic of homophily are multiplexity, i.e. understanding the role of networks with various layers of
interaction types, and analyzing dynamic data in which links appear
and disappear over time. Some empirical studies have shown that
homophily is stronger in positive interactions rather than in reply
interactions [GAS+ 15]. Thus, the problem of identifying groups of
users can be viewed as a community detection problem. This could
be handled by the many existing algorithms [For10] on the network
of votes among users within the discussion. On the other hand, this
could also motivate new methods to detect communities based on
interactions (i.e. comments or votes) which only occur between opposing fractions. In fact, the co-evolution of votes and comments is
currently receiving increasing attention [CTTJF16]. Therefore, we
suggest that the research challenge of modeling online discussions
including groups of users (to be inferred from interactions from the
voting layer) would provide a better explanation of the behavior of
online communities in discussion platforms.

7.2.3

Mitigating information overload

Much of the work in this thesis has focused on understanding the
growing process of online discussion threads and online petitions. It
is important to note that the growth in online platforms often makes
it more difficult for participants to identify messages and ideas under discussion. This phenomenon is even more challenging in civic
technologies because discussions are aimed at providing valuable arguments for guiding citizens in participatory decision-making processes.
The knowledge discovery systems described in Appendix B were
developed to present information about petitions and discussions
from Decide Madrid in a concise and well-interpretable way. Other
tools like Wikum, an experimental technology for crowdsourced re140

cursive summarization [ZVK17], have been tested with citizens and
public officers of Madrid for helping them get an overview of the discussions of petitions (see Figure 7.1). In parallel to these prototypes,
recent research work has proposed recommender systems to address
the exact same problem of information overload in this civic technology [CBCCG17a]. Nevertheless, the real integration and successful
assessment of computational tools of this kind remains a pending
issue.

Figure 7.1. Discussion of a petition from Decide Madrid using the
recursive summarization tool Wikum [ZVK17]. http://wikum.org/
visualization_flags?id=386.
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7.3

Final remark

The rise of civic technologies has led to new and innovative ways in
which citizens participate democratically. The scope of projects like
Decide Madrid and Decidim Barcelona goes beyond these two cities:
Many other municipal governments such as the ones of New York
City, Mexico City, Paris or Helsinki have already deployed their own
platforms powered by these free open source technologies. Therefore, these civic technologies are already playing a key role in the
democratic governance of cities around the world.
Open source allows citizens to audit how technology works. However, we cannot determine which design and which algorithms are
best suited for a participatory process only through examining the
open source code of a platform. This knowledge requires an exhaustive research process. In fact, most popular online platforms on the
Internet are the result of a constant battery of controlled experiments
that guides product development and accelerates innovation. In the
introduction to this manuscript we indicated the ethical problems
associated with experimenting with civic technologies that are being
used by real citizens for public policy making. As a consequence,
we have advocated for the usage of techniques from causal inference
to measure the effect of specific interventions, which were decided
by the teams responsible for these platforms and applied to the entire population. Such strategy, while preventing our research from
discrimination and manipulation scenarios, is very limiting when it
comes to generating relevant public knowledge for a democratic society, increasingly mediated by civic technologies.
There are scenarios to explore between authoritarian experimentation defined by the owners of online platforms and the total absence
of experimentation. If the official instances of civic technologies ruled
by democratic governments cannot guarantee conditions for ethical
experimentation, we need to design and to deploy pre-production environments that can be the object of controlled experimentation and
that would allow the generation and transfer of public knowledge.
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For example, in recent years, cities around the world have deployed
citizen laboratories of many kinds to foster innovation projects, e.g.,
living labs, hacklabs, medialabs, etc. Actually, Decide Madrid and
Decidim Barcelona projects have been supported by Medialab Prado
in Madrid and Laboratori d’Innovació Democràtica in Barcelona. Research and innovation in both spaces with respect to these civic technologies have primarily focused on assessing their performance, discussing key challenges, and exploring similar platforms. However,
citizen laboratories would have been ideal pre-production environments for active and citizen experimentation.
Citizen experimentation would open up a participatory and democratic generation of public knowledge for the ‘platform society’. This
approach must be understood as opposed to the paternalistic approach of nudging, where a privileged group exercises its power by
influencing the behavior and decision making of groups or individuals. In the same way that citizen science has shown the potential of
the citizenry involved in scientific research, it is essential to reflect on
and promote a paradigm of citizen experimentation for democracy.
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A
Dataset of Online Petitions
from Avaaz.org

A.1

Introduction

Petition signing has long been one of the most popular political activities with a history extending back to at least the Middle Ages [Fox12].
After a decline in the 20th century, petitioning has achieved new
prominence through online, e-petition platforms. Online petitions are
often disseminated on social media, and their low-costs, low-barriers
to entry may bring new people into the political process [MJHY15].
Despite the popularity of petition platforms, this computer mediated form of civic participation has also come under criticism. A
review of online petitioning over 10 years in Europe and the United
Kingdom concluded that, although these experiences were mostly
positive, there was no solid evidence about significant impact [PE12].
Indeed, petition platforms are seen as the essence of the so-called
‘slacktivism’ or ‘clicktivism’, where the main effect is not to impact
real life but to enhance the feel-good factor for participants [Chr11].
This criticism has fueled a skeptical view of activism through social media [Gla10] and of the promise that the Internet would ‘set
us free’ [Mor11]. Nevertheless, online petitioning has a proven abil145

ity to originate public policies of great impact, e.g., the Unlocking
Consumer Choice and Wireless Competition Act [U.S13].
In the last decade, much research has focused on analyzing data
from government platforms in countries like Germany [JJ10, LR11],
the United Kingdom [Wri12, HMY13, Wri15], and the United States
[DLH+ 15, MJHY15, YHM17]. As these platforms belong to public institutions, these studies are of interest because of the potential
of petitions to influence policy making. However, institutional platforms are restricted by definition to specific territories, and do not
take advantage of the global scope offered by the Internet.
At the global level, Change.org and Avaaz.org are two paradigmatic examples of online petition platforms able to engage millions
of people around the world. Nevertheless, there are few empirical
studies of these communities. For Change.org, launched in 2007 by a
for-profit corporation, research has analyzed user behavior [HSHH15],
success factors [EDK16] and gender patterns [MGSP17]. These studies relied on data from the API but, since October 2017, it is no longer
supported1 . For Avaaz.org, also launched in 2007 but founded by nonprofit organizations, the only case study to date focused on whether
this community fulfills certain basic democratic dimensions [Hor17].
This study reported serious problems of transparency and accountability because of the lack of information about their activities. In
fact, Avaaz.org does not provide an open data API, which is a major
barrier to research in this field.
To overcome the lack of available data from global petition platforms, we present in this appendix an open dataset of petitions from
Avaaz.org 2 . In the following section we describe how we obtained the
data in line with technical and legal requirements, and the structure
of the dataset. We then explore the data to provide some findings of
interest. To motivate future work, we conclude by offering example
research questions that could be addressed with our dataset.
1
2

https://help.change.org/s/article/Change-org-API
Available at https://dataverse.mpi-sws.org/dataverse/icwsm18
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A.2

Data Collection

To generate the dataset of petitions from Avaaz.org, we implemented
a web crawler based on the incremental nature of their numerical
ids. First, for a given petition id, a script sent a request to the
AJAX endpoint of Avaaz.org and retrieved the corresponding URL.
Then, with the petition URL, another script fetched and parsed the
HTML to extract and store the corresponding metadata (an example
petition page is shown in Figure A.1). The crawling process was done
in August 2016 and the petition ids ranged from 1 to 382979 (which
was the latest petition at that time). After excluding deleted pages,
we obtained a dataset of 366,214 petitions.
It is important to highlight two issues taken into account when
the crawler was designed. First, the machine-readable robots.txt file
on Avaaz.org does not specify any restrictions3 . Second, every page
fetched by the crawler specified a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0
Unported License in the footnote. Therefore, our dataset is released
under the same terms.

A.2.1

Structure of the dataset

The metadata of the online petitions were processed to produce a
standardized and enriched dataset. Besides the id and URL, each
petition contains the following fields:
• title (string): Title of the petition (limited to 100 characters).
Following the official guidelines about how to write a petition
title [Ava18b], many of them include the person, organization
and/or location it addresses.
• author (string): Name of the user who authored the petition.
To preserve anonymity, Avaaz.org includes only the given name
and the first initial of the family name.
3

https://secure.avaaz.org/robots.txt
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• description (string): Description of the petition.
• date (timestamp): Date when the petition was published, from
December 2011 to August 2016. Because dates were originally
found in different languages including different writing systems
(Latin, Arabic, Cyrillic, Kana, Hebrew, and Greek), we standardized them as yyyy-MM-dd.
• country_name (string): Name of the country of origin of the
author. Users are able to customize this field in their profiles.
Otherwise, the value is obtained by Avaaz.org directly from the
user’s IP address.
• country_code (string): As well as date, country names were
originally found in different languages and writing systems.
Therefore, we standardized countries using ISO 3166-1 alpha-3
codes4 .
• sign (integer): Number of signatures at the time the petition
was crawled.
• target (integer): Number of signatures set as a goal by the
platform/creator (this value may change as petitions receive
signatures).
• ratio (float): Ratio between the two proceeding fields.
• facebook_count (integer): Number of shares on Facebook.
• twitter_count (integer): Number of shares on Twitter.
• whatsapp_count (integer): Number of shares on WhatsApp.
• email_count (integer): Number of shares via email.
4

https://unstats.un.org/unsd/methodology/m49/
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• lang_code (string): Language detected on the concatenation of
title and description using a plugin for Apache Nutch project5
(based on n-grams of over 50 languages). The resulting language is standardized with a ISO-639 2-letter code6 .
• lang_prob (float): Probability of success given by the language
detection plugin.
• people (multivalued string): The names of people found within
the concatenation of the title and description fields using the
Stanford Named Entity Recognizer (NER) [FGM05]. Results
are only provided when the detected language was English,
Spanish or German (available languages).
• organizations (multivalued string): The names of organizations found using the NER, as done for people.
• locations (multivalued string): Locations found using the
NER, as done for people.
• miscellany (multivalued string): Other entities found using
the NER, as done for people.

A.3

Data Exploration

In this section we explore the petitions in our dataset to illustrate
its content and relevance for research. We first provide a general
overview regarding authors and signatures, and then inspect the link
between signatures and shares on social media platforms. Finally,
we examine some geographical and multilingual findings about the
worldwide community of Avaaz.org.
5
6

https://wiki.apache.org/nutch/LanguageIdentifier
http://www.loc.gov/standards/iso639-2/php/code_list.php
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Figure A.1.
Web page of a petition in Avaaz.org https:
//secure.avaaz.org/en/petition/Global_media_consumers_
Turn_off_Trump/.

A.3.1

General overview

Figure A.2 presents general descriptive statistics of petitions in relation to authors and signatures. The plot in Figure A.2a shows the
distribution of authors by the number of petitions. As expected, the
distribution appears to follow a power law: most authors only published a few petitions. However, there is a small group of authors
with over 1,000 petitions each. We examined this group and found
that the most prolific user (2,895 petitions) is named selenium s.,
located in Afghanistan and the United States, and authored peti150
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tions like “TEST - AUTOMATED - Who: TEST - AUTOMATED What” or “selenium1440423202: selenium1440423202”. This might
indicate that these petitions were automatically generated with Selenium7 , a popular web browser automation tool8 . Although much
recent research has been devoted to characterize bots in social media
platforms [CGWJ10, RCM+ 11, FVD+ 16], most studies have focused
on Twitter. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first evidence
of bots operating in an online petition platform.
To assess the success of petitions in our dataset, we present a
scatter plot of petitions’ target number of signatures compared to
their actual number of signatures (Figure A.2b). These dimensions
are not correlated and the plot reveals that the number of signatures
rarely exceeds the targets. This finding is explicit in Figure A.2c
which shows the distribution of petitions by ratio, i.e., the number of
signatures for each petition divided its target. We should note that,
although the fraction of petitions decreases as the ratio increases,
this is not the case for petitions with ratio ∈ [0.5, 1]. The observed
peak could be the result of targets automatically updating when the
number of signatures reaches a specific threshold. This is a relevant
design feature in some online petition platforms that could encourage more signatures by magnifying the importance of a new signature
to reach the target [MJRH12, FS04]. For this reason, we present in
Figure A.2d the cumulative distribution of petitions by their number
of signatures for petitions with ratio ∈ [0.5, 1]. The plot shows two
trends: one from 1 to 99 signatures and the other above 100 signatures, which is the default initial target on the platform. It appears
the target number of signatures is mostly likely to automatically update after a petition has at least 100 signatures.

7

http://www.seleniumhq.org
An extended explanation of this user, provided by Avaaz.org after submitting the camera-ready copy of the corresponding article, is described in the last
section.
8
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A.3.2

The role of social media

Recent research has found that the growth and success of online petitions is influenced by their popularity in social media [MJHY15,
PACM16, PGK+ 17]. Given that our dataset includes how many
times each petition was shared on Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp and
email, we present in Figure A.3 the distribution of petitions by the
number of shares in each platform. The plots show heavy-tailed distributions: most petitions are not shared on social platforms while
a few are highly shared. This is consistent with previous studies of
diffusion on social media [GWG12, HJMY18].
We explicitly examine the link between social media and the success of online petitions with a scatter plot of signatures versus the
sum of shares on four social platforms (see Figure A.4a). Although
the variables are positively correlated (r = 0.44, p < 0.001), as better
shown in Figure A.4b, we find of great interest the existence of a
group of 25 petitions that received more than 500K signatures but
less than 100 shares. We inspected these petitions and found that
24 of them were written in Indonesian by 18 authors not located
in Indonesia but in the United Kingdom, the United States, Spain,
France, Italy, Costa Rica and the Palestinian territories. Using the
author field (given name and the initial of the family name), we
searched Google using queries of the format: site:linkedin.com avaaz
name. For each query, we found an employee of Avaaz.org (e.g., Campaign Directors, Senior Campaigners) matching with name and the
geographical location of corresponding petitions. We provide two
possible explanations for these results9 . On the one hand, they could
be an indicator of astroturfing, i.e., these petitions could have been
massively signed in an artificial manner. We should note that, in addition to the aforementioned problems of transparency and accountability [Hor17], there are specific complaints about the reliability of
the number of signatures to petitions on Avaaz.org [Haw15]. On the
9

After submitting the camera-ready copy of this article, the actual cause,
described in the appendix, turned out to be neither of these two.
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(a) Full dataset.

(b) Subset (shares ≤ 2 · 104 and
signatures ≤ 5 · 104 ) covering
99.8% of the full dataset.

Figure A.4. Signatures versus shares in social media. The black
line is a linear fit, and petitions written in Indonesian are shown with
red star markers.
other hand, Avaaz.org and other websites have been blocked in Indonesia in recent years [Wik07], and this finding could be the result
of very effective campaigns through alternative (even non-digital) diffusion channels.

A.3.3

Geographical and multilingual findings

Because the Avaaz.org community is present in over 200 countries,
we show in Figure A.5 two choropleth world maps comparing activity across countries. The left map indicates the total number of
signatures for all petitions in the dataset and reveals that activity is
intense in Brazil, Spain, and countries that are members of the Group
of Seven (G7) excluding Japan (Canada, United States, United Kingdom, France, Italy, and Germany). These results are similar to the
map of the number of Avaaz ‘members’ from each country in the
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(a) Sum of signatures (in millions).

(b) Average number of signatures per petition.

Figure A.5. Choropleth world maps of signing activity by country.
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Avaaz Annual 2016 Poll [Ava16]. In contrast, the right map shows
the average number of signatures per petition and depicts a very different distribution with the highest values in two African countries,
Uganda and Kenya, followed by Indonesia.
To examine the most popular languages for Avaaz.org petitions
from very active countries, we present a heatmap in Figure A.6. For
better readability, data are normalized by the number of petitions
in each country, and countries on the horizontal axis are grouped
by linguistic similarity. We observe that, although users tend to use
the most spoken language in their countries, English acts as a global
language with remarkable use in countries like Afghanistan, Poland,
and the Netherlands. The results also allow for the easy identification
of strongly multilingual countries, e.g., Canada (French and English),
Argelia (French and Arab), Morocco (French and Arab), Ukrania
(Russian and Ukranian), Belgium (French, Dutch and English) and
Turkey (Turkish, Arab and English).
Finally, we explore named people within the text of petitions. As
indicated in the second section, this exploration is limited to petitions written in English, Spanish or German. Table A.1 shows the
top 10 people who are mentioned in petitions from the largest number of countries. The table also includes the top 3 countries associated with each person. Because petitions in Avaaz.org are aimed
at solving global societal challenges, it was expected to find people associated to global leadership (e.g., Barack Obama or Angela
Merkel). In addition to politicians, we find of interest the presence
of Justin Bieber who appears in many petitions from Latin American countries like Argentina, Uruguay and Mexico. We inspect these
petitions and found that many of them were about an indictment
from an Argentinian court against him in 2016. This leads us to
examine which countries share similar political and social references
with a heatmap of the number of people in common between the
most active English, Spanish and German speaking countries (see
Figure A.7). Besides the overlap among countries very active on
Avaaz.org (United States, United Kingdom, Germany, Canada and
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Figure A.6. Heatmap of the percentage of petitions from different
countries written in the most popular languages.
Spain), we should note the specific overlap among Spanish speaking
countries (Spain, Mexico, Colombia, Argentina, Venezuela, etc.) and
between the United States and Mexico.

A.4

Recommendations for future work

In the above section we have presented a preliminary exploration of
our dataset of online petitions from Avaaz.org. On the basis of these
results, we conclude this appendix by proposing different example
research questions to reflect potential uses of the dataset.
Bot detection
In the current context of the rise of social bots [FVD+ 16], we have
provided the first evidence of bots on a petition platform by examin158

Table A.1. Top 10 people by the number of countries with English,
Spanish or German petitions naming them. The last column indicates
the three countries with more petitions naming the corresponding
person (values in brackets).
Person
Barack Obama
Boris Johnson
Angela Merkel
Ban Ki-Moon
David Cameron
Vladimir Putin
Edward Snowden
Justin Bieber
Donald Trump
Xi Jinping

No. of
countries
94
71
46
46
41
41
31
29
26
26

Top 3 countries
USA (211)
GBR
(60)
DEU (267)
USA
(12)
GBR (471)
USA
(18)
DEU
(69)
ARG (30)
USA
(17)
USA
(11)

DEU
USA
AUT
GBR
FRA
GBR
USA
URY
GBR
GBR

(41)
(15)
(14)
(12)
(7)
(14)
(18)
(19)
(8)
(5)

GBR (40)
URY
(9)
GRC (10)
CHE (11)
USA
(5)
RUS (11)
GBR (14)
MEX (11)
MEX (6)
CAN
(3)

ing the most active users. Nevertheless, could bot-generated petitions
also be detected with other (e.g., text-based) features?. Indeed, our
dataset is not only affected by bots publishing a large number of
petitions but also by suspiciously high levels of support to petitions
with almost no traction on social media. If astroturfing is the reason behind this pattern, and as done on other platforms like Twitter [RCM+ 11], could an automatic classifier identify petitions with
artificial support? Given the nature and potential of online petitions
to influence policy makers, the answer to these questions would have
clear political and social implications.
Content analysis
Our exploration of the content of online petitions was limited to detected languages and named entities. This has allowed us to obtain a
geographic overview of the Avaaz.org community, revealing patterns
of multilingualism and common political references among countries.
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Figure A.7. Heatmap of the number people who are named in
petitions from multiple countries. The chosen countries have the
largest number of petitions written in English, German or Spanish
(the available languages of the Named Entity Recognizer). For better
readability, values on the diagonal are set to 0.
However, the textual content of the petitions still has great informative value to be examined. First, future work might focus on
sentiment analysis. Given that recent research on Change.org found
that petitions were more likely to be successful when having positive
emotions [EDK16], is this a specific finding of Change.org or also
valid for the community of Avaaz.org?
Second, topic modeling could also be of great interest. For example, given the topics of online petitions from a multilingual country,
do different linguistic communities care about the same issues? Our
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dataset could help to identify socio-political problems of these communities. Furthermore, detected topics along with date field values
would allow modeling the rise and decay of topics: how do topics
emerge in online petition platforms? According to Avaaz.org, overall
priorities for campaigns are set through member polls [Ava18a]. However, the motivations of members in selecting priority issues remain
unclear. For the same period of time, a comparison of topics from
our dataset to topics from external sources (e.g., news repositories,
social media) would shed light on political agenda setting in the era
of global activism.
Gender studies
Because author in our dataset is essentially the given name of the
user who published a petition, future work might also focus on extracting the gender of authors to then identify whether there are
significant differences in the topics about which men and women
create petitions. A recent study on Change.org found that women
were more likely to publish petitions about animals and women’s
rights while men focused on economic justice and (general) human
rights [MGSP17]. Besides comparing whether these results are also
valid in Avaaz.org, the geographical and linguistic information of
our dataset would allow for the investigation of a more detailed research question: is the distribution of relevant topics for men and for
women stable over countries or affected by cultural factors? Given
the increasing awareness about gender biases online (e.g., Wikipedia
[WGGGM16] and Facebook [GMKC+ 18]), our dataset might be a
helpful resource to assess whether the democratic purpose of online
petitioning is affected by any gender imbalances.
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A.5

Comments provided by Avaaz.org

After this work was published, we were contacted by Ben Boyd (Chief
Technology Officer at Avaaz.org) who provided an explanation of the
anomalies detected when exploring the dataset. First, some petitions
authored by selenium s. are likely the result of automated testing
by Avaaz.org which were not properly removed. However, bot activity is an ongoing challenge that Avaaz.org is actively working to
tackle. Second, the reason of the petitions with more than 500k signatures with extremely low social share counts is that Avaaz.org’s
campaigners linked some campaigns internally to the core campaigning platform to boost them. The linking procedure wrongly showed
the number of signatures from the source petition of the campaign
while not showing the corresponding share counts. This bug is now
fixed (since June 2018). We would like to thank Ben Boyd for his
insightful feedback and for his interest in this research project.
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B
Knowledge Discovery Systems
for Decide Madrid

B.1

Introduction

Madrid City Council launched in 2015 Decide Madrid, a civic technology to foster open democracy and citizen participation through,
among other features, online petitions1 . The functioning of this platform is as follows: First, a user publishes an online petition that
proposes a public policy to be implemented in Madrid. Then, other
users can comment the petition to favor deliberative practices of decision making, and users verified as citizens of Madrid can also support
the petition. After one year, if the petition obtains more than 27,064
supporting votes (1% of the population of Madrid over 16 years old),
a voting process, advertised in the main page, is held. If most users
vote in favor and the petition fulfills certain technical and ethical requirements, the public policy is implemented by the City Council. In
contrast, online petitions which do not reach the support threshold
in one year are withdrawn from the platform.

1

https://decide.madrid.es/proposals
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To investigate the potential of Decide Madrid, the City Council
launched in 2016 the Collective Intelligence for Participatory Democracy Lab (Participa LAB)2 . This space is part of Medialab Prado, a
citizen laboratory for exploring the forms of experimentation and
collaborative learning that have emerged from digital networks. The
specific mission of Participa LAB was to investigate forms of direct
and deliberative democracy involving new digital tools, e.g., through
the analysis of data from Decide Madrid.
The increasing abundance of data on urban activity has motivated the development of interactive data visualization systems (i.e.,
dashboards) in many cities like Amsterdam3 , Dublin4 , or Boston5 .
While dashboards of this type have typically relied on data from city
sensors (e.g. traffic, noise, air pollution), open data portals, or social
media platforms (e.g., Twitter, Facebook, Instagram), little effort has
been devoted to deploy interactive discovery systems with data from
civic participation platforms. One of the few cases is Civic CrowdAnalytics, a tool which applies natural language processing with data
from a crowdsourced urban planning process in Palo Alto [ACC+ 16].
The tool served to reveal that the impact of citizens’ voices was related to the volume and the tone of their messages, i.e., demands
with more messages and more emotive tone led to greater changes in
public policies. Another example of interest is Pol.is 6 , a commenting and survey system which applies principal component analysis
to get major variances in opinions for different voters. These variances are then clustered using the k-means method, together with
the silhouette score, to identify opinion groups [Yen17]. Although
that platform was originally developed for news forums, it rapidly
evolved into a civic technology when adopted by the vTaiwan com-

2

https://www.medialab-prado.es/en/laboratories/participalab
http://citydashboard.waag.org
4
http://www.dublindashboard.ie
5
https://boston.opendatasoft.com
6
https://pol.is/home
3
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munity7 to detect controversial issues about Uber/Airbnb Taiwanese
regulations [Meg16].
The work presented below corresponds to two systems developed
in collaboration with Participa LAB for the discovery of knowledge
through mining and visualizing data from Decide Madrid.

B.2

Visualization tool for online
discussion threads

The design of online platforms for collective awareness is gaining increasing interest. For example, the European Commission launched
in 2012 a research initiative called Collective Awareness Platforms
for Sustainability and Social Innovation (CAPS) to explore the confluence of knowledge and social networks8 . For awareness to be leveraged in practice, the way in which people acquire information is crucial [PSB+ 14]. Deliberative democracy requires citizens to be aware
of the argumentative structure of every proposal. Therefore, argument mapping in large discussions becomes essential for the decisionmaking process. The tool presented in this section is a result of the
CAPS principles in Decide Madrid. In particular, our tool allows a
deeper understanding of the argumentative structure of proposals,
which improves collective awareness of citizens and provides useful
hints for the refinement of Decide Madrid.9
We visualize the hierarchical discussion as an interactive radial
tree in which the root node corresponds to the proposal and the rest of
the nodes correspond to the comments from the users, e.g. [PCK09].
To highlight the arborescence of the discussion and to distinguish
the arguments of every branch of the thread, the tool applies a flexible force-directed graph layout that accelerates charge interaction
through the Barnes-Hut approximation [PG05]. In addition, to iden7

https://vtaiwan.tw
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/collectiveawareness
9
Code available at: https://github.com/elaragon/decideviz
8
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tify the messages that receive more attention, the size of the nodes is
proportional to the number of votes. Furthermore, the colour of the
nodes is determined according to the ratio of positive/negative votes:
• Black: Root (proposal)
• Grey: Comment with no votes
• Green (scale): Comment with majority of positive votes
• Red (scale): Comment with majority of negative votes
• Orange: Comment with no strong preference of positive or negative votes
The visualization also includes an informative panel with the description of the tool and the metadata of a node (author, message,
date and number of positive/negative votes) when the user rolls the
mouse over it.
To illustrate the potential of this tool, Figure B.1 illustrates the
interface using an example of a proposal about banning bullfighting10 .
We observe a large number of orange nodes, reflecting the strong controversy generated by this topic in Madrid. Among the most voted
comments (the largest nodes), both positively and negatively voted
comments appear. The best rated ones consist of contributions from
animal rights organizations and feedback from citizens that suggest
merging all the anti-fighting proposals posted in Decide Madrid. Indeed, the existence of multiple proposals for the same goal is one of
the patterns that has been identified with this tool (recent versions of
Decide Madrid have addressed this issue). In contrast, the comments
that receive a majority of negative votes in this proposal are usually
messages that define bullfighting as an artistic discipline in Spain.
10

https://decide.madrid.es/proposals/105
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Figure B.1. Visualization of the discussion of the petition “Eliminar
los festejos taurinos y las subvenciones” (Remove bullfighting and its
subsidies). Left side shows the discussion as an interactive radial tree.
Right side displays the content of a selected comment (see the main
text for a detailed description of the interface).
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B.3

Interactive discovery system of
online petitions

In the first year of Decide Madrid, two petitions reached the support
threshold: one to unify public transport tickets11 and the other to
implement specific environmental sustainability policies12 .
Despite the success of both petitions, two aspects require special
attention. First, both petitions were published on the day Decide
Madrid was launched. Second, no petition published in subsequent
months has reached even half the threshold. According to previous
analyses [Bet15], this might be explained by how petitions are presented in the platform. Originally, they were listed using pagination
and a sorting criteria based on the number of supporting votes. As
one could expect, this strategy embodied the so-called ‘Matthew effect’ [Mer68]: the first petitions rapidly became popular and covered
the first page of the ranking, which made new petitions nearly invisible. To overcome this effect, the City Council replaced the ranking
algorithm with the Hot score method of Reddit13 . However, this
method was devised to rank news items whose interest usually declines rapidly, while online petitions require longer visibility to engage
thousands of citizens and hence reach the threshold14 . Therefore, the
results of this second strategy are still unsatisfactory and illustrate
the socio-technical problem of ranking and filtering of information in
social systems [SPS14]. Another problem of interest is the generalist
approach of the interface, i.e., petitions are shown regardless of the
user preferences. Although some other ranking methods with personalized recommendation have been proposed [CBCCG17b], every
approach has always relied on the assumption that petitions must be
11

https://decide.madrid.es/proposals/9
https://decide.madrid.es/proposals/199
13
https://github.com/consul/consul/blob/master/lib/score_
calculator.rb
14
This observation and the work presented in this section were done before the
ranking algorithm of petitions was changed (see details in Chapter 5).
12
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presented as a list and, therefore, requires a ranking algorithm. The
system presented here is motivated by the use of alternative graphical interfaces to experiment with other strategies of human-computer
interaction in Decide Madrid. In particular, our system applies different techniques of data analysis and visualization to facilitate the
discovery of topics and petitions15 .
To illustrate how the systems works, we will use an example based
on petitions related to trash, a controversial issue in Madrid which
has motivated many petitions on Decide Madrid proposing different
solutions to the existing problems.
Discovery of topics
Figure B.2 shows the current web interface of Decide Madrid which
displays a list of petitions about any topic using the Hot score method
as sorting criteria by default. Although it allows users to retrieve petitions matching the term “basuras” (trash), they would have then
to scroll through a dozen of pages to find proposals of interest among
the 273 existing petitions. In contrast, the alternative web interface,
shown in Figure B.3, starts with a query form to force users to explicitly set their interest. Once a user has filled the form, the module of
topics retrieves the matching petitions from the API16 to then groups
them into topics with the text clustering method Carrot2 [OW05].
This is a state of art method for web search results clustering which
is based on the the Suffix Tree Clustering algorithm (STC) [SW03].
The idea behind this approach is that topics usually correspond to
identical sequences of terms (phrases) and, therefore, groups of documents can be identified by such sequences. The algorithm follows
two steps:
1. Discovery of groups of petitions with identical phrases.
2. Merge of these groups into larger clusters.
15
16

Code available at: https://github.com/elaragon/decide-topics
https://decide.madrid.es/graphiql
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Thus, the phrase which characterizes each final cluster is used by
STC as a label to easily identify topics of petitions. Petitions can
occur in multiple clusters and those without any assigned cluster can
be found at “Other topics”.

Figure B.2. Current front page of petitions in Decide Madrid using
a list of items sorted by the Hot Score, the default criteria.

Resulting topics are presented in a mosaic plot with distinctive
color for each topic and size according to the sum of supporting votes
to the petitions of the corresponding cluster. Metadata of each topic
(label and number of petitions and sum of supporting votes) are displayed in a tooltip on mouse over. Figure B.3 shows the topic visualization of the term “basuras” for which the discovery system automatically identifies 44 related topics, e.g., “garbage bins”, “garbage tax”,
“cleaning services”. The full list is presented in Table B.1. When the
user clicks on a topic (either at the diagram or at the legend) the
second module is loaded using the selected topic as input.
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Figure B.3. Interface of the module of topics which groups online
petitions into topics and shows them within a mosaic plot (example
for the query term “basuras”, trash in Spanish).
Discovery of petitions
The web interface of the module of petitions is presented in Figure B.4. To distinguish that items are now petitions of a selected
topic, these are shown as circles. The radius of the circle is based on
the number of supporting votes to easily identify which are the most
popular petitions. However, to avoid a ranking of petitions using
lists as done in Decide Madrid so far, circles are displayed randomly
without overlap by applying a force-directed graph layout [Jak01].
Metadata of each petition (title and number supporting votes) are
also shown in a tooltip on mouse over.
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The illustrative example in Figure B.4 corresponds to the petitions from the “garbage tax” topic. The cursor is over a popular
petition which proposes the implementation of the German recycling
system (Mehrwegpfand)17 . When the user clicks on the circle, the petition web page is loaded in a new window (see Figure B.5) to allow
the user to review its proposals and to support it.

Figure B.4. The interface shows the corresponding petitions as
circles sized by the number of supporting votes (example for the topic
“Impuestos de Basuras”, garbage tax in Spanish).

17

https://decide.madrid.es/proposals/1824
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Figure B.5. Page of a popular petition proposing the implementation of the German recycling system.

B.4

Discussion

In this appendix we have presented how to facilitate knowledge discovery in Decide Madrid through visualization tool for argument
mapping and an interactive system to browse and topics and petitions.
For the visualization tool of discussion threads, although many
tools for collective intelligence through citizen discussion have been
released (eg. Deliberatorium18 , , Loomio19 , DemocracyOS20 ), most
of them do not present the argumentative structure of the discussion.
Tools which include network visualizations (eg. Incoma21 , Edge18

http://deliberatorium.mit.edu/
https://www.loomio.org/
20
http://democracyos.org/
21
http://incoma.org/
19
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Sense22 ) are devised to explore online forums with little impact in
policy making in comparison to Decide Madrid. In this context of
binding proposals, we believe that our tool provides a clear picture
of the discussion of citizens in order to promote effective deliberative democracy. Furthermore, as shown in Figure B.6, this tool
was selected for Big Bang Data - London, an art exhibition held at
the Somerset House between December 2015 and March 2016 with
the aim of allowing visitors to explore how data is transforming our
world23 .

Figure B.6. The visualization tool for online discussion threads
from Decide Madrid at the Big Bang Data exhibition - London (Somerset House, December 2015 and March 2016). Source: Kaisa Eskola.

22
23

http://wikitalia.github.io/edgesense/
http://bigbangdata.somersethouse.org.uk/
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For the interactive discovery system, users interested in petitions
about trash would have had to explore the rankings of petitions page
by page in the official web interface. Our system is a way to solve this
task in a more dynamic manner. Because these paginated rankings of
petitions have been identified as a barrier for petition signing, simple
but effective data visualization can serve to prevent civic technologies from undesired effects of this kind. In recent years, many similar platforms have been developed to facilitate public participation
and, ultimately, collective action [MJHY15]. Nevertheless, research
has provided evidence that social systems are very sensitive to how
information is ranked and filtered [SPS14]. Given the increasing popularity of civic technologies, our system is an illustrative example of
how these platforms might benefit from presenting information in a
concise and well-interpretable way.
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Table B.1. Full list of discovered topics for the petitions retrieved
from Decide Madrid with the query term “basuras” (trash in Spanish). For each topic, the table includes an English traslation, the
number of petitions, and the sum of supporting votes to the corresponding petitions. “Other topics” contains the petitions which were
not assigned to any cluster by the Suffix Tree Clustering algorithm.

Topic

English translation

Noche
Calles y Aceras
Caso
Cubos de Basura
Impuesto de Basuras
Servicios de Limpieza
Horarios de Recogida
También Hay
Limpieza de la Ciudad
Tipos de Contenedores
Camiones de Basura
Suciedad
Comunidades de Vecinos
Papeleras
Centro de Madrid
Contenedores de Reciclaje
Mucha Gente
Mucho Menos
Zonas Verdes
Excrementos de Perros
Malos Olores
Medio Ambiente
Barrio Limpio
Transporte Público
Vía Pública
Plazas de Aparcamiento
Calidad de Vida
Descampados
Solares Abandonados
Cantidad de Dinero
Parques Infantiles
Residuos Orgánicos
Vehículos sin Motor
Nuestros Hijos
Cualquier Sitio
Problemas de Movilidad
Teniendo en Cuenta
Debería Hacerse
Distrito más Poblado
Control de Plagas
Necesidad de Buscar
Pasar por Caja el Producto
Redes Sociales
Vivienda y te Conviertas en un Proscrito
Other Topics

Night
Streets and sidewalks
Case
Garbage Bins
Garbage Tax
Cleaning Services
Pickup Schedules
There are also
Cleaning the City
Types of Containers
Garbage Trucks
Dirt
Neighborhood Communities
Litter bins
Centre of Madrid
Recycling Containers
Many People
Much Less
Green Zones
Dog Droppings
Bad Smells
Environment
Clean Neighborhood
Public Transportation
Public Roads
Parking Spaces
Quality of Life
Open fields
Abandoned Plots
Amount of Money
Children’s playgrounds
Organic Waste
Non-Motor Vehicles
Our Children
Any Site
Mobility Problems
Taking into account
It Should Be Done
Most Populous District
Pest Control
Need to Search
Checkout the Product
Social Networks
Housing and Become an Outlaw
Other Topics
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Number of
petitions
32
31
30
30
30
28
26
25
23
23
22
22
21
21
20
19
19
15
14
11
10
10
9
9
9
8
7
7
7
6
6
6
6
5
4
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
60

Sum of supporting
votes to petitions
4,519
4,256
4,701
2,676
8,219
3,869
2,400
3,923
5,155
2,837
1,433
5,236
2,630
4,665
2,798
3,234
4,383
2,038
2,005
1,637
1,179
1,599
760
1220
918
368
1,492
605
1,735
3,548
362
307
325
209
552
658
186
573
340
291
81
2,256
250
3,183
9,388
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